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RAWLS’S A THEORY OF JUSTICE

A Theory of Justice, by John Rawls, is widely regarded as the
most important twentieth-century work of Anglo-American
political philosophy. It transformed the field by offering a com-
pelling alternative to the dominant utilitarian conception of
social justice. The argument for this alternative is, however,
complicated and often confusing. In this book Jon Mandle
carefully reconstructs Rawls’s argument, showing that the most
common interpretations of it are often mistaken. For example,
Rawls does not endorse welfare-state capitalism, and he is not a
“luck egalitarian” as is widely believed. Mandle also explores the
relationship between A Theory of Justice and the developments
in Rawls’s later work, Political Liberalism, as well as discussing
some of the most influential criticisms in the secondary litera-
ture. His book will be an invaluable guide for anyone seeking
to engage with this ground-breaking philosophical work.

jon mandle is Associate Professor of Philosophy at the Uni-
versity at Albany (SUNY). His previous publications include
What’s Left of Liberalism? An Interpretation and Defense of Justice
as Fairness () and Global Justice ().
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Preface

I was not fortunate enough to know John Rawls personally. However,
the interactions that I did have with him were consistent with what
virtually everyone who knew him reports – he was generous, modest,
and kind. Since our interactions were mostly professional – he was
replying to my questions, commenting on papers and ideas – he was
serious and focused and very helpful. I wrote to him for the first
time soon after I read A Theory of Justice in graduate school. I am still
amazed that he took the time to respond – as he did whenever I wrote
to him over the subsequent years. He was a wonderful role model for
a philosopher. It is to his memory that I dedicate this book.

A Theory of Justice was published in . In early  Rawls
revised the text in preparation for the German translation. It was not
until , however, that this revised text was published in English.
Rawls made no attempt to incorporate developments in his theory
that occurred between  and  – in particular, he did not
make revisions in light of the publication of Political Liberalism in
. Still, the revised edition includes some significant changes that
Rawls regarded as improvements over the original text. It should be
regarded as the authoritative text, and I quote from it accordingly.
However, owing to the existence of the enormous secondary literature
published before , I have cited passages by giving first the page
numbers from the original edition and then from the revised edition.
Where the editions differ, I have indicated this in a footnote.

Many people contributed to this project. Some did not know they
were doing so while others knew it all too well. Those that I wish
to thank include Chris Bertram, Harry Brighouse, Josh Cohen, Sam
Freeman, Kristen Hessler, Jay Mandle, Joan Mandle, Rex Martin, Pete
Murray, Thomas Pogge, Mardy Rawls, David Reidy, Arthur Ripstein,

ix



x Preface

Karen Schupack, and Anna Schupack, as well as two reviewers from
Cambridge University Press. Hilary Gaskin deserves special mention
for her great patience and encouragement as editor. Finally, I thank
the Belknap Press of Harvard University Press for permission to quote
from A Theory of Justice by John Rawls, c© ,  by the President
and Fellows of Harvard College.



Introduction

“The smarter you get, the smarter it gets.”
(Hilary Putnam on A Theory of Justice)

In  the philosophical world was waiting both literally and
metaphorically for A Theory of Justice. Many philosophers eagerly
anticipated it because John Rawls had already published key ele-
ments of his theory in a series of articles, and for several years he had
circulated drafts of sections of the book. Just a year after its publica-
tion, one author began his review by stating that “Rawls’ theory of
justice is too well-known to need detailed exposition.” Metaphori-
cally, the field of political philosophy was waiting for it because, in
the words of Isaiah Berlin in , “no commanding work of political
philosophy has appeared in the twentieth century.” The field was
looking for such a work in order to escape from what was widely
believed to be its very poor condition. Perhaps the most dramatic
expression of this despondent state was Peter Laslett’s declaration, in
the introduction to his  collection Philosophy, Politics and Society,
that “For the moment, anyway, political philosophy is dead.” This
certainly overstated the case, but his identification of “the culprit”
revealed clearly what he thought had gone wrong in the field: “The
Logical Positivists did it.”

 B. Parekh, “Reflections on Rawls’s Theory of Justice,” Political Studies,  (), p. .
 Isaiah Berlin, “Does Political Theory Still Exist?” in Philosophy, Politics and Society (second

series), Peter Laslett and W. G. Runciman, eds. (Blackwell, ), p. .
 Peter Laslett, “Introduction” in Philosophy, Politics and Society, Peter Laslett, ed. (Blackwell,

), p. vii.
 Ibid., p. ix. For a contemporaneous analysis that speculates on the explanation for changes

in the emphasis and approach to political theory, see P. H. Partridge, “Politics, Philosophy,
Ideology,” Political Studies,  (). A useful discussion of the period is Brian Barry, “Political
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The work of T. D. Weldon was characteristic of this approach. In
an article included in Laslett’s  collection, Weldon declared that
“The purpose of philosophy . . . is to expose and elucidate linguistic
muddles; it has done its job when it has revealed the confusions which
have occurred and are likely to recur in inquiries into matters of fact
because the structure and the use of language are what they are.” Its
purpose is decidedly not to advocate one set of moral principles over
another. Individual philosophers, like anyone else, can promote their
favored principles, but such advocacy cannot rise to the level of true
philosophy. Indeed, it is “dishonest to misstate the logical character
of such pronouncements and to claim special status for them; that is,
to pretend that they are like the highest grade of physical principles
when they are in fact like the lowest.” For the purposes of philosophy
properly understood, “any set of principles would do equally well.”

Although Rawls was not the first political philosopher to reject
this vision of philosophy, A Theory of Justice burst open the dam and
revealed how narrow it had been. Suddenly, vast new areas of enquiry
were available to philosophical investigation. It became respectable
for political philosophers to defend substantive and even controver-
sial evaluative principles. Rawls showed that philosophical reflection
could offer justifications for specific conceptions of justice. Not all
principles “would do equally well.” When Rawls wrote that “[t]he
analysis of moral concepts and the a priori, however traditionally
understood, is too slender a basis” from which to develop a substan-
tive theory of justice (TJ, /), the logical positivists would have
agreed. From that assumption they drew the conclusion that philos-
ophy had no business engaging in such a project at all. A Theory of
Justice, however, showed how political philosophy can offer a defense
of substantive principles by exploring territory beyond the traditional
limits of conceptual analysis.

The immense influence of A Theory of Justice on contemporary
political philosophy is explained in large part by the fact that it
brought philosophical respectability to the project of justifying moral

Argument after Twenty-Five Years: An Introduction to the Reissue” in Political Argument: A
Reissue with a New Introduction (University of California Press, ).

 T. D. Weldon, “Political Principles” in Laslett, Philosophy, Politics and Society, p. .
 Ibid., p. .  Ibid., p. .
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principles. Almost as important, however, was the content of the prin-
ciples that it defended. While there certainly were some dissenters,
when the book was published there was a widespread assumption that
some form of utilitarianism must be correct. One of Rawls’s central
tasks was to “offer an alternative systematic account of justice that
is superior . . . to the dominant utilitarianism of the tradition.” (TJ,
viii/xviii) By the end of the decade, H. L. A. Hart could write:

We are currently witnessing, I think, the progress of a transition from a
once widely accepted old faith that some form of utilitarianism, if only we
could discover the right form, must capture the essence of political morality.
The new faith is that the truth must lie not with a doctrine that takes
the maximization of aggregate or average general welfare for its goal, but
with a doctrine of basic human rights, protecting specific basic liberties
and interests of individuals, if only we could find some sufficiently firm
foundations for such rights to meet some long-familiar objections.

With the publication of A Theory of Justice, utilitarianism – which
holds that morality requires that we maximize the aggregate or average
level of happiness – could no longer be taken for granted.

It would be hard to overstate the importance of A Theory of Justice
to political and ethical philosophy. It was not unusual for review-
ers to compare Rawls’s work to that of the giants in the history of
philosophy such as John Stuart Mill and Immanuel Kant. What-
ever their many disagreements, virtually all contemporary political
philosophers recognize the centrality of John Rawls’s great  work
to their field. Brian Barry calls it “the watershed that divides the past
from the present,” and Robert Nozick’s assertion remains as true

 H. L. A. Hart, “Between Utility and Rights” [] in Essays in Jurisprudence and Philosophy
(Oxford University Press, ), p. .

 See, for example, “The Good of Justice as Fairness,” Times Literary Supplement, May , ,
p. ; Marshall Cohen, “Review of A Theory of Justice,” New York Times Book Review, July
, , p. .

 Barry, “Political Argument after Twenty-Five Years,” p. lxix. Reflecting on the intellectual
world in which Political Argument was first published in , he observes: “The difference
can be simply but entirely accurately characterized by saying that Political Argument belongs
to the pre-Rawlsian world while the world we live in is post-Rawlsian.” (p. lxix) Compare
Jonathan Wolff: “Contemporary English-language political philosophy began in  with
the publication of A Theory of Justice, and the announcement of a new journal Philosophy
and Public Affairs” (“John Rawls: Liberal Democracy Restated” in Liberal Democracy and its
Critics, April Carter and Geoffrey Stokes, eds. (Polity, ), p. ).
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today as it was in : “Political philosophers now must either work
within Rawls’ theory or explain why not.”

biography

John Bordley Rawls – “Jack” to his friends and acquaintances – was
born in Baltimore in . His father was a successful lawyer who
had dropped out of high school to work in a law firm, where he
taught himself law and soon passed the bar exam. His mother served
as president of the Baltimore chapter of the League of Women Vot-
ers, and both parents were very interested in politics. After attending
schools in Baltimore, he was sent to high school at an Episcopalian
school in Kent, Connecticut. Upon graduation in  he enrolled
at Princeton. After some uncertainty he wound up majoring in phi-
losophy, where Norman Malcolm was an important influence. His
senior thesis, submitted in , was entitled “A Brief Inquiry into the
Meaning of Sin and Faith: An Interpretation Based on the Concept
of Community,” and Rawls seriously considered going to the Vir-
ginia Theological Seminary to prepare for a career as a priest. Instead,
after graduating a semester early in January, , he enlisted in the
army and was sent to the Pacific for two years. He served in New
Guinea, the Philippines, and in occupied Japan. Although he viewed
his service as “singularly undistinguished,” he was awarded a Bronze
Star for work behind enemy lines.

His wartime experience was formative and led to the abandonment
of his previous religious faith. Years later, he wrote:

How could I pray and ask God to help me, or my family, or my country,
or any other cherished thing I cared about, when God would not save
millions of Jews from Hitler? When Lincoln interprets the Civil War as
God’s punishment for the sin of slavery, deserved equally by North and
South, God is seen as acting justly. But the Holocaust can’t be interpreted

 Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (Basic Books, ), p. .
 The two best sources of biographical information on Rawls are Thomas Pogge, John Rawls:

His Life and Theory of Justice (Oxford University Press, ), and Samuel Freeman, Rawls
(Routledge, ).

 John Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith: With “On My Religion,”
Thomas Nagel, ed. (Harvard University Press, ). See also the discussion in Eric Gregory,
“Before the Original Position: The Neo-Orthodox Theology of the Young John Rawls,”
Journal of Religious Ethics,  ().
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in that way, and all attempts to do so that I have read of are hideous and
evil. To interpret history as expressing God’s will, God’s will must accord
with the most basic ideas of justice as we know them. For what else can the
most basic justice be? Thus, I soon came to reject the idea of the supremacy
of the divine will as also hideous and evil.

In early  Rawls returned to Princeton on the GI Bill to pur-
sue graduate work in philosophy. He spent a year at Cornell, where
Malcolm was then a professor, and returned to Princeton to write his
dissertation, “A Study in the Grounds of Ethical Knowledge: Consid-
ered with Reference to Judgments on the Moral Worth of Character,”
during the – year. Months after he went on a blind date with
Margaret Fox (“Mardy”), the two were married in the summer of
. Upon receiving his degree Rawls taught as an instructor at
Princeton for two more years, during which time he was able to read
widely in fields outside of philosophy, especially in economics. He
received a Fulbright fellowship to spend the – year at Oxford,
where he attended a lecture course by H. L. A. Hart and a seminar
taught by Isaiah Berlin and Stuart Hampshire. In  he was hired
as an assistant professor at Cornell, and he received tenure there in
, despite having published only two articles. In  he pub-
lished “Justice as Fairness,” which was the name of the theory that
he would develop and refine for nearly a half-century. The follow-
ing year he accepted a one-year visiting professorship at Harvard.
While he was there, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which
had no independent philosophy department, offered him a tenured
position. Two years later, in , he returned to Harvard, where he
would remain until his retirement in . Despite a significant stut-
ter, he became an immensely popular undergraduate and graduate
lecturer. Over the course of his career he served as advisor to many
graduate students (including a striking number of women) who, in
turn, have made significant contributions to the field.

A very modest man, Rawls declined numerous awards and hon-
orary degrees over the years. Among those that he accepted was the

 “On My Religion” [] in A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, p. .
 The two were “Outline of a Decision Procedure for Ethics” [] (based on his dissertation)

and “Two Concepts of Rules” [], both in Collected Papers, Samuel Freeman, ed. (Harvard
University Press, ).

 In Freeman, Collected Papers.
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National Humanities Medal, awarded by President Clinton, in .
He also granted very few personal interviews. However, in one inter-
view conducted in  he stated that he “began to collect notes
[for what would become A Theory of Justice] around the fall of 
after I had completed my thesis.” During the twenty-year period of
its development he published many articles that, subject to various
degrees of revision, were incorporated into A Theory of Justice. Accord-
ing to his student, friend, and editor, Samuel Freeman, “Rawls often
said that he sees these papers as experimental works, opportunities
to try out ideas that later may be developed, revised, or abandoned
in his books.” After A Theory of Justice Rawls continued to work on
justice as fairness, publishing more articles, revising, extending, and
defending the theory. And after another approximately twenty-year
period, in  he published his second book, Political Liberalism.

Two years later, following a conference celebrating the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the publication of A Theory of Justice, Rawls suffered
the first of a series of strokes. In the remaining seven years of his
life he continued to work. With the assistance of his wife, friends,
and colleagues, he completed a new introduction to Political Liberal-
ism, “The Idea of Public Reason Revisited,” and The Law of Peoples,
and participated in the editing of his Collected Papers and of three
collections of his lectures: Lectures on the History of Moral Philoso-
phy, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, and Lectures on the History of
Political Philosophy. He passed away at his home in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, on November , .

Nearly fifty years after his wartime experiences Rawls would write
that the destruction of Hiroshima and the fire-bombing of Japanese
cities “were great evils” that the political leadership of the United
States had a duty to avoid. As well as opposing the US war in
Vietnam, he also believed that the -S deferment, which allowed

 “John Rawls: For the Record,” The Harvard Review of Philosophy (Spring, ), p. .
 Samuel Freeman, editor’s preface, Collected Papers, p. ix.
 John Rawls, Political Liberalism, expanded edn. (Columbia University Press, ).
 See “The Idea of Public Reason Revisited” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers; The Law of

Peoples (Harvard University Press, ); Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy, Barbara
Herman, ed. (Harvard University Press, ); Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, Erin Kelly,
ed. (Harvard University Press, ); Lectures on the History of Political Philosophy, Samuel
Freeman, ed. (Harvard University Press, ).

 John Rawls, “Fifty Years after Hiroshima” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers, p. .
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college students to avoid the military draft, was unfair. He held that
if, in fact, circumstances were such that conscription was necessary,
this burden should be shared equally, and that the children of the
privileged should not be able, in effect, to buy their way out. In
addition to the intrinsic unfairness, he thought that a society would
be less likely to engage in aggressive and unjust wars if the children
of the political elite were among those on the front lines. In 
he introduced a resolution to the Harvard faculty condemning the
-S deferment, despite the fact that Harvard students were among
its direct beneficiaries. For the most part A Theory of Justice avoids
discussing particular policy matters such as these. However, one of
the points where Rawls’s more practical concerns become clear is
in his discussion of conscientious refusal as it relates to a country’s
foreign policy. Acknowledging that conscription may in principle be
defended despite its imposition of hardships, it is morally permissible
only when “the risks of suffering from these imposed misfortunes
are more or less evenly shared by all members of society over the
course of their life, and that there is no avoidable class bias in selecting
those who are called for duty.” (TJ, /) On the other hand, he
continues, “the conduct and aims of states in waging war, especially
large and powerful ones, are in some circumstances so likely to be
unjust that one is forced to conclude that in the foreseeable future
one must abjure military service altogether.” (TJ, /)

non-academic influence

Despite the enormous influence of A Theory of Justice on academic
philosophy and related fields such as political science and jurispru-
dence, Samuel Freeman comments that outside of academia Rawls’s
influence has been “nil.” This should be qualified somewhat for a
few European countries such as Germany, the Netherlands, and the
Nordic countries, and perhaps for the Chinese students who are said
to have shown copies of A Theory of Justice to photographers during

 See Robert Samuelson, “Faculty Shelves Draft Resolution after Debating for Hour and Half,”
The Harvard Crimson, January , , www.thecrimson.com/article.aspx?ref=.

 Freeman, Rawls, p. .
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the Tiananmen Square protests in . Still, it is clear that The New
York Times was wildly optimistic when, in naming A Theory of Justice
one of the “Five Significant Books of ,” it asserted that “Rawls’s
arguments are persuasive; its political implications may change our
lives.” Rawls himself knew better, however, and commented that he
was “pessimistic of philosophy’s influence.” The practical influence
of philosophical work is much more indirect and generally takes a
very long time to percolate through a culture.

To take Freeman’s examples, consider Locke’s influence on the
American Revolution a century after he wrote or Marx’s on twentieth-
century communism. Or consider what Rawls himself says in the
introduction to the paperback edition of Political Liberalism. He
notes that among the questions that political philosophers may con-
sider is “whether a just and well-ordered constitutional democracy
is possible and what makes it so.” The answer that we give to this
question,

affects our background thoughts and attitudes about the world as a whole.
And it affects these thoughts and attitudes before we come to actual pol-
itics, and limits or inspires how we take part in it. Debates about general
philosophical questions cannot be the daily stuff of politics, but that does
not make these questions without significance, since what we think their
answers are will shape the underlying attitudes of the public culture and the
conduct of politics . . . A cause of the fall of Weimar’s constitutional regime
was that none of the traditional elites of Germany supported its constitution
or were willing to cooperate to make it work. They no longer believed a
decent liberal parliamentary regime was possible.

The practical influence of philosophy is gradual and indirect. Anyone
who imagines that a philosophical argument could be deployed in
the heat of battle to ward off physical attack is delusional. But this
does not mean that philosophical arguments cannot have significant
effects. As Joshua Cohen observes,

 See the various contributions to the “Symposium on the Reception of Rawls in Europe” in
the European Journal of Political Theory,  (), and Ronald Dworkin’s remarks at Rawls’s
memorial service, “John Rawls,” The Harvard Review of Philosophy,  (), p. .

 “Rawls is Given Two Awards for Book on Justice Theory,” The Harvard Crimson,
December , , www.thecrimson.com/article.aspx?ref=.

 Freeman, Rawls, p. .  Rawls, Political Liberalism, p. lix.
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When the Gestapo arrive, philosophy’s time has long passed. To avoid the
great horrors of political life, political values need to be a settled part of the
public culture . . . [Philosophy can] articulate principles of political morality,
defend them from the cynicism of self-styled realists, hope they take hold
in the background culture, and show that that hope is reasonable.

Still, some critics disparage political philosophy, and moral theory
more generally, for not being effective tools in influencing people’s
behavior. Richard Posner, for example, argues that “[m]oral intuitions
neither do nor should yield to the weak arguments that are all that
philosophers can bring to bear on moral issues.” He continues:

academic moralism has no prospect of improving human behavior . . .
[because] the analytical tools employed in academic moralism . . . are too
feeble to override either narrow self-interest or moral intuitions. And aca-
demic moralists have neither the rhetorical skills nor the factual knowledge
that might enable them to persuade without having good methods of inquiry
and analysis.

It appears that the only useful role that Posner can imagine for moral
theory is the propagandistic one of convincing otherwise immoral or
amoral people to become moral. So conceived it aims to convince
others to behave in ways that are already known to be correct. Given
this understanding, Posner plausibly concludes that academic philos-
ophy is not especially well suited to bringing about such changes in
behavior. Unlike academic moralists, Posner allows that those that he
calls “moral entrepreneurs” can effectively propagandize for morality,
but they do so primarily through non-rational methods. “If you want
to make a person disapprove of torturing babies, show him a picture
of a baby being tortured; don’t read him an essay on moral theory.”

Richard Rorty exhibits a similar attitude when he argues that we
should put aside abstract theories of human rights in order to concen-
trate on the “manipulation of sentiments.” For Rorty the best that
philosophy can achieve is to tell us what we already know: “the most

 Joshua Cohen, “The Importance of Philosophy: Reflections on John Rawls,” South African
Journal of Philosophy,  (), p. .

 Richard Posner, The Problematics of Moral and Legal Theory (Harvard University Press,
), p. ix.

 Ibid., p. .  Ibid., p. .
 Richard Rorty, “Human Rights, Rationality, and Sentimentality” [] in Truth and

Progress: Philosophical Papers, vol. iii (Cambridge University Press, ), p. .
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philosophy can hope to do is to summarize our culturally influenced
intuitions about the right thing to do in various situations.” As
we will see when we discuss Rawls’s idea of “reflective equilibrium”
in chapters  and , there is a sense in which this is correct. Moral
knowledge cannot come from anywhere but our own reflective con-
sideration. But this does not make it trivial or obvious, and there
is an important role for philosophy other than promoting what we
already know.

As Rawls conceives it, the task of political philosophy is not one
of propaganda in which we attempt to manipulate the sentiments
of those who do not already share our moral outlook. Nor is it to
establish a firm foundation from which to establish the possibility of
moral knowledge. Rather, the goal is to help make progress toward
resolving the many uncertainties and tensions within our already rich
set of moral principles, beliefs, hunches, and prejudices. If we were as
confident about all moral questions as we are about the wrongness of
torturing babies there would be little practical need for moral theory,
and we could get on with the propagandistic project of manipulating
sentiments. But in many areas, especially in matters of public policy,
we are far less certain about what justice requires. For example, we may
be conflicted and unsure about the moral permissibility of imposing
taxes on the wealthy to assist the poor. On the one hand, we may
think it is unjust for some to have so much while others lack basic
necessities. But on the other hand, we may be pulled by a sense that
such taxation would be an unjust restriction on the liberty of the
wealthy. Conflicts like this, Rawls believes, show that,

there is at present no agreement on the way the basic institutions of a
constitutional democracy should be arranged if they are to satisfy the fair
terms of cooperation between citizens regarded as free and equal. This is
shown in the deeply contested ideas about how the values of liberty and
equality are best expressed in the basic rights and liberties of citizens so as
to answer to the claims of both liberty and equality.

Utilitarianism, in particular, cannot “provide a satisfactory account
of the basic rights and liberties of citizens as free and equal persons, a

 Ibid., p. .  Rawls, Political Liberalism, p. .
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requirement of absolutely first importance for an account of demo-
cratic institutions.” (TJ, xii) The main goal of A Theory of Justice is
to develop a theory that could serve as “the most appropriate moral
basis for a democratic society.” (TJ, viii/xviii) The core idea is that a
just society will make its fundamental decisions on the basis of mutual
respect among its members. Justice as fairness aims to work out what
this reciprocity requires by formulating and defending fundamental
principles of social justice.

It cannot be stressed enough that Rawls’s project is not an attempt
to defeat a moral skeptic. It is not an attempt to manipulate the
sentiments of those lacking an adequate sense of justice in order to
generate such a motivation. It is, rather, a contribution to a public
discussion concerning the most adequate conception of justice to
be used by a democratic society when addressing matters of basic
social justice. It aims to develop an account of the basic organization
of a just society under favorable, but not unrealistic, conditions –
what Rawls would later call “a realistic utopia.” The idea is to
extend “what are ordinarily thought to be the limits of practicable
political possibility” and therefore to show what we could be at our
best. Showing the possibility of such an achievement does not, of
course, establish its likelihood. Still, even showing that a just order is
possible can affect our political and social attitudes and therefore have
significant practical effects. “By showing how the social world may
realize the features of a realistic utopia, political philosophy provides
a long-term goal of political endeavor, and in working toward it gives
meaning to what we can do today.”

basic overview of a theory of justice

Although the term “justice” is used in a many different contexts,
justice as fairness addresses a fairly narrow topic, although an indis-
putably important one. It is concerned with what we might call “basic
social justice.” The theory assumes that members of a society will
value many different goals and projects. These different conceptions

 This is from the preface for the revised edition.
 Rawls, The Law of Peoples, pp. –, –; Rawls, Justice as Fairness, pp. , .
 Rawls, The Law of Peoples, p. .  Ibid., p. .
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of the good may conflict with each other, at least to the extent that
they make incompatible demands on social resources. These conflicts
are due not only to irrationality or immorality. Perfectly reasonable
and morally permissible values and goals may also make incompat-
ible demands. Basic social justice is concerned with resolving these
conflicts fairly. This can often be done in a decentralized way, for
example, by specifying a scheme of property rights that ensures that
each individual controls a fair share of resources to devote to the
ends that he or she values. These procedures will be realized in the
basic institutions of society – what Rawls calls “the basic structure of
society.” Justice as fairness asks: which principles should we use when
evaluating whether the basic structure is fair?

This means that justice as fairness will have little to say (at least
directly) about many topics commonly considered under the broad
heading of “justice.” For example, in addition to being a virtue of
social institutions, justice is also a virtue of individuals and indi-
vidual conduct. Justice as fairness recognizes this, but only gives an
incomplete account of this individual virtue. Its account is limited
to the influence that individuals can have on the design of the basic
structure and to the relations among individuals when they are medi-
ated by those institutions. But justice makes additional demands on
individuals. These are often based on special relationships such as
being a family member, a friend, a co-worker, or a member of a
religious or professional community. While not denying any of this,
justice as fairness does not develop an account of these more role-
specific demands. It certainly does not aspire to be a general guide to
individual conduct.

Furthermore, justice as fairness is an exercise in “ideal theory.”
It aims to develop principles for the evaluation of a “well-ordered
society.” It assumes, that is, that most citizens will have an adequate
and shared sense of justice and that the institutions of their society
will conform to its demands. This involves two distinct idealizations.
First, in any actual society there will be some people who have an
inadequate or mistaken sense of justice. All societies need mechanisms
to cope with such cases, and the criminal law will be a component of
such a response. For the most part, justice as fairness abstracts away
from such issues. Notice, however, that it does not abstract away
from the need for principles of basic social justice because it assumes
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that even in an idealized well-ordered society there will be conflicts –
such as disagreements over how social resources should be deployed –
that need to be resolved fairly. Second, justice as fairness has little
to say about the transition from existing social injustices to a more
just basic structure. The mechanisms of social change fall outside of
its scope. Furthermore, sometimes political realities may force us to
accept second-best arrangements. Judgments concerning when such
compromises are appropriate also lie beyond the reach of the theory.
Still, part of the idea of a realistic utopia is that if we can make
progress in developing an account of what a just society would look
like under favorable circumstances, we can then go on to face the
more concrete problems that we confront in our actual condition.

The most distinctive part of justice as fairness is the defense that
Rawls offers for his principles. In order to determine which princi-
ples would be just, he proposes a thought experiment in which we
imagine the principles being chosen from a fair initial choice situa-
tion. The idea is to stipulate the features of this situation so that we
can recognize that whatever principles would be chosen there would
be just. Because we want the principles to be fair to all citizens, we
want to force the parties in this choice situation to select only those
principles that they believe could be justified to everyone. We do this
by imagining them behind a “veil of ignorance” that denies them
knowledge of any identifying or specific information about them-
selves or their society. The idea is that since they do not know which
social position or set of values they will turn out to hold when the veil
of ignorance is lifted, they are forced to consider how the choice of
principles would affect everyone. Rawls calls this purely hypothetical
choice situation “the original position.”

Despite its importance, the original position is designed to play a
limited and specific role. Obviously, Rawls does not suppose that we
ever were or could be in such a position. Although he views justice
as fairness as part of the social contract tradition, the principles of
justice chosen from the original position do not bind us in the same
way that ordinary contracts do. Their binding character does not
depend on any voluntary act of the will, such as an affirmative act
of consent. The construction of the original position does not show
why we should be concerned with the virtue of justice in the first
place. It is designed to help clarify the content of the principles
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of basic social justice. Nor is the original position an appropriate
perspective for general moral deliberation. It is limited to the task
of constructing first principles of basic social justice. Indeed, as we
will see in chapter , it is not even an appropriate perspective for
applying those principles in concrete circumstances in order to design
social institutions. Finally, it is crucial to keep distinct the perspective
of you and me and Rawls – theorists interested in developing a
conception of justice – and the point of view of the imaginary parties
in the original position. We set the features of the choice situation
to help us clarify which principles of basic social justice we think
would be fair. In order to do this, we choose features that force the
parties to consider which principles would be acceptable from every
social position. If we can identify the principles that they would find
to be most acceptable, then we have good reason to believe that
those principles would be fair to everyone, and this is exactly what
we want. In this sense, the construction of the original position is
artificial. The parties do not represent “who we really are” or our “true
selves.” We imagine them with certain features and choosing from
an imaginary situation in order to help us solve a problem that we
face.

The parties in the original position are to make pair-wise compar-
isons among various historically prominent or compelling concep-
tions of justice, comparing especially the two principles that Rawls
defends and average utilitarianism. Rawls argues that when our fun-
damental interests are at stake, as they are in the design of the basic
structure, the features of the original position force the parties there
to be especially concerned with the worst possible outcomes. The
people who occupy the least advantaged social positions will be those
whose fundamental interests are at the greatest risk. So by forcing
the parties in the original position to be especially concerned that
they may turn out to occupy one of the least advantaged positions,
we ensure that they choose principles that protect everyone’s funda-
mental interests. That is what we want, because only a set of principles
that protects everyone’s fundamental interests will be acceptable to
everyone. This special concern for the least advantaged is reflected in
the two principles that Rawls argues would be chosen. The basic idea
of the two principles has remained consistent since he formulated
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them in “Justice as Fairness” in , although, as we will see in
chapters  and , Rawls made some slight changes to the formulation
of the first principle. The first principle guarantees an equal scheme
of basic liberties to all citizens. These include liberties familiar from
existing constitutional democracies, such as the right to vote, the rule
of law, and liberty of conscience, among others. The second principle
itself has two parts. First, it requires “fair equality of opportunity.”
Individuals must have a fair chance of obtaining the various social
positions in the society. Second, structural inequalities are just (rela-
tive to a baseline of equality) only if they work to the advantage of the
least advantaged position. In other words, for a structural inequality
to be just, all social positions must benefit from it, although they
need not all benefit equally, of course. This second part of the second
principle is called “the difference principle.” While the first principle
is implemented primarily in the political institutions of the basic
structure, the two parts of the second principle are realized mainly
through the social and economic institutions.

A Theory of Justice is divided into three parts: “Theory,” “Institu-
tions,” and “Ends,” each one of which is divided into three chapters.
Part i is concerned with the main features of the theory just discussed.
Here we find discussions of the basic structure, the two principles
of justice, the original position, and (most of ) the argument for the
choice of the two principles. But the argument for the choice of
the principles depends in part on the assumption that the principles
could actually be implemented in a feasible institutional structure.
Part ii is devoted to making that case by considering the application
of the first principle, then the second, and then some of the implica-
tions for individual conduct. The idea is not that there is only one set
of institutions that would satisfy the principles. Which institutions
would best satisfy them depends in part on features of the specific
society in question. The point, rather, is to provide an example of
how they might be implemented and to show that this could plau-
sibly be done. Finally, part iii takes up the question of “stability,”
which also is relevant to the choice of principles in the original posi-
tion. Assuming that the principles were widely accepted and that the

 See “Justice as Fairness” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers.
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basic structure met their demands, would such a well-ordered society
remain stably just? This question cannot be answered absolutely, of
course. The best we can do is to identify some considerations that
would lead citizens to continue to support their just institutions and
to compare the strength of these forces with the corresponding forces
in societies structured according to rival conceptions of justice. Not
surprisingly, Rawls argues that justice as fairness would be at least as
stable as its rivals. However, as we will see, it was his dissatisfaction
with an element of this argument that gave rise to the developments
in Political Liberalism.

justification

The previous section described in very broad terms the general fea-
tures of justice as fairness. When we press beyond such an overview
and look at the details, we find many conflicting interpretations.
Despite being somewhat austere, Rawls’s writing is very complex and
it is easy to lose track of what he aims to establish with the myriad
arguments and considerations. One result of this richness is that, as
Hilary Putnam told generations of his students, “The smarter you
get, the smarter it gets.” It repays careful and repeated study.

In describing his teaching of the great figures in the history of
political philosophy, Rawls wrote:

I always took for granted that the writers we were studying were much
smarter than I was . . . If I saw a mistake in their argument, I suppose
those writers saw it too and must have dealt with it . . . [Although] a kind
of reverence [may be appropriate, this] is sharply distinct from adulation
or uncritical acceptance of the text or author as authoritative. All true
philosophy seeks fair criticism and depends on continuing and reflective
public judgment.

I have tried to follow this model in presenting my interpretation of
A Theory of Justice. My interpretation departs from the orthodoxy in
a number of ways, and it is worth drawing attention to these points.
In this section I will discuss two issues related to how the principles

 John Rawls, “Afterword: A Reminiscence” in Future Pasts: The Analytic Tradition in
Twentieth-Century Philosophy, Juliet Floyd and Sanford Shieh, eds. (Oxford University
Press, ), pp. –.
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of justice are justified, while in the next two sections I will discuss
how the second principle should be understood.

As noted above, justice as fairness does not aim to convince a skep-
tic to be concerned with justice in the first place. Confusion on this
issue derives in part from a misunderstanding of the distinctive ideas
of justification that Rawls offers. Justice as fairness presents the prin-
ciples of justice as those that would be chosen from the hypothetical
original position. Because the original position is hypothetical, it is
up to us to determine, as best we can, the principles that the parties
there would select. The hope is that once we have fully specified their
motivations and the circumstances in which they find themselves,
it will be clear which set of principles they would rationally choose.
“Ideally anyway, I should like to show that their acknowledgment is
the only choice consistent with the full description of the original
position. The argument aims eventually to be strictly deductive,” (TJ,
/) although Rawls acknowledges that his argument “will fall far
short of this, since it is highly intuitive throughout.” (TJ, /)
But if the argument aspires to be “deductive,” why does Rawls think
that “it is obviously impossible to develop a substantive theory of
justice founded solely on truths of logic and definition”? (TJ, /)
The answer is that while the argument concerning which principles
would be chosen from the original position aspires to be deductive,
we need some reason to take an interest in that hypothetical choice
situation. After all, there are numerous other hypothetical choices
that we could consider. Logic and definitions cannot, by themselves,
establish the special status of the original position. The reason to take
an interest in the original position (if there is one) is because of the
contribution it makes to our effort to reach reflective equilibrium.
The consideration of the choice from the original position and the
idea of reflective equilibrium are not rival conceptions of justifica-
tion, as is sometimes assumed, but the former is an attempt to help
achieve the latter.

Unfortunately, there is a lot of confusion concerning Rawls’s argu-
ment that the parties in the original position would, in fact, choose
the two principles of justice over their main rivals. Jon Elster is not

 See, for example, Adina Schwartz, “Moral Neutrality and Primary Goods,” Ethics,  (),
p. .
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alone in thinking that the argument in A Theory of Justice “is noto-
riously elliptical or worse.” We will examine the details of this
argument in chapter  (and partially in chapter ), but here I want
to address one common misinterpretation and source of confusion.
Because in their choice of principles the parties give special atten-
tion to the least advantaged position, Rawls notes that “it is useful
as a heuristic device to think of the two principles as the maximin
solution to the problem of social justice.” (TJ, /) The maximin
rule requires that we select the option in which the worst outcome is
better than the worst outcome of any of the alternatives – it requires
that we maximize the minimum outcome. It is sometimes assumed
that Rawls simply postulates that the parties would make their selec-
tion on the basis of maximin reasoning because he believes that this is
an appropriate general standard of choice under uncertainty. This
assumption may be reinforced by Rawls’s remark that “The theory
of justice is a part, perhaps the most significant part, of the theory
of rational choice.” (TJ, /) He later repudiated this formulation
since it may misleadingly suggest that the principles of justice could
be derived “from the concept of rationality as the sole normative
concept.”

But even in A Theory of Justice it was clear that Rawls did not intend
simply to stipulate that the parties would be moved by maximin
reasoning or that this was an appropriate general standard for choice
under uncertainty. On the contrary: “Clearly the maximin rule is
not, in general, a suitable guide for choices under uncertainty.” (TJ,
/) Nor does Rawls simply stipulate that the parties would be
moved by “this unusual rule.” (TJ, /) As he pointed out in a
 article, such a stipulation “would indeed have been no argument
at all.” Instead, we need an argument to establish that it would
be rational, given their motivation and the situation that they find
themselves in, for the parties to give special attention to the worst-case
outcome for each set of principles. As Rawls explains: “What must

 Jon Elster, Local Justice: How Institutions Allocate Scarce Goods and Necessary Burdens (Russell
Sage Foundation, ), p. .

 See, for example, John Harsanyi, “Can the Maximin Principle Serve as a Basis for Morality?
A Critique of John Rawls’s Theory” [] in Essays on Ethics, Social Behavior, and Scientific
Explanation (D. Reidel, ).

 Rawls, Political Liberalism, p. , n. .
 John Rawls, “Reply to Alexander and Musgrave” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers, p. .
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be shown is that given the unique features of this situation, agreeing
to these principles rather than the principle of utility is rational for
anyone whose aversion to uncertainty in regard to being able to secure
their fundamental interests is within the normal range.” (TJ, )

The most important – and most frequently neglected – factor that
makes it rational for the parties to choose in this unusual way is the
model of the person on which they rely. They are not “bare-persons”
but rather have “a determinate character and will, even though the
specific nature of their system of ends is unknown” to the parties in
the original position. (TJ, ) The parties assume, for example, that
they have “fundamental aims and interests” such as a religious interest
and an interest in the integrity of the person, although, of course,
they do not know the specific content of these aims and interests,
and that they “must secure these interests” if it is possible to do so.

(TJ, ) While the first principle of justice directly secures these
interests, average utilitarianism would do so only indirectly at best
and subject to difficult and uncertain calculations. If the parties select
the two principles of justice they can be confident that their basic
interests will be protected even if they occupy the least advantaged
position, while they have much less assurance that they would be
protected if they select the principle of maximizing average utility.
Therefore, the parties would select the two principles over average
utilitarianism based on a comparison of these worst-case scenarios.
As Rawls explains in Justice as Fairness,

it is not essential for the parties to use the maximin rule in the original
position. It is simply a heuristic device. Focusing on the worst outcomes
has the advantage of forcing us to consider what our fundamental interests
really are when it comes to the design of the basic structure.

The parties choose as if they were selecting according to maximin
reasoning because of the features of the original position (such as the
veil of ignorance) and the requirement that they secure their basic
interests as best they can.

 In the original edition, the corresponding sentence reads: “What must be shown is that
choosing as if one had such an aversion is rational given the unique features of that situation
irrespective of any special attitudes toward risk.” (p. )

 This passage appears only in the revised edition. Obviously, Rawls came to believe that he
had not made this important point clearly enough in the original edition.

 These passages appear only in the revised edition.  Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. .
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There is an obvious similarity between the maximin principle of
choice and the difference principle. This similarity may explain
the very widely held but mistaken belief that Rawls argues that the
parties in the original position would select the difference principle
based on maximin reasoning. The argument sketched above, which
establishes the superiority of the two principles over average utili-
tarianism, does not refer to distributive principles at all. It focuses
exclusively on our basic interests, which are primarily secured not
by the difference principle but by the first principle of justice. This
is sufficient to establish the superiority of the two principles over
their main rival, average utilitarianism. However, some other con-
ceptions would also provide adequate protection to our fundamental
interests. They may do this, for example, by accepting the first prin-
ciple of justice that secures the basic liberties, but substituting some
other principle of distributive justice. Rawls calls these “mixed con-
ceptions.” It is only when making such a comparison that we will
get an argument for the selection of the difference principle. One
might suppose that at this point Rawls would once again appeal to
the maximin heuristic. Yet he does not. As he explains in Justice as
Fairness: “in arguing for the difference principle over other distribu-
tive principles (say a restricted principle of (average) utility, which
includes a social minimum), there is no appeal at all to the maximin
rule for decision under uncertainty.” The mixed conception that
Rawls mentions parenthetically and discusses in A Theory of Justice
(see chapter  below) secures our fundamental interests. Therefore,
the argument for a risk-averse choice cannot establish the superiority
of the two principles over this mixed conception. Put more simply:

 Rawls himself refers to “the maximin equity criterion” (i.e. the difference principle applied
to expected utility) and “the so-called maximin rule for choice under uncertainty.” (“Some
Reasons for the Maximin Criterion” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers, p. .) In order
to avoid confusion, in Justice as Fairness he reserves the term “maximin” for the principle of
choice, and the term “the difference principle” for the criterion of justice. (Rawls, Justice as
Fairness, p. , n. )

 Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. , n. . This slightly understates the power of maximin
reasoning in the original position. The mixed conception that Rawls considers would secure
our fundamental interests, but not all would since not all guarantee a social minimum.
Given a choice between the two principles and a mixed conception that failed to secure a
social minimum, the parties would select the former in order to avoid the risk of leaving
their basic interests unprotected, that is, as if they were choosing according to the maximin
criterion.
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Rawls does not use maximin reasoning to argue for the difference
principle.

A final aspect of my interpretation of Rawls’s account of justifica-
tion concerns the relationship between A Theory of Justice and Political
Liberalism (discussed below in chapter ). When Rawls introduced
the idea of an “overlapping consensus,” some critics thought that it
was intended as yet another method of justification. Rather than aim-
ing at principles that can be justified from the original position, some
held that he was now primarily concerned with finding a conception
of justice that would be likely to receive widespread acceptance in a
given society. For these critics it was no surprise that Rawls appeared
to back off from his defense of the difference principle, which is far
more egalitarian than the current practice of most societies. But
the idea of an overlapping consensus is not an alternative method of
justifying principles of justice. On the contrary, any effort to select
principles directly on the basis of their purported fitness to serve
as the focus of an overlapping consensus would make the concep-
tion “political in the wrong way.” Furthermore, there is no backing
away from the difference principle as an element in the most favored
conception of justice. What Rawls says is something that he never
denied – that some other (liberal) conceptions of justice may also
be reasonable, even if not as reasonable as justice as fairness. Policies
based on these rivals could, therefore, be legitimate if implemented
by a legitimate political mechanism, even if they would not be as
fully just as policies consistent with justice as fairness.

On my interpretation, the developments in Political Liberalism
entail far less dramatic revisions to the arguments of A Theory of
Justice than is commonly believed. To be sure, there are a few points
where Rawls explicitly revises his view, including, for example, the
precise formulation of the first principle of justice. And most dra-
matically, Political Liberalism entails a significant revision in our
understanding of the “congruence” argument for stability in part iii

 See Freeman, Rawls, pp. –.
 See, for example, Chandran Kukathas and Philip Pettit, Rawls: “A Theory of Justice” and its

Critics (Stanford University Press, ), p. .
 See, for example, Bruce Ackerman, “Political Liberalisms,” The Journal of Philosophy, 

(), pp. , ; and Bernard Williams, “A Fair State,” London Review of Books, May ,
, p. .

 Rawls, Political Liberalism, pp. xlv, –, .  Ibid., p. xlvi.
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of A Theory of Justice (see chapters  and  below). But even here,
it would be misleading to say that Rawls rejects the argument for
the congruence of the right and the good in part iii. He came to see
that the argument that he presents there depends on premises that
not all reasonable people would accept. It depends on a particular
“comprehensive doctrine” (or partially comprehensive doctrine) – an
account, that is, that includes values that go beyond the value of
basic social justice. The problem is that this doctrine would not be
shared by all reasonable people. But this does not mean that he came
to reject that doctrine or the soundness of the argument. As Samuel
Freeman argues,

Rawls never wavers in his conviction that these philosophical and moral
positions set forth in A Theory of Justice are all correct and philosophically
justifiable . . . just as he never wavers in his conviction that justice as fairness
is also true (or “most reasonable” in his parlance). But to say these positions
are philosophically justifiable and true does not mean that they are publicly
justifiable to the members of a democratic society.

Furthermore, there is nothing objectionable – nothing that violates
the limits of public reason as set forth in Political Liberalism – about
exploring the implications of a particular comprehensive doctrine,
even if they exceed the limits of public reason since not all reasonable
citizens would accept them.

Understood in this way, the argument in part iii of A Theory of
Justice establishes that congruence would hold for those who share a
certain partially comprehensive doctrine. But Rawls came to see that
this argument would not establish congruence for those who reason-
ably reject this partially comprehensive doctrine. In other words, the
goal of establishing the congruence of the right and the good for
all (or most) citizens in a well-ordered society of justice as fairness
remains elusive. In fact, no general argument can establish this. What
is required is an examination of each particular (reasonable) compre-
hensive doctrine in order to determine whether it can properly affirm
the principles of justice consistent with its understanding of other
virtues and values. If a sufficient number of citizens affirm a com-
mon conception of justice and place sufficient value on their society’s
public reason, then their society will have achieved an overlapping

 Freeman, Rawls, p. .
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consensus and it will be stable. The question that Political Liberalism
asks is: “how is it possible for there to exist over time a just and stable
society of free and equal citizens, who remain profoundly divided
by reasonable religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines?” The
answer is given by the idea of an overlapping consensus of reasonable
comprehensive doctrines.

It is crucial to emphasize that the central question of Political
Liberalism is merely: “how is it possible?” As Rawls writes in the
introduction to the paperback edition,

PL makes no attempt to prove, or to show, that such a consensus would
eventually form around a reasonable political conception of justice. The
most it does is to present a freestanding liberal political conception that
does not oppose comprehensive doctrines on their own ground and does not
preclude the possibility of an overlapping consensus for the right reasons.

In other words, Political Liberalism aims to show that stability in a plu-
ralistic society requires an overlapping consensus and that one could
possibly emerge around justice as fairness. Whether a given compre-
hensive doctrine would be part of such an overlapping consensus can
only be determined from within that comprehensive doctrine. This
represents a significant scaling back from the ambitions of part iii of
A Theory of Justice. Instead of an argument that a well-ordered society
of justice as fairness would be stable, we get an account of what must
happen in order to achieve stability.

So, what is left of the congruence argument from A Theory of
Justice? Rather than a general argument that a society endorsing
justice as fairness would be stable, we should see it as an argument
that those citizens who hold a partially comprehensive doctrine (based
roughly on the Kantian interpretation of justice as fairness) would
be able to achieve congruence. Assuming the argument is successful,
this is still a very significant accomplishment. What remains, then, is
to offer a comparable argument to establish the relationship between
social justice and other values from within each rival reasonable
comprehensive doctrine – utilitarianism, liberal Catholicism, rational
intuitionism, etc. From the point of view of Political Liberalism, we
must abandon the aspiration of part iii of A Theory of Justice to

 Rawls, Political Liberalism, p. .  Ibid., pp. xlv–xlvi.
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give a general argument for the stability of justice as fairness. We
need not, however, abandon the specific argument for congruence of
those accepting the partially comprehensive doctrine of the Kantian
interpretation. In fact, this argument can serve as a model for what
must be done from the perspective of other reasonable comprehensive
doctrines.

justice as fairness is not a form of
luck egalitarianism

Probably the most significant way in which my reading differs from
standard interpretations concerns Rawls’s understanding of distribu-
tive justice and the difference principle. According to the domi-
nant interpretation, Rawls holds that justice requires correcting any
inequality that is “arbitrary from a moral point of view.” As Thomas
Nagel presents it, the difference principle “depends on the moral
claim that it is unfair if people suffer or benefit differentially because
of differences between them that are not their fault.” Luck egal-
itarians are committed to the view that inequalities that are truly
arbitrary should be redressed. Distinguishing the inequalities for
which people are responsible from those that are arbitrary is a subtle
and difficult task, and Rawls is often thought to have a rather crude
view of such matters. But I believe that this interpretation of Rawls is
mistaken from the start. He does not hold that all inequalities that are
arbitrary – those which are nobody’s fault – are presumptively unjust.
In fact, he is explicit on this point: “The natural distribution [of nat-
ural talents] is neither just nor unjust; nor is it unjust that persons
are born into society at some particular position. These are simply
natural facts. What is just and unjust is the way that institutions deal
with these facts.” (TJ, /) Social institutions allow individuals
to transform natural contingencies (some of which are unequal) into
shares of social resources, and social justice is concerned with ensuring
that that is done fairly. In chapter  we will consider some criticisms
of Rawls made by luck egalitarians, but here I want to argue in some

 Thomas Nagel, “Rawls and Liberalism” in The Cambridge Companion to Rawls, Samuel
Freeman, ed. (Cambridge University Press, ), p. .

 See the discussion in Elizabeth Anderson, “What is the Point of Equality?” Ethics,  ().
Anderson is critical of this approach and rejects this interpretation of Rawls. (p. )
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detail that he does not share their basic understanding of distributive
justice.

The widespread interpretation of Rawls as a luck egalitarian rests
on the convergence of several factors. First, insufficient attention is
paid to the fact that the principles of distributive justice, including
the difference principle, are not to be applied directly to individual
shares of social goods such as income and property. Rather, in justice
as fairness they are to be applied to the background institutions within
which individuals interact. In a just society individuals acquire shares
of social resources by following the procedures that their society spec-
ifies. For example, there will be laws about inheritance, legal property
transfer, taxes, the hiring and firing of employees, the extraction of
natural resources, and much, much else. The principles of justice are
designed to evaluate this system of public rules that forms part of the
basic structure of society. The principles are not appropriate standards
for directly evaluating the conduct of individuals within this scheme
of just institutions. Furthermore, “A distribution cannot be judged
in isolation from the system of which it is the outcome or from what
individuals have done in good faith in the light of established expec-
tations.” (TJ, /) In Rawls’s jargon individual entitlements are a
matter of “pure procedural justice.” Individuals come to acquire their
shares by interacting with others against a just institutional back-
ground and system of procedures. It is largely unpredictable what
specific shares of resources an individual will eventually have because
this depends not only on his or her own actual behavior but also on
the actions of numerous others.

A further factor that contributes to the interpretation of Rawls as
a luck egalitarian is the fact that commentators (and to some extent
Rawls himself ) give insufficient attention to the distinction between
the principles of justice and the process by which they are justified.
The principles themselves do “not require society to try to even out
handicaps as if all were expected to compete on a fair basis in the
same race.” (TJ, /) Rawls explicitly rejects the principle of redress
which holds that “undeserved inequalities call for redress; and since

 See also Samuel Scheffler, “What is Egalitarianism?” Philosophy and Public Affairs,  ()
and Samuel Freeman, “Rawls and Luck Egalitarianism” in Justice and the Social Contract:
Essays on Rawlsian Political Philosophy (Oxford University Press, ).
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inequalities of birth and natural endowment are undeserved, these
inequalities are to be somehow compensated for.” (TJ, /) It is
true that the principle of redress and the difference principle may
recommend some similar policies, especially when compared to an
exclusive concern with economic efficiency or utility maximization.
But the difference principle, unlike the principle of redress, does not
hold that all contingent inequalities are unjust.

On the other hand, the original position, the hypothetical sit-
uation from which we imagine the principles being chosen, does
eliminate arbitrary contingencies. That is, it prevents factors that
are morally arbitrary from influencing the choice of principles. The
fact that one person has greater natural mental or physical gifts than
another should provide no grounds for selecting one set of princi-
ples of justice over another. It is appropriate, therefore, to eliminate
the influence of such contingencies from the hypothetical choice
situation itself. But this must not be confused with what would
be required in a just society – a society that satisfies the principles
that would be chosen from the original position. Here is one of
Rawls’s statements that is often cited as a basis for the luck egalitarian
interpretation:

Once we decide to look for a conception of justice that prevents the use
of accidents of natural endowment and the contingencies of social cir-
cumstances as counters in a quest for political and economic advantage,
we are led to these principles. They express the result of leaving aside
those aspects of the social world that seem arbitrary from a moral point of
view. (TJ, /)

Taken in isolation, it may not be clear whether Rawls means that the
principles themselves force us to “leave aside” what is “arbitrary from
a moral point of view” or whether they are the result of doing so. The
former interpretation amounts to an acceptance of the principle of
redress which, as we have already seen, Rawls rejects. But the latter
interpretation fits, since the principles themselves are the result of the
choice from the original position, in which such contingencies are left
aside. Other statements lend further support to this interpretation.
For example: “The arbitrariness of the world must be corrected for
by adjusting the circumstances of the initial contractual situation.”

 Cf. TJ, /; and Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. .
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(TJ, /) The original position leaves aside the arbitrary
contingencies that are irrelevant for the justification of a conception
of justice, but the principles chosen there do not aim at redressing all
arbitrary inequalities.

A further factor that leads many to suppose that Rawls is a luck
egalitarian concerns the way he introduces his second principle of
justice. Before offering the argument that the second principle would
be chosen from the original position, he attempts to explain its con-
tent in a way that makes it seem more intuitively appealing so that it
“will not strike the reader as extreme.” (TJ, ) This presentation
is not intended to be the official argument for the second principle
of justice (TJ, /; cf. /), and it is significant, although not by
itself decisive, that this way of presenting the principles is not found
in his published lectures on justice as fairness. The second principle
itself has two parts – fair equality of opportunity and the difference
principle – and Rawls contrasts each of these elements with a less
demanding alternative. In contrast to “fair equality of opportunity,”
he considers “careers open to talents.” This limited, more formal
interpretation of equal opportunity ensures only that the procedures
by which individuals come to occupy social positions are free from
overt discrimination. Employers, for example, would be prohibited
from discriminating on the basis of race or other factors that were
irrelevant to one’s qualifications. This limited conception does not
prevent inequalities from accumulating from generation to gener-
ation and influencing one’s prospects. The social class into which
one is born can have a decisive influence over one’s prospects without
there being any formal discrimination. Justice as fairness endorses the
more demanding standard of fair equality of opportunity, according
to which “those who are at the same level of talent and ability, and
have the same willingness to use them, should have the same prospects
of success regardless of their initial place in the social system.” (TJ,

 In the first edition of TJ, instead of “extreme,” Rawls says “too eccentric or bizarre.”
(p. )

 When he does refer to “contingencies,” it is to point out their inevitability even in a just
society:

Even in a well-ordered society, then, our prospects over life are deeply affected by social,
natural, and fortuitous contingencies, and by the way the basic structure, by setting up
inequalities, uses those contingencies to meet certain social purposes. (Rawls, Justice as
Fairness, p. )
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/) Consistent with respecting the basic liberties, a just society
will seek to eliminate inequalities that can be traced to class back-
ground and the wealth of one’s parents. The less demanding “careers
open to talents” implies that any outcome of a formally free market
procedure – one that is free from overt discrimination – would be
just. Justice as fairness rejects this and places additional requirements
in order for market outcomes to be just.

When he turns to introduce the difference principle, Rawls con-
tinues to stress how his conception of justice places additional con-
straints on more libertarian conceptions. The outcomes that market
mechanisms are likely to generate will depend on how schemes of
property rights and taxes are specified. Many of these outcomes will
be “efficient” in the technical sense to be discussed in chapter . Now,
we might be tempted to leave it at that and to say that any scheme
likely to generate an efficient outcome would be just. Alternatively,
we might look for additional criteria in order to select from among
efficient procedures the ones that would also be just. The difference
principle tells us to select the institutional scheme in which the share
of resources likely to go to the least advantaged social position is as
large as possible. As we will see in chapter , assuming that certain
technical conditions are met the difference principle will select the
mechanism that will generate the most egalitarian among the efficient
outcomes. By choosing the most egalitarian scheme, it will limit –
although not necessarily eliminate – the influence of the factors
that would generate even larger inequalities under other institutional
schemes.

Rawls calls attention to how the two parts of the second principle
require that we select institutional mechanisms that limit the influ-
ence of factors that could generate larger inequalities under other
institutional schemes: “For once we are troubled by the influence of
either social contingencies or natural chance on the determination of
distributive shares, we are bound, on reflection, to be bothered by the
influence of the other. From a moral standpoint the two seem equally
arbitrary.” (TJ, –/–) The common reading of this passage
assumes that when we are “troubled” by something that is arbitrary
from a moral point of view, justice requires that we eliminate it. But
Rawls does not say that, and, to repeat once again, the difference
principle is not the principle of redress. The point of this passage, I
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believe, is to emphasize that a libertarian conception of distributive
justice is inadequate. There is no “natural” or obvious mechanism
for transforming social or natural inequalities into unequal shares of
social resources. This can only be done by social institutions, and
different institutional schemes will do this in different ways. When
we are troubled by the influence of arbitrary contingencies, we must
decide for ourselves when and to what extent social and natural
inequalities ought to be able to be transformed into unequal shares
of social resources. Both social and natural inequalities are arbitrary in
an important sense, but justice as fairness treats them differently. Fair
equality of opportunity prohibits social inequalities (such as different
class backgrounds) from being transformed into unequal shares of
social resources, but the difference principle allows natural inequali-
ties in talent and ability to influence shares of social resources when
doing so works to the advantage of the least advantaged position.

desert and responsibility

The interpretation of Rawls as a luck egalitarian is closely related to
an even more widely held misunderstanding concerning the role of
individual responsibility in justice as fairness. Consider, first, Rawls’s
so-called “rejection of desert.” According to an influential reconstruc-
tion, we cannot base justice on desert because, in the words of one
critic, Rawls holds that “no one can strictly speaking be said to deserve
anything.” This is allegedly because of his belief that “We do not
deserve our place in the distribution of native endowments” or even
“the superior character that enables us to make the effort to cultivate
out abilities.” (TJ, ) (It is also based on a misreading of his claim
about representing the “distribution of natural talents” as “a common
asset” (TJ, –/) – a passage we will discuss in chapter .) If we
do not deserve our character, how can we be said to deserve anything

 Michael Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of Justice, second edn. (Cambridge University
Press, ), p. . The origin of this interpretation seems to be Nozick, Anarchy, State,
and Utopia, pp. –. See the discussion in my “Justice, Desert, and Ideal Theory,” Social
Theory and Practice,  ().

 In the original edition, the corresponding sentence reads: “It seems to be one of the fixed
points of our considered judgments that no one deserves his place in the distribution of
native endowments, any more than one deserves one’s initial starting place in society.”
(p. )
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at all? For that matter, how can we be properly held responsible for
anything at all? Although this interpretation is widespread, it is a
radical distortion of justice as fairness.

What Rawls says, famously, is this:

There is a tendency for common sense to suppose that income and wealth,
and the good things in life generally, should be distributed according to
moral desert. Justice is happiness according to virtue . . . Now justice as
fairness rejects this conception. (TJ, /)

The key to understanding his position is to notice that Rawls assumes
that distributing goods according to desert is the same as distributing
them according to moral virtue. He is using the term “desert” in a
narrow and technical sense when compared to common usage. Once
this is recognized, it becomes obvious that we do not deserve (in his
technical sense) our “native endowments.” They are products of the
“natural lottery” and not a reflection of moral virtue. Similarly, we do
not deserve our ability to “make the effort to cultivate our abilities”
since this reflects not our moral virtue but “depends in good part
upon fortunate family and social circumstances in early life for which
we can claim no credit.” (TJ, ) The point is not that we cannot be
held responsible for our character. It is simply that our perseverance
is a reflection of many factors other than our degree of moral virtue.

However, Rawls also thinks that it is obvious that “the more advan-
taged have a right to their natural assets, as does everyone else.” (TJ,
) The point is that this right is not grounded in the absurd belief
that the more talented are of greater moral virtue than everyone else.
Similarly, individuals come to be entitled to – they come to have
rights to – specific shares of social resources in ways independent of
their moral virtue. They acquire these rights by acting in ways spec-
ified by the procedures of a just basic structure. For example, when
I buy something from you in accordance with a just system of rules,
the property rights that are exchanged do not reflect any assessment

 See Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. .
 In the original edition, the corresponding passage is presented in the third person and reads:

“depends in large part upon fortunate family and social circumstances for which he can
claim no credit.” (p. )

 Rawls added this passage to the revised edition, apparently in response to the misinterpreta-
tion of the “common asset” passage (TJ, –/), which he also revised. See the discussion
in chapter .
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of the moral virtue of either of us. Because the social resources that
individuals come to acquire by following these procedures do not
reflect moral virtue, they are not a matter of desert in the narrow
sense that Rawls is using. The question that justice as fairness aims to
answer is: against what background institutional scheme should we
acquire our shares of social resources and pursue our goals?

Still, it may be hard to see what role there is for individual respon-
sibility in the acquisition of entitlements. It is often thought, for
example, that by focusing exclusively on the least advantaged, justice
as fairness is insensitive to different levels of work or social contri-
bution. We might think that, other things being equal, people who
work hard deserve (in a colloquial sense of “should be entitled to”)
greater reward than those who do not. William Galston, for example,
argues that:

[J]ustice as fairness was a systematic effort to discard, as morally arbitrary or
irrelevant, precisely those features of human life on which the claims, and
the self-respect, of the working class rested. Rawls severed the connection
between the willingness to produce and the right to consume; he replaced
claims based on achievement with those based on bare existence.

Often this is put in terms of a contrast between the “deserving” and
the “undeserving” poor. The thought is that justice should come to
the aid of the former but not the latter. There are many conflicting
ways in which one might determine who is deserving and who is
not. Galston himself appears not to notice the difference between
“willingness to produce” and “achievement.” But to illustrate how
this common interpretation distorts justice as fairness, let us begin
with a relatively simple case. Consider a society that is committed
to satisfying the difference principle, and imagine a member of that
society who has an average or above-average share of wealth. Suppose
now that he foolishly gambles it all away and finds himself destitute –
below the level of the least advantaged representative person in the
society. Must the society raise him to the level of the least advantaged?
For that matter, must it continue to replenish his resources fully each
time he gambles and loses until he finally wins? If the difference
principle had this implication, it would be absurd.

 William Galston, Liberal Purposes: Goods, Virtues, and Diversity in the Liberal State
(Cambridge University Press, ), p. .
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As we have seen, the difference principle is designed not to evaluate
individual shares of resources but institutional schemes. It evaluates
these schemes based on the structural inequalities that they are likely
to generate. As Rawls explains, “when [the] principles mention per-
sons, or require that everyone gain from an inequality, the reference
is to representative persons holding the various social positions, or
offices established by the basic structure.” (TJ, ) It is obvious that
there is no change to the basic structure of society when an individ-
ual squanders his resources. Because there is no structural change –
there is no change among the representative persons – the difference
principle is not violated. Furthermore, the difference principle refers
to the shares of social resources that representative individuals can
reasonably expect over a complete life. It is concerned with “their life
prospects as viewed from their social station.” (TJ, /) The fact
that some individual falls below these expectations, whether due to
bad luck or due to actions for which he or she is responsible, does
not show that the difference principle is violated.

This is not to say, however, that the principles of justice taken
together are not concerned with individuals. On the contrary, the
first principle requires that each individual be guaranteed an equal
scheme of basic liberties. And as we have seen, the first part of
the second principle requires that each individual have fair equal-
ity of opportunity. But the difference principle is structural. “Since
it applies to institutional forms, the second principle (or rather the
first part of it [i.e. the difference principle]) refers to the expecta-
tions of representative individuals.” (TJ, /, my emphasis) So the
difference principle does not require that we maximize the share of
resources repeatedly for the gambler who continually squanders his
resources. This does not mean that society should allow individu-
als who have foolishly dissipated their resources literally to starve
to death. Presumably, a just society will provide emergency medical
care to those in great need, but this requirement is not based on the
demands of the difference principle.

Now consider more directly the treatment of those who work
hard – say, those who work longer hours than others. Fair equality

 In the original edition, Rawls adds “or whatever” after “offices.” (p. )
 See the discussion in Walter Schaller, “Rawls, the Difference Principle, and Economic

Inequality,” Pacific Philosophical Quarterly,  ().
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of opportunity ensures that “there should be roughly equal prospects
of culture and achievement for everyone similarly motivated and
endowed.” (TJ, /) The clear implication is that those who are
not similarly motivated or endowed will (typically) not receive equal
shares of social resources, such as income. Once fair equality of
opportunity is ensured, we allow allocations of shares of resources
to particular individuals to be a matter of pure procedural justice.
“The role of the principle of fair opportunity is to insure that the
system of cooperation is one of pure procedural justice. Unless it is
satisfied, distributive justice could not be left to take care of itself, even
within a restricted range.” (TJ, ) The question, as we have seen,
is what the procedures should be. The difference principle answers
that they should be those in which the prospective shares of the
least advantaged position are as large as possible. Given reasonable
assumptions, a basic structure satisfying the difference principle will
be likely to provide greater rewards, other things equal, to those who
work longer hours. Those who choose to work fewer hours than is
typical do not thereby decrease their prospective shares any more
than the gambler does in the case above. It is also likely that a just
basic structure will provide greater rewards to those who have rare
and valuable natural talents, at least in some cases. It will provide
these additional rewards when doing so leads to a greater aggregate
product in the society and on the condition that the increase benefits
the least advantaged representative person.

Although justice as fairness will often provide a premium to those
who work additional hours and to those who have certain unusual
talents, this bonus may be less than that provided under some other
institutional arrangements. For example, it is likely to be less than
that provided under a scheme that aims to maximize the value of
the aggregate social product. Therefore, it seems unlikely that a well-
ordered society of justice as fairness would maximize the value of its
aggregate social product. Thus, we face a choice between an economic
scheme that aims to maximize the value of its aggregate product and a
scheme that aims to maximize the share going to the least advantaged
structural position. It may not be obvious which scheme would be
more just. Justice as fairness is committed to the claim that the

 In the original edition, the first quoted sentence begins: “It is evident that.” (p. )
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difference principle – together with the prior commitments to an
equal scheme of basic liberties and to fair equality of opportunity –
is the most appropriate standard, and it aims to establish this by
considering the choice from the original position.

The most common interpretation of justice as fairness misinter-
prets several passages from A Theory of Justice and stitches them
together to construct an argument that Rawls does not make for a
position that he does not hold. In the following three chapters, I
attempt to explain the argument that Rawls makes in each of the
three parts of A Theory of Justice. This is followed by a chapter on
some of the ways in which Rawls’s theory developed after A Theory
of Justice, and I conclude with a chapter discussing some important
criticisms of justice as fairness. Although its centrality to contem-
porary political philosophy is generally recognized, the arguments
in A Theory of Justice are not, in fact, widely accepted. The theory
is not without weaknesses, as Rawls himself was quick to acknowl-
edge. Still, when the most significant distortions are removed, it is far
more appealing than is commonly believed. For those of us who are
attracted to its principles and to its approach, the theoretical task is to
rescue its core from misinterpretation and misguided criticisms. As
citizens, however, our job is to help move our society in the direction
of justice as we understand it.



chapter 1

Part i of A Theory of Justice – Theory

social justice

The first section of A Theory of Justice is called “The Role of Justice,”
and it begins with a bold assertion of the centrality of the virtue
of justice: “Justice is the first virtue of social institutions, as truth
is of systems of thought.” (TJ, /) The claim is that while there
may be other virtues of social institutions, they may not be achieved
by sacrificing justice. If we must face a choice between justice and
efficiency, for example, we are required to select justice. Justice and
efficiency need not always conflict, however, and as long as we do
not infringe on the requirements of justice, we may choose efficient
institutional arrangements. It is important to notice that this initial
announcement also indicates that the theory will primarily be a
theory of the justice of social institutions. To be sure, there will be
implications for individual conduct, but there are good reasons to
start by considering social justice.

Having asserted the central importance of social justice, Rawls
makes a further, even more dramatic claim concerning the content
of social justice:

Each person possesses an inviolability founded on justice that even the
welfare of society as a whole cannot override. For this reason justice denies
that the loss of freedom for some is made right by a greater good shared by
others. It does not allow that the sacrifices imposed on a few are outweighed
by the larger sum of advantages by many. (TJ, –/)

This is a criticism of utilitarianism, which holds that imposing a
sacrifice on one person may be compensated for by gains to others if
such a trade-off increases the overall level of happiness. In contrast,
justice as fairness requires that we recognize the “inviolability” of each
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individual and that we not focus only on aggregate gains or losses.
However, Rawls does not defend an absolutist position according to
which it is never permissible to restrict individual freedoms no matter
what the consequences. Such an extreme absolutism is indefensible,
and as he concedes, “No doubt [these propositions] are expressed
too strongly.” (TJ, /) The more moderate position that he actually
defends is that it is impermissible to sacrifice an individual’s basic
liberties for aggregate economic gains.

By participating in social institutions in association with others we
are better able to pursue our various goals. Yet our goals sometimes
conflict, and we “are not indifferent as to how the greater benefits
produced by [our] collaboration are distributed, for in order to pursue
[our] ends [we] each prefer a larger to a lesser share.” (TJ, /)
Individuals are assumed to have different and potentially conflicting
conceptions of what goals are worth pursuing and which conception
of a good life to affirm. Social institutions can mediate these conflicts,
but it is not obvious how they should be designed in order to do this
fairly. We need some principled way “for choosing among the various
social arrangements which determine this division of advantages and
for underwriting an agreement on the proper distributive shares.”
(TJ, /) The principles of social justice are designed to do exactly
this. The fundamental goal of A Theory of Justice is to develop an
account of these principles.

Justice as fairness focuses on the justice of institutions as opposed
to the many other objects that we can evaluate from the point of
view of justice. We can ask, for example, whether a person is just
or whether a judge’s decision is just, but when we assess basic social
justice, we are assessing “the basic structure of society, or more exactly,
the way in which the major social institutions distribute fundamental
rights and duties and determine the division of advantages from social
cooperation.” (TJ, /) The basic structure of society consists in the
major political, economic, and social institutions of a society “Taken
together as one scheme.” (TJ, /) Although there will be implications
that take us beyond the basic structure, it is this that justice as fairness
aims to evaluate.

One of the reasons for starting with the justice of the basic structure
is that “its effects are so profound and present from the start.” (TJ, /)
This is enough to establish the importance of basic social justice. But
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there is another reason for the special concern with the basic structure.
Whatever differences divide them, all of the members of a society
must share a single basic structure. As long as individuals remain in the
society – and as a simplifying assumption, we assume that they will –
they have no choice but to function with the background conditions
established by the basic structure. As Rawls points out in Justice as
Fairness: “it is no defense of the principles of political justice to say to
those protesting them: You can always leave the country.” So, while
the basic structure has profound effects, it is also something that we
assume individuals have no choice but to share. This distinguishes
it from voluntary associations which, while they may have profound
effects, are not shared by all members of a society. Furthermore, the
basic structure includes a system of law which is “a coercive order
of public rules” and “defines the basic structure within which the
pursuit of all other activities takes place.” (TJ, –/) Backed
ultimately by a threat of force, the rules of the basic structure establish
the background conditions within which persons pursue their goals
individually and in voluntary association with others. Because of this
combination of features, there is sufficient reason to consider what
justice requires of the basic structure before considering the justice of
voluntary associations and individual conduct, and there is no reason
to assume that the principles appropriate for the basic structure will
be directly applicable to these other cases.

Most of the arguments in A Theory of Justice rely on the idealizing
assumption that we are considering the justice of a “well-ordered
society.” We are interested in determining which principles of jus-
tice should govern the design of the basic structure, assuming that
the members of the society will support and share those principles.
Of course, we also assume that individuals will pursue different and
potentially conflicting goals, and this is what gives rise to the need
for justice in the first place. This is an idealization because “Existing

 Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. , n. .
 As Rawls explains in Political Liberalism,

political power is always coercive power backed by the government’s use of sanctions, for
government alone has the authority to use force in upholding its laws. In a constitutional
regime the special feature of the political relation is that political power is ultimately the
power of the public, that is, the power of free and equal citizens as a collective body. (p. )

See also Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. .
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societies are of course seldom well-ordered in this sense, for what is
just and unjust is usually in dispute.” (TJ, /) In actual societies,
we must also decide how to respond to the fact that not everyone
complies with the requirements of ideal justice. “Obviously,” Rawls
comments, “the problems of partial compliance theory are the press-
ing and urgent matters. These are the things that we are faced with
in everyday life.” (TJ, –/) Still, it makes sense to begin with the
ideal case in which we assume “full compliance” with the principles
of justice. The hope is that the more complicated cases in which a
society is characterized only by partial compliance will become more
tractable when we understand what would be required in the ideal.

the social contract

While justice as fairness is part of the social contract tradition, it
rejects the traditional model of a contract made from a pre-political
state of nature. It relies instead on a “purely hypothetical” agreement
made from an “original position of equality.” (TJ, /) The crucial
feature of this initial choice situation is that

no one knows his place in society, his class position or social status, nor does
any one know his fortune in the distribution of natural assets and abilities,
his intelligence, strength, and the like. I shall even assume that the parties
do not know their conceptions of the good or their special psychological
propensities. The principles of justice are chosen behind a veil of ignorance.
(TJ, /)

The idea is that from behind the veil of ignorance, the parties mak-
ing the agreement would be unable to tailor the principles to favor
themselves at the expense of others. Thus, “this initial situation is fair
between individuals as moral persons, that is, as rational beings with
their own ends and capable, I shall assume, of a sense of justice.”
(TJ, /) The reference to “moral persons” is significant. As we have
seen, in a well-ordered society, individuals have a wide variety of con-
ceptions of the good that they will pursue rationally. But they also
have a sense of justice that will put limits on permissible conceptions
of the good. “Moral persons” are moved not only by their conception
of the good life, but have this more complex structure of motivation.
(We will consider this in more depth in chapter .)
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We stipulate that the parties in the original position are “rational
and mutually disinterested.” (TJ, /) Although the veil of ignorance
prevents them from knowing their specific conceptions of the good,
they are motivated to achieve the goals specified by their conception
as best they can. The rationality that characterizes them “must be
interpreted as far as possible in the narrow sense, standard in economic
theory, of taking the most effective means to given ends.” (TJ, /)
Because the parties in the original position select principles “solely on
the basis of what seems best calculated to further their interests so far
as they can ascertain them,” (TJ, /) they are not motivated by a
sense of justice, and therefore they do not fit the description of “moral
persons.” The assumption of mutual disinterest is made in order to
represent the diversity of conceptions of the good that the parties
hold. Rawls hastens to add: “This does not mean that the parties
are egoists, that is, individuals with only certain kinds of interests,
say in wealth, prestige, and domination.” (TJ, /) Members of
different religions, for example, may value and pursue different and
conflicting spiritual aims, but these differences need not be grounded
in selfishness or egoism.

Although the parties in the original position are motivated only to
pursue their conception of the good, the details of this conception are
unknown to them because of the veil of ignorance. The veil forces
them to consider the implications of their choice of principles for
everyone in the society. While they may be tempted by principles that
would bestow great advantages on certain individuals, they would
have no assurance that they would be the ones to benefit. While
nothing in the set-up prevents the parties from choosing utilitarian
principles, Rawls argues that a different conception would be a more
rational choice. In their initial formulation, the two principles that
Rawls favors assert the following:

the first requires equality in the assignment of basic rights and duties, while
the second holds that social and economic inequalities, for example inequal-
ities of wealth and authority, are just only if they result in compensating
benefits for everyone, and in particular for the least advantaged members of
society. (TJ, –/)

As we will see, Rawls gives priority to the first principle over the
second. In contrast to utilitarianism, these egalitarian principles do
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not permit the sacrifice to one person’s interests to be compensated
by gains to others. “The intuitive idea,” Rawls says, “is that . . . the
division of advantages should be such as to draw forth the willing
cooperation of everyone taking part in [the scheme of cooperation],
including those less well situated.” (TJ, /)

reflective equilibrium

The original position is only one of indefinitely many hypothetical
choice situations that we might consider. However, it is privileged
because it represents assumptions that we believe appropriate when
attempting to identify principles of justice. The restrictions that the
veil of ignorance imposes on the deliberation of the parties reflect
our assumptions about what should properly count as relevant and
what as irrelevant in their deliberations. “The idea here is simply
to make vivid to ourselves the restrictions that it seems reasonable
to impose on arguments for principles of justice, and therefore on
these principles themselves.” (TJ, /) For example, “it should be
impossible to tailor principles to the circumstances of one’s own case.”
(TJ, /) The veil of ignorance prevents exactly that. Similarly, “It
seems reasonable to suppose that the parties in the original position
are equal.” (TJ, /) The important point is that these conditions
will themselves incorporate moral commitments. In other words,
there is no assumption that we can deduce principles of justice from
non-moral premises. On the contrary, Rawls declares repeatedly that
he rejects such a reductionist project.

Once we see that we can incorporate moral assumptions into the
design of the choice situation, there is no obstacle to checking the
results of the choice against the moral judgments about which we are
most confident. We hope that the principles chosen in the original
position match those judgments and give us principled guidance in
cases where we are less confident:

For example, we are confident that religious intolerance and racial discrim-
ination are unjust. We think that we have examined these things with care
and have reached what we believe is an impartial judgment not likely to be

 See, for example, TJ, –/, and the discussion of reflective equilibrium in chapter 
below.
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distorted by an excessive attention to our own interests. These convictions
are provisional fixed points which we presume any conception of justice
must fit. But we have much less assurance as to what is the correct distribu-
tion of wealth and authority. Here we may be looking for a way to remove
our doubts. (TJ, –/–)

If the results of the choice from the original position do not match
our provisional fixed points, then we face a choice. We can either
revise our considered judgments or we change the conditions of the
choice situation. For Rawls, there is no way to determine ahead of
time, in general, which revision would be more appropriate.

If and when we manage to attain consistency between our con-
sidered judgments and the results from the choice situation, we will
have reached what Rawls calls “reflective equilibrium.” This is also the
name for the method of justification in which the different elements
are revised to achieve consistency. If our goal were to deduce princi-
ples of justice from self-evident or non-moral premises, the method of
reflective equilibrium would be blatantly circular. But that is not our
goal. We come to philosophical reflection from a condition of moral
uncertainty, but not complete ignorance. We should work from what
we know – or what we think we know – to try to make progress
in areas where we need help. The original position is “an expository
device” (TJ, /) that helps us to move toward the goal of reflective
equilibrium. We will return to consider some criticisms of the idea
of reflective equilibrium in chapter .

utilitarianism

In the preface Rawls claims that “During much of modern moral
philosophy the predominant systematic theory has been some form
of utilitarianism.” (TJ, vii/xvii) For Rawls, the classical utilitarianism
of Henry Sidgwick represents the high point of this tradition. There
is a natural way of arriving at this form of utilitarianism. If we think
of an individual aiming to realize her conception of the good over a
complete life, we assume that it is perfectly rational for her to impose
some costs at one point in order to achieve greater gains at other
points. If we then extend this model to a society as a whole, we arrive
at this thought:
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Just as an individual balances present and future gains against present and
future losses, so a society may balance satisfactions and dissatisfactions
between different individuals . . . The principle of choice for an association
of men is interpreted as an extension of the principle of choice for one
man. (TJ, /)

Thus, we generate a utilitarian conception, according to which society
properly aims at maximizing the net satisfaction of the aggregated
preferences of its members.

There is, however, another way to look at classical utilitarianism.
We can classify ethical theories in terms of how they relate “the
two main concepts of ethics,” namely, the good and the right. (TJ,
/) By definition, in a teleological theory “the good is defined
independently from the right, and then the right is defined as that
which maximizes the good.” (TJ, /–) A deontological theory is
any theory that does not have a teleological structure. This definition
is broader than is common. On this definition deontological theories
are not precluded from taking into account the consequences of an
action or of an institutional design. In fact, Rawls insists that “All
ethical doctrines worth our attention take consequences into account
in judging rightness. One which did not would simply be irrational,
crazy.” (TJ, /) The relevant questions are which consequences
matter and why.

Teleological theories differ from one another primarily on the basis
of the good that they take to be intrinsically valuable and therefore to
be maximized. While utilitarianism identifies the good with utility
or the satisfaction of desire, hedonism identifies it with pleasure, and
perfectionism identifies it with some pre-moral account of human
excellence. But whatever the good is taken to be, teleological theories
offer a powerful account of the point of morality. When we act
morally, they hold, we aim to do or to produce as much good as
possible. “Indeed, it is tempting to suppose that it is self-evident that
things should be arranged so as to lead to the most good.” (TJ, /)

Because a teleological principle such as utilitarianism aims to max-
imize some aggregate good, it must be indifferent to the distribution
of that good except insofar as the total is affected. “Thus there is
no reason in principle why the greater gains of some should not
compensate for the lesser losses of others; or more importantly, why
the violation of the liberty of a few might not be made right by the
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greater good shared by many.” (TJ, /) The possibility of such
trade-offs stands in sharp contrast to a relatively secure fixed point in
our thinking about justice:

Justice denies that the loss of freedom for some is made right by a greater
good shared by others . . . Therefore in a just society the basic liberties are
taken for granted and the rights secured by justice are not subject to political
bargaining or to the calculus of social interests. (TJ, /)

It is presumably true that in many circumstances utilitarianism will
provide at least some support for “common sense precepts of justice
and notions of natural right.” (TJ, /) Still, there may be circum-
stances in which it conflicts with these precepts, and even when it
does not conflict, its support will be subject to many uncertainties in
the calculation of aggregate utility. At root the problem is that “Util-
itarianism does not take seriously the distinction between persons.”
(TJ, /)

Another difficulty with utilitarianism arises from the fact that, as a
teleological theory, it must define the good without reference to any
moral principles. The satisfaction of any preference or desire must be
given positive weight, regardless of the moral assessment we might
want to make of its content. “Thus if men take a certain pleasure in
discriminating against one another . . . then the satisfaction of these
desires must be weighed in our deliberations according to their inten-
sity, or whatever, along with other desires.” (TJ, –/) This seems
objectionable. We want to say that the satisfaction of those desires
should not count as good at all. While the individuals who hold those
desires may treat their satisfaction as good, they are objectionable and
should be granted no positive weight on the scales of justice. But we
can only make that assessment if we have principles available to assess
the moral permissibility of conceptions of the good. Since teleological
theories base the right on an independent account of the good, they
cannot make such assessments.

Justice as fairness, as a deontological theory, holds that justice is not
simply a matter of maximizing some independently identifiable good.
The satisfaction of certain immoral or unjust preferences should not
count as a good at all. If, for example, an individual “finds that he
enjoys seeing others in positions of lesser liberty,” the satisfaction
of this preference carries no weight at all from the perspective of
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justice. “The principles of right, and so of justice, put limits on
which satisfactions have value; they impose restrictions on what are
reasonable conceptions of one’s good.” (TJ, /) Rawls expresses this
by saying that “the concept of the right is prior to that of the good.”
(TJ, /) This phrase has the potential to mislead, and we will return
to it in chapter , but the thought is simply that the principles of right
put limits on permissible goods: “interests requiring the violation of
justice have no value.” (TJ, /)

intuitionism

In the absence of a systematic alternative, when we see the weak-
nesses of utilitarianism, we may find ourselves embracing a kind of
intuitionism. Rawls’s definition of intuitionism is somewhat idiosyn-
cratic. He does not think of it as an epistemological or metaphysical
theory. Rather, he defines it as any conception according to which
there is “a plurality of first principles which may conflict to give
contrary directives in particular types of cases” and according to
which there is “no explicit method, no priority rules, for weighing
these principles against one another: [in particular cases] we are sim-
ply to strike a balance by intuition, by what seems to us most nearly
right.” (TJ, /) In fact, this is really a form of pluralism together
with a rejection of priority rules among the first principles.

Rawls’s attitude toward this form of intuitionism is very interesting:

Now there is nothing intrinsically irrational about this intuitionist doctrine.
Indeed, it may be true . . . The only way . . . to dispute intuitionism is to set
forth the recognizably ethical criteria that account for the weights which,
in our considered judgments, we think appropriate to give to the plurality
of principles. A refutation of intuitionism consists in presenting the sort of
constructive criteria that are said not to exist. (TJ, /)

Furthermore:

No doubt any conception of justice will have to rely on intuition to some
degree. Nevertheless, we should do what we can to reduce the direct appeal
to our considered judgments . . . We should do what we can to formulate
explicit principles for the priority problem, even though the dependence on
intuition cannot be eliminated entirely. (TJ, /–)
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Unlike utilitarianism, intuitionism, it seems, can provide a largely
correct (though perhaps incomplete) description of our considered
judgments as we embark on the process of attempting to reach reflec-
tive equilibrium. As we move in the direction of reflective equilib-
rium, we introduce principles and priority rules that bring structure
to our sense of justice, resolving conflicts and gaps. In effect, Rawls
assumes that we start in a position of intuitionism, and as we move
in the direction of reflective equilibrium our goal is to push back the
point at which we must simply resort to intuition and undefended
judgments. But exactly how far we can succeed in this endeavor is
something that can only be established by actually making the effort.
It is important to make this effort and reduce the direct appeal to
intuitions because when we appeal to them “the means of rational
discussion have come to an end,” (TJ, /) and so there is no
principled way to reconcile by reason conflicting intuitions.

Justice as fairness adopts three distinct strategies for pushing back
the frontier at which we appeal to intuitions. The first is that there is
a limited domain of application. Our focus, as we have seen, is on the
basic structure of society. We are not aiming to establish a comprehen-
sive account of morality. Second, although it recognizes more than
one fundamental principle of justice, justice as fairness establishes an
ordering among them, so there is no need to balance the principles
against one another according to mere intuition. Third, justice as
fairness attempts to reduce the direct dependence on intuition by
considering the choice of principles from the original position and
therefore “substituting prudential for moral judgment.” (TJ, /)
By asking what would be chosen from the original position, “we have
asked a much more limited question and have substituted for an ethi-
cal judgment a judgment of rational prudence.” (TJ, /) Questions
of prudential judgment will not eliminate sometimes controversial
appeals to intuition altogether, but “the task is that of reducing and
not of eliminating entirely the reliance on intuitive judgments.” (TJ,
/)

The problem with intuitionist theories, to repeat, is that they do
not give us the guidance we need when we, collectively or individually,
are conflicted or uncertain about what justice requires. If we were
very confident and in agreement with one another about all of our
particular judgments concerning justice, there would be little need to
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systematize them with general principles. That is not our situation,
or more precisely, that is our situation only with a limited number
of easy cases that form our provisional fixed points. But even these
considered judgments are not assumed to be foundational or immune
from critical reflection, and in the process of formulating and refining
our principles we may come to revise our assessment of them as well.
Justice as fairness presents “the hypothesis that the principles which
would be chosen in the original position are identical with those that
match our considered judgments and so these principles describe our
sense of justice.” (TJ, /)

At the same time, however, Rawls recognizes that full reflective
equilibrium is an ideal that is not fully reachable. He is content to
establish that the two principles move us closer to this ideal than
traditional rivals. In particular Rawls expresses doubt about whether
the strong priority that he gives to the first principle over the sec-
ond is fully adequate: “while a lexical ordering may serve fairly well
for some important cases, I assume that it will not be completely
satisfactory.” (TJ, /) This recognition clearly illustrates that for
Rawls constructing and defending a conception of justice is a practi-
cal undertaking. It is not enough to show the theoretical possibility
that some other conception may be superior. The task is to identify
it as best we can.

Objections by way of counterexamples are to be made with care, since
these may tell us only what we know already, namely that our theory is
wrong somewhere . . . All theories are presumably mistaken in places. The
real question at any given time is which of the views already proposed is the
best approximation overall. (TJ, /)

This can only be done by spelling out the precise details of particular
conceptions of justice and comparing and assessing them.

the two principles of justice

In chapter  Rawls describes the content of the two principles of
justice before going on in chapter  to argue that they would be
chosen from the original position. Yet in describing the content of
the principles, he offers some remarks that are designed to “prepare
the way for the favored interpretation of the two principles so that
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these criteria, especially the second one, will not strike the reader
as extreme.” (TJ, ) Unfortunately, some of these remarks have
suggested several mistaken interpretations not only of the content
of the principles themselves, but of the basic approach of justice as
fairness.

As we have seen, the principles of justice are developed to eval-
uate the basic structure of society, which Rawls identifies with “the
arrangement of major social institutions into one scheme of cooper-
ation.” (TJ, /) The idea of treating the basic structure as a single
scheme allows for the possibility that “a social system may be unjust
even though none of its institutions are unjust taken separately: the
injustice is a consequence of how they are combined together into
a single system.” (TJ, /) Furthermore, the two principles, which
are designed for the evaluation of an institutional scheme, “must not
be confused with the principles which apply to individuals and their
actions in particular circumstances.” (TJ, /) Yet the relationship
between institutions and the actions of individuals is a subtle one.
Social institutions do not have an existence independent from the
actions and attitudes of the people who create, sustain, transform, or
destroy them. One way in which individuals sustain institutions is
simply by conforming to their rules, which set out rights, responsi-
bilities, and procedures. Ideally, we would like to institute rules and
procedures that would coordinate individuals’ pursuit of their (per-
missible) goals in such a way that we “achieve results which although
not intended or perhaps even foreseen by them are nevertheless the
best ones from the standpoint of social justice.” (TJ, /) The idea
would be that just as the invisible hand of an idealized market steers
transactions toward efficiency, so the invisible hand of the institutions
of a just basic structure would steer interactions toward justice.

The two principles of justice attempt to do exactly that. In a
statement of the two principles that will be refined later, Rawls
presents them as follows:

First: each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive scheme of
equal basic liberties compatible with a similar scheme of liberties for others.

 In the original edition of TJ, this sentence ends not with “extreme” but with “too eccentric
or bizarre.” (p. )

 See the “final statement” of the two principles at TJ, –/–.
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Second: social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that
they are both (a) reasonably expected to be to everyone’s advantage, and
(b) attached to positions and offices open to all. (TJ, )

Roughly, the first principle governs the design of the political struc-
ture which secures the basic liberties, while the two parts of the second
principle are concerned with the institutions that regulate social and
economic inequalities. An essential part of justice as fairness is the
ordering among these principles. Rawls defends a strong – “lexical” –
ordering of the first principle over the second, so that social and eco-
nomic gains (permitted by the second principle) cannot be achieved
by sacrificing the equal scheme of basic liberties (specified by the first
principle). Similarly, there is a strong priority within the second prin-
ciple: “One applies the second principle by holding positions open,
and then, subject to this constraint, arranges social and economic
inequalities so that everyone benefits.” (TJ, /)

The statement of the first principle which I quoted above is from
the revised edition of A Theory of Justice, and it represents a subtle
but significant change from the original edition, where the principle
reads: “each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive
basic liberty compatible with a similar liberty for others.” (p. )
Instead of referring to “liberty,” the revised principle now refers to
“basic liberties.” Other passages throughout A Theory of Justice were
modified in a similar way, although not all, and Rawls still some-
times refers to the first principle as a principle of “equal liberty.” In
Political Liberalism, he explains why the original formulation may be
misleading:

No priority is assigned to liberty as such, as if the exercise of something
called “liberty” has a preeminent value and is the main if not the sole
end of political and social justice . . . Throughout the history of demo-
cratic thought the focus has been on achieving certain specific liberties and
constitutional guarantees . . . The account of the basic liberties follows this
tradition.

 In the original edition, the first principle reads: “each person is to have an equal right to
the most extensive basic liberty compatible with a similar liberty for others.” (p. ) See the
discussion below.

 Rawls, Political Liberalism, pp. –.
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This means, of course, that the basic liberties need to be specified and
defended. This was something partially addressed even in the origi-
nal edition, although as we will see in chapters  and  this account
changed when Rawls later revised the defense of the priority of the
first principle. A preliminary list of the basic liberties includes polit-
ical liberties, freedom of speech and assembly, liberty of conscience
and freedom of thought, the right to hold “personal property,” and
rights associated with the rule of law. (TJ, /) A full account of
these basic liberties will likely depend on “the particular circum-
stances – social, economic, and technological – of a given society.”

(TJ, )
The two principles impose a kind of egalitarianism – even if not

strict equality – on the design of the basic structure. More specifically,
they focus on the distribution of shares of “social primary goods,” as
opposed to levels of satisfaction, total well-being, utility, or happiness.
We will examine in chapter  the justification for relying on primary
goods and how this account changed. For now, we can simply state
that they include “rights, liberties, and opportunities, and income
and wealth” (TJ, /) as well as the social basis of self-respect. (TJ,
/, /) The idea is that a just basic structure will aim to
eliminate structural inequalities in the distribution of primary goods
except when a structural inequality works to everyone’s advantage
relative to a baseline of equality. When we apply this requirement
to different primary goods we get different results. Roughly speak-
ing, inequalities in the scheme of basic liberties would not work to
everyone’s advantage. Therefore the first principle requires an equal
scheme of basic liberties. Similarly, unequal opportunities would not
work to the advantage of those with limited opportunities, so the
second principle requires fair equality of opportunity. However, it is
possible that an economic institution that allows certain structural
inequalities in income and wealth among representative segments
of the society might work to the advantage of everyone, including
those who gain least relative to the benchmark of equality. Such an

 This passage was added to the revised edition and reflects Rawls’s concern to specify the basic
liberties rather than to assume that there is a uniform quantity of “liberty” to be maximized.

 In Justice as Fairness, Rawls considers adding medical care and “a certain amount of leisure
time.” (pp. –; –; ) See the discussion in ch. .
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economic institution would be just, even though it would allow some
structural inequality.

Evidently Rawls believes that the first principle will be more famil-
iar to readers, and he proceeds to attempt to clarify the content of
the second principle. The two parts of the second principle func-
tion together to specify which structural inequalities are permissible
and how they are to be filled by individuals. Whatever the per-
missible structural inequalities are, they must be filled according to
procedures that are “open to all.” This phrase can be given a loose
or a strict interpretation. The less demanding interpretation, which
Rawls calls “careers open to talents,” requires merely “formal equal-
ity of opportunity in that all have at least the same legal rights of
access to all advantaged social positions.” (TJ, /) This would
be sufficient to rule out systems of hereditary privilege as well as
discrimination based on criteria not materially relevant to positions.
Historically, the achievement of this ideal was an extremely significant
step, championed by many liberal reformers often under the banner
of meritocracy. However, although formal equality of opportunity in
this sense of non-discrimination is necessary, justice demands more.
“The thought here is that positions are to be not only open in a for-
mal sense, but that all should have a fair chance to attain them.” (TJ,
/) Even under conditions of non-discrimination, fair equality of
opportunity may be undermined by inequalities that can be traced to
social class. The idea of fair equality of opportunity specifies that “[i]n
all sectors of society there should be roughly equal prospects of culture
and achievement for everyone similarly motivated and endowed. The
expectations of those with the same abilities and aspirations should
not be affected by their social class.” (TJ, /)

If a society were fully to satisfy the requirements of fair equality
of opportunity, individuals would have a fair chance of attaining the
various social positions regardless of the social class into which they
were born. But this does not yet tell us which structural positions
are permissible in the first place. Our preliminary statement of the
second principle holds that structural inequalities are just only if
they are “reasonably expected to be to everyone’s advantage.” But
this phrase is also subject to a loose or a strict interpretation. The
less demanding interpretation, which Rawls calls “the principle of
efficiency,” requires merely that the institutions of the basic structure
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satisfy the requirement of “Pareto optimality.” An arrangement fails
this requirement if there is some other arrangement in which there
would be an improvement to at least one position without any other
position becoming worse off. An arrangement satisfies this condition
as long as there are no gains to be had “for free” – that is, without
any loss to others. This is a weak requirement since typically there
will be many different arrangements that will satisfy it – in effect,
any arrangement that does not have any “waste.” To take an extreme
case, an arrangement in which one person is fabulously wealthy and
everyone else is reduced to abject poverty may satisfy this requirement
if the rich individual would not do as well under other arrangements.
The principle of efficiency by itself does not provide any grounds
for selecting from among these Pareto-optimal arrangements even
though they may differ radically from one another. Therefore, “[t]he
problem is to choose between them, to find a conception of justice
that singles out one of these efficient distributions as also just.” (TJ,
/)

The difference principle holds that a structural inequality is just
only if the expected shares of the least advantaged position are greater
than the expected shares of the least advantaged position in the
absence of the inequality. If, from a position of equality, the more
advantaged gain at the cost of the least advantaged, the difference
principle would disallow such an inequality. Structural inequalities
are permissible only when they serve to increase the total goods and
when that increase works to the advantage of each position. This is
possible if the “better prospects act as incentives so that the economic
process is more efficient, innovation proceeds at a faster pace, and
so on.” (TJ, /) Such an argument is sometimes characterized
as “trickle down” economics in which gains to the wealthy “trickle
down” to the poor. But it is crucial to remember that for Rawls,
the baseline from which we assess prospective gains and losses is
one of equality, not the inequalities that might currently exist in an
actual society. If there currently are unjust inequalities, the difference
principle may very well sanction losses to the wealthy in order to
achieve gains for the poor. (TJ, /) Furthermore, Rawls is careful
not to claim that any particular inequality would, in fact, generate
the right kinds of incentives: “The point is that something of this
kind must be argued if these inequalities are to satisfy by [sic] the
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difference principle.” (TJ, ) The burden, therefore, is on those
who claim that a structural inequality is justified to show that it really
would satisfy the difference principle. If they cannot do this, then
the inequality is unjust.

Fair equality of opportunity and the difference principle work
together to create a system of “pure procedural justice.” (TJ, /)
In general, the idea of procedural justice shifts the focus from specific
outcomes to the procedures that generate them. In the case of perfect
procedural justice, we know what a just outcome would be, and we
develop a procedure that (if followed properly) will produce that
result. In the case of imperfect procedural justice, in contrast, there is
no procedure that will always produce the desired result. In both of
these cases we have a way of characterizing the appropriate result that
is independent of the procedure itself. Rawls mentions a criminal
trial as an example of imperfect procedural justice since although
we may aim to convict all and only those who are in fact guilty,
no procedure can rule out the possibility of so-called miscarriages of
justice. In contrast, we have a case of pure procedural justice when
there is no way to specify the just outcome except by constructing a
procedure and actually allowing it to be carried out. It is important,
of course, that the procedure be chosen correctly, and we can assess
the reasons for and against different procedures. But there is no way
to assess specific outcomes except by selecting the best procedure and
then allowing it to generate an outcome.

 The corresponding passage in the original edition reads: “The point is that something of
this kind must be argued if these inequalities are to be just by the difference principle.”
(p. ) If we assume that the society is “close-knit” and that “chain-connection” holds, we can
say that the difference principle selects the most egalitarian of the efficient arrangements.
A society is “close-knit” when “it is impossible to raise or lower the expectations of any
representative man without raising or lowering the expectation of every other representative
man.” (TJ, /) And chain-connection holds when any change that raises the prospects
of the most advantaged and the least advantaged will also raise the prospects of the positions
in between. (TJ, /) Rawls assumes that these conditions hold, but the defense of the
difference principle does not depend on either of these assumptions. See the discussion in
Rex Martin, Rawls and Rights (Kansas University Press, ), ch. .

 Rawls also sometimes speaks of “quasi-pure” procedural justice. (TJ, /) This is a hybrid
between imperfect and pure procedural justice. It holds when we know that a just outcome
must be within a certain range, but within that range we have no way of selecting the
best outcome without relying on the procedure. Insofar as the procedure may generate an
outcome beyond the acceptable range, we have a case that resembles imperfect procedural
justice, but as long as it generates an outcome within that range, it resembles pure procedural
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With these definitions, we can now make the crucial point that
the actual allocation of specific goods to specific individuals is a
matter of pure procedural justice. The principles of justice are not
designed to determine directly which individuals are entitled to which
shares of resources. Rather, they are designed to evaluate the institu-
tional rules within which individuals come to be entitled to particular
goods. When the principles refer to “inequalities,” these are struc-
tural inequalities that may predictably result from the functioning
of the various institutional arrangements. There is no way to answer
the question of whether some allocation of goods to the particular
individuals of a society is just except by instituting a fair system of
rules and then allowing those individuals to interact in ways that are
permissible (according to the just rules) and desirable (according to
their own preferences):

A distribution cannot be judged in isolation from the system of which it
is the outcome or from what individuals have done in good faith in the
light of established expectations. If it is asked in the abstract whether one
distribution of a given stock of things to definite individuals with known
desires and preferences is better than another, then there is simply no answer
to this question. (TJ, /)

Rawls holds that we may rely on this kind of pure procedural justice,
but only if we also ensure fair equality of opportunity. It is not enough
to say that the structural inequalities generated by the rules of the
economic institutions work to everyone’s advantage. Everyone must
have a fair opportunity to fill the various positions.

We use the shares of social primary goods that individuals can
expect to receive over a complete life to identify the various structural
positions. Rawls clarifies and develops his defense of primary goods
in subsequent work, and we will consider this in chapter . What is
important here is that their use is not dependent on any particular
conception of the good. Rather, they are designed to contribute to
people’s “success in carrying out their intentions and in advancing
their ends, whatever these ends may be.” (TJ, /) Although some
primary goods may be viewed by some people as valuable for their

justice since we have no independent grounds on which to assess it. In my opinion, most of
the cases which Rawls describes as pure procedural justice are, strictly speaking, quasi-pure
since some possible outcomes would be unacceptable.
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own sakes, different individuals will generally use them to pursue
different ends. And given the diversity of permissible ends that indi-
viduals will pursue, there is no assumption that individuals will have
equal success in accomplishing their ends. Justice as fairness “does not
look behind the use which persons make of the rights and opportu-
nities available to them in order to measure, much less to maximize,
the satisfactions they achieve.” (TJ, /) Once we are satisfied that
the structural inequalities associated with an institutional scheme
satisfy the difference principle and the positions are filled in accor-
dance with fair equality of opportunity, then “other inequalities are
allowed to arise from men’s voluntary actions in accordance with the
principle of free association.” (TJ, /) Against the background
of just institutional arrangements the fortunes of particular indi-
viduals will wax and wane in response to their talent, effort, and
luck.

desert

As we saw in the introduction, many critics have read Rawls as
endorsing a kind of luck egalitarianism, according to which the point
of just institutions is to redress any inequality for which individu-
als cannot be held responsible. But Rawls contrasts the difference
principle with the principle of redress, which holds that “undeserved
inequalities call for redress; and since inequalities of birth and natu-
ral endowment are undeserved, these inequalities are to be somehow
compensated for.” (TJ, /) Like the principle of redress, the dif-
ference principle rejects utilitarianism’s emphasis on “social efficiency
and technocratic values.” (TJ, /) However, while the principle
of redress holds that all undeserved inequalities are, as such, unjust,
the difference principle rejects this view. It holds that “[t]hose who
have been favored by nature, whoever they are, may gain from their
good fortune only on terms that improve the situation of those who
have lost out.” (TJ, /) Underlying this approach is the view that:

The natural distribution is neither just nor unjust; nor is it unjust that
persons are born into society at some particular position. These are simply
natural facts. What is just and unjust is the way that institutions deal with
these facts. (TJ, /)
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The way that the difference principle deals with these facts, and
specifically with the sheer diversity and range of capacities and abil-
ities, is to reward them differentially when doing so works to the
advantage of the least advantaged position. Everyone in a society can
benefit from the fact that their talents and abilities complement one
another. This allows us to view the range and variety as a “common
asset” (TJ, /) that the society can use to work to everyone’s
advantage.

It is sometimes objected that the difference principle interferes
with the better advantaged citizens getting what they deserve. In our
colloquial speech, we say that people deserve things on a variety of
grounds – for example, the better team deserves to win, the criminal
deserves a long prison term, workers deserve a living wage, she did
not deserve the bad luck that came her way, etc. There are many
different grounds for making such desert claims, and it is important
to see that Rawls restricts his technical term “desert” to claims based
on an assessment of moral virtue. This is most clear, perhaps, when he
explains the idea of distributing goods “according to moral desert” as
“[J]ustice is happiness according to virtue.” (TJ, /) Thus, Rawls
takes it as a trivial and obvious fact that “We do not deserve our place
in the distribution of native endowments, any more than we deserve
our initial starting place in society.” (TJ, ) That is, neither our
natural capacities nor our initial social position could possibly be ours
on account of our degree of moral virtue. In contrast to this restricted
use, we can say that individuals have a legitimate expectation in some
good when they have followed the rules of a just scheme that specifies

 This is related to the idea of viewing society as a social union of social unions that we will
discuss in chapter . In the original edition, Rawls wrote: “We see then that the difference
principle represents, in effect, an agreement to regard the distribution of natural talents as
a common asset and to share in the benefits of this distribution whatever it turns out to
be.” (p. ) Many have taken this passage to suggest that the natural assets themselves are
common assets. Yet the claim concerns the distribution, not the assets themselves, and it
states that the difference principle “in effect” represents it this way. In the revised edition,
Rawls elaborates: “The difference principle represents, in effect, an agreement to regard the
distribution of natural talents as in some respects a common asset and to share in the greater
social and economic benefits made possible by the complementarities of this distribution.”
(TJ, ) See the discussion in Rawls, Justice as Fairness, pp. –.

 In the original edition, the corresponding sentence reads: “It seems to be one of the fixed
points of our considered judgments that no one deserves his place in the distribution of
native endowments, any more than one deserves one’s initial starting place in society.”
(p. )
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that entitlement. (TJ, /) A just economic scheme, for example,
will specify the terms of contract that will transfer ownership of some
property from one person to another. When such rules are followed,
we might colloquially say that individuals deserve that property, in
the sense of having a right or being entitled to it. But in Rawls’s more
precise language, we would say that they have a legitimate expectation
in it.

So, to repeat, it is sometimes objected that the difference princi-
ple does not give people what they deserve. Now it is certainly true
that the difference principle does not reward people according to an
assessment of their moral virtue. But justice as fairness accepts the
idea that a just scheme should respect the legitimate expectations that
individuals form. The problem is that this is incomplete as a specifi-
cation of distributive justice, since the idea of legitimate expectations
makes reference to the idea of a just scheme of cooperation. When
individuals act in ways that a just scheme specifies as entitling them
to a greater share of wealth, they have a legitimate expectation in
that greater share. But this leaves unspecified the properties of a just
scheme. It is true that “the more advantaged are entitled to whatever
they can acquire in accordance with the rules of a fair system of social
cooperation. Our problem is how this scheme, the basic structure of
society, is to be designed.” (TJ, ) The difference principle provides
part of Rawls’s answer to this question by saying that a just scheme
will allow certain social positions to have a higher expectation of
goods when doing so works to the advantage of all social positions.
In this way it also represents an interpretation of the ideal of frater-
nity: “the idea of not wanting to have greater advantages unless this
is to the benefit of others who are less well off.” (TJ, /)

duties and obligations

The focus to this point has been resolutely on standards for the assess-
ment of the basic structure of society. But social institutions are not
independent of the actions and attitudes of individuals. On the con-
trary: “The social system is not an unchangeable order beyond human
control but a pattern of human action.” (TJ, /) Therefore, any

 These sentences were added to the revised edition.
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account of the justice of institutions will have implications for indi-
vidual conduct. It is important to remember that this limited goal
does not exhaust the moral demands of justice – to say nothing of
the other virtues – that apply to individuals. Although Rawls alludes
to the possibility of developing “the broader notion of rightness as
fairness” (TJ, /), that is not his project.

To clarify the principles of individual conduct, consider the ana-
lytic distinction between obligations and natural duties. Both repre-
sent moral requirements on individuals. Obligations are by defini-
tion grounded in the principle of fairness, while natural duties are
not grounded in any single principle. The principle of fairness holds
that:

a person is required to do his part as defined by the rules of an institu-
tion when two conditions are met: first, the institution is just (or fair),
that is, it satisfies the two principles of justice; and second, one has volun-
tarily accepted the benefits of the arrangement or taken advantage of the
opportunities it offers to further one’s interests. (TJ, –/)

When we voluntarily participate in a just institution, the rules and
procedures of that institution will specify various benefits and burdens
that accrue to us for various reasons. The benefits, we have already
seen, are “legitimate expectations.” The burdens are “obligations,”
and the principle of fairness holds that there is a moral requirement
that they be fulfilled.

Two points are worth emphasizing about this narrow account of
obligations. First, since the principle of fairness refers to just insti-
tutions, it does not generate obligations “to unjust institutions, or
at least to institutions which exceed the limits of tolerable injus-
tice (so far undefined).” (TJ, /) This is not to say that in such
circumstances we have no moral requirements, only that they will
not be obligations in the technical sense at issue here and that an
investigation of them will be part of non-ideal theory. Second, obli-
gations “arise as a result of our voluntary acts; these acts may be the
giving of express or tacit undertakings, such as promises and agree-
ments, but they need not be, as in the case of accepting benefits.”
(TJ, /) Note the implication that accepting benefits must be vol-
untary in the appropriate sense. This implies minimally the existence
of a reasonable opportunity to turn down the benefits and thereby to
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escape the obligations. This is particularly significant since, as we have
seen, Rawls assumes that individuals will remain members of their
society over a complete life, so they cannot be said to have voluntar-
ily accepted the benefits of participation in their society. Therefore:
“There is, I believe, no political obligation, strictly speaking, for citi-
zens generally.” (TJ, /) This is not to deny, however, that there
is a general moral requirement on citizens to comply with the laws
of a just society. The point is that this cannot be justified on the
basis of the principle of fairness since there is no relevant voluntary
undertaking.

This places the moral requirement of compliance under the cat-
egory of natural duties, which “apply to us without regard to our
voluntary acts.” (TJ, /) Some examples of these natural duties
include “the duty of helping another when he is in need or jeopardy,
provided that one can do so without excessive risk or loss to one-
self; the duty not to harm or injure another; and the duty not to
cause unnecessary suffering.” (TJ, /) But for our purposes, the
most important is the duty of justice, which “requires us to support
and to comply with just institutions that exist and apply to us. It
also constrains us to further just arrangements not yet established,
at least when this can be done without too much cost to ourselves.”
(TJ, /) Although the natural duties – and the duty of justice, in
particular – do not bind on account of any voluntary undertaking,
we can still provide a defense of them. In particular, we can consider
what support they might receive, along with the principles of social
justice, from the perspective of the original position. We will consider
this along with limitations on the duty of compliance in chapter .

the original position

We can now turn to the direct argument for the principles of justice.
We already know that “The intuitive idea of justice as fairness is

 This is a change from Rawls’s position in earlier work where he held that

our moral obligation to obey the law is a special case of the duty of fair play. This means that
the legal order is construed as a system of social cooperation to which we become bound
because: first, the scheme is just (that is, it satisfies the two principles of justice) . . . and
second, we have accepted, and intend to continue to accept, its benefits. (“Legal Obligation
and the Duty of Fair Play” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers, p. )
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to think of the first principles of justice as themselves the object of
an original agreement in a suitably defined initial situation.” (TJ,
/) The hypothetical choice situation must be designed in such
a way that it can help us move toward reflective equilibrium. It can
do this if it allows us to replace a more difficult problem with one that
is more manageable but which we hypothesize has the same solution.
We specify the motives and goals as well as information and options
available to the parties so that when they make a rational choice,
we can recognize it to be fair. Ideally, the hope is that once we have
specified the information, motivation, and choices available to the
parties, “[w]hat these individuals will do is then derived by strictly
deductive reasoning from these assumptions about their beliefs and
interests, their situation and the options open to them.” (TJ, /)
The point of calling this reasoning “deductive” is not that the set-up
of the choice situation is itself a matter of deduction or that empirical
knowledge must somehow be excluded from all moral deliberation.
Rather it is to emphasize that we assume that the parties to the
hypothetical agreement are rational. This is something we stipulate
along with the other features of the choice situation. Given our
goal of moving toward reflective equilibrium, it is no surprise that
the original position “embodies features peculiar to moral theory.”
(TJ, /)

The veil of ignorance, we already know, prevents the parties from
having any information that is irrelevant to the construction of prin-
ciples of social justice. They do know, however, that they are selecting
principles to govern the design of the basic structure of society. They
also know that the society for which they are selecting the principles
is in “the circumstances of justice.” These are “the normal conditions
under which human cooperation is both possible and necessary.” (TJ,
/) Thus, the parties know that they are choosing principles for
people who are “roughly similar in physical and mental powers”
and who occupy “a definite geographical territory” in conditions of
“moderate scarcity” in the sense that cooperative actions are neither
superfluous nor will they “inevitably break down.” (TJ, –/–
) In addition, the parties know that they will each have their own
plans of life “or conceptions of the good, [which] lead them to have
different ends and purposes, and to make conflicting claims on the
natural and social resources available.” (TJ, /) These goals are
typically embedded within “a diversity of philosophical and religious
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beliefs, and of political and social doctrines.” (TJ, /) Rawls
would later come to call these broader frameworks “comprehensive
doctrines.”

We further stipulate that the parties “try to advance their concep-
tion of the good as best they can, and that in attempting to do this
they are not bound by prior moral ties to each other.” (TJ, /)
Although it might seem more appropriate to have the parties moti-
vated by a sense of justice, this will not do. As we have seen, we
set up the original position in an effort to help us reach reflective
equilibrium, but because it is strictly hypothetical it remains up to
us to determine what would be chosen from that situation. If we
force ourselves to consider which principles would match the sense
of justice of the parties, we simply reiterate our initial problem, and
the original position would not be helpful. It is only because the
parties have a different motivation than we do that the construction
may advance our understanding. Of course, given the motivations
that we stipulate for the parties, we must be careful to specify choice
conditions so that they are led to select principles that we can rec-
ognize to be fair despite that not being their direct aim. Hence, it is
crucial that the parties make their selection from behind the veil of
ignorance.

To repeat a frequently overlooked point, there is no assumption
that the conceptions of the good that the parties are attempting to
advance are narrowly selfish:

While these plans determine the aims and interests of a self, the aims and
interests are not presumed to be egoistic or selfish. Whether this is the case
depends upon the kinds of ends which a person pursues. If wealth, posi-
tion, and influence, and the accolades of social prestige, are a person’s final
purposes, then surely his conception of the good is egoistic. His dominant
interests are in himself, not merely, as they must always be, interests of a
self. (TJ, /)

The parties can no more assume that everyone will be narrowly self-
ish than they can assume that they all share any particular goals or
single religion. The assumption of “mutual disinterest” (TJ, –/,
/–) among the parties does not reflect an extreme individu-
alism or selfishness, but rather the fact that they cannot assume that
any particular conception of the good will be universally shared.
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In the original edition of A Theory of Justice, Rawls introduced a
complication into the motivation of parties in order to handle the
problem of justice between generations. If the parties were motivated
only to choose principles that advanced their conceptions of the
good as well as possible given their limited information, they appar-
ently would not be concerned to ensure the fair treatment of future
generations. Thus, Rawls raises the possibility of stipulating that the
parties be motivated by a “desire to further the welfare of their nearest
descendants.” (TJ, original edition, p. ) This stipulation turns
out to be potentially misleading, inelegant, and unnecessary. It is
potentially misleading because Rawls raises the possibility of con-
sidering the parties to be “heads of families” in order to make this
intergenerational concern more vivid. This has suggested to some a
latent sexism in the set-up of the original position (based on the
assumption – not made by Rawls – that the representatives are male)
and that the structure of the family is somehow immune from evalu-
ation from the perspective of justice. It is inelegant because it intro-
duces an artificial constraint into the motivation of the parties. After
all, not everyone in a well-ordered society has a conception of the
good which gives a prominent place to immediate descendents – not
everyone will even have descendents. And finally, as we will see in
chapter , in the years immediately after the publication of A Theory of
Justice, Rawls came to recognize that this stipulation was unnecessary.

Given our goal of reaching reflective equilibrium, we can stipu-
late that the principles chosen by the parties in the original position
must meet certain formal conditions that we believe “all ethical prin-
ciples” must meet. (TJ, /) The principles must be general so
that they do not make reference to particular individuals. They also
should be universal in that they should “hold for everyone in virtue
of their being moral persons.” (TJ, /) This has the implication
that it must be possible (and not self-defeating) for everyone to act
on them. The principles should satisfy the publicity requirement so
that the parties know they are selecting principles that will inform
the public deliberations of citizens concerning the design of their

 The corresponding passage in the revised edition refers to a “desire to further the well-being
of at least their more immediate descendants.” (TJ, ) But, as I argue below, this assumption
should have been dropped altogether.
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basic structure. In order to be able to assess institutional designs, the
principles should satisfy an ordering condition. This implies that the
ranks that the principles assign to arrangements should be transitive.
But it also requires that the ordering be “based on certain relevant
aspects of persons and their situation which are independent from
their social position, or their capacity to intimidate and coerce.” (TJ,
/) And lastly, the principles should satisfy the finality condi-
tion. This means that when citizens deliberate about matters of basic
social justice, “There are no higher standards to which arguments in
support of claims can be addressed; reasoning successfully from these
principles is conclusive.” (TJ, /) The principles, in other words,
are to “override the demands of law and custom, and of social rules
generally” as well as “considerations of prudence and self-interest.”
(TJ, /–) This is not to say that we must aim at completely
expunging the influence of self-interest from our behavior. Rather,
the point is that the extent and manner in which the pursuit of self-
interest is permissible is to be regulated by the principles of justice,
and the parties in the original position must make their selection
knowing this to be the case.

The veil of ignorance prevents the parties from basing their choice
of principles on considerations that we believe to be arbitrary or irrel-
evant to the justification of principles of justice. They do not know
their social position, talents and abilities, level of intelligence and
strength, conception of the good and plan of life, or particular psy-
chological tendencies, such as “aversion to risk or liability to optimism
or pessimism.” (TJ, /) In fact, because we want principles to be
fair to everyone, we exclude from consideration anything that could
be used to differentiate one person from another. We want to force the
parties to make their choice “solely on the basis of general considera-
tions.” (TJ, /) Further, the veil of ignorance excludes knowledge
of “the particular circumstances of their own society” included “its
economic or political situation,” (TJ, /) although the parties do
know that their society is in the circumstances of justice. They also
“know the general facts about human society . . . Indeed, the parties
are presumed to know whatever general facts affect the choice of the
principles of justice.” (TJ, /) Because we must determine as best
we can what would be chosen in the original position, we must rely
on our best understanding of the facts of political theory, sociology,
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social psychology, and economics. Of course, as our understanding
of these fields changes, it is possible that our judgment of what would
be chosen in the original position might change. This simply reflects
our fallibility. The information that we provide to the parties in the
original position is fallible, as is any principle based in part on such
information.

Because we stipulate that the parties are equally rational, and
because they are all forced to make their selection on the basis of the
same general information, “each is convinced by the same arguments.
Therefore, we can view the agreement in the original position from
the standpoint of one person selected at random.” (TJ, /) This
has led some critics to suggest that justice as fairness is not properly
characterized as a “contract doctrine” at all. There is something
to this criticism, and Rawls acknowledges “the very important con-
sequence that the parties have no basis for bargaining in the usual
sense.” (TJ, /) Nonetheless, for reasons that we will see, the
model of a contract captures important elements of justice as fair-
ness.

So the parties in the original position aim to select principles that
they expect will allow them to do as well as possible at advancing their
conception of the good without knowing which specific conception
of the good they hold. In order to be able to make any choice at all,
“they assume that they normally prefer more primary social goods
rather than less.” (TJ, /) The primary goods are not likely
to be equally valuable to all life plans, and indeed in some cases
certain primary goods may not contribute at all. Still, given their
circumstances, this is the best that the parties can do. No matter which
specific conception of the good they hold, “They know that in general
they must try to protect their liberties, widen their opportunities, and
enlarge their means for promoting their aims whatever these are.”
(TJ, /) Given their motivation and the limitations on their
information, it is rational for them to attempt “to win for themselves
the highest index of primary social goods, since this enables them to
promote their conception of the good most effectively whatever it
turns out to be.” (TJ, /)

 Jean Hampton, “Contracts and Choices: Does Rawls Have a Social Contract Theory?”
Journal of Philosophy,  ().
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There are three additional important stipulations in the original
position. First, the parties are not moved by considerations of envy.
We will return to discuss envy in chapter , but for now simply notice
that “envy tends to make everyone worse off.” (TJ, /) There is
no reason for us to have the parties be motivated by this. Second, and
more importantly, the parties assume that they are capable of a sense
of justice. Their choice of principles will give content to this capacity.
However, the parties can take into account the psychological burden
that different conceptions of justice will impose on this capacity.
The importance of this point is that the parties “will not enter into
agreements they know they cannot keep, or can do so only with great
difficulty.” (TJ, /) That is, we stipulate that given the choice
between two conceptions of justice, if the parties sincerely believe
that there is only one that they will be able to comply with in all
circumstances, then they must select that conception. Obviously, the
prospects of being able to keep an agreement depend on a general
account of human psychology. Third, the parties in the original
position think of themselves as “free persons” with a “highest order
interest” in developing and protecting this status:

They do not think of themselves as inevitably bound to, or as identical with,
the pursuit of any particular complex of fundamental interests that they
may have at any given time, although they want to advance such interests
(provided they are admissible). Rather, free persons conceive of themselves
as beings who can revise and alter their final ends and who give first priority
to preserving their liberty in these matters. (TJ, –)

The parties will protect this status even if it means fewer resources
for the pursuit of their more particular ends. In A Theory of Justice
this crucial stipulation may look undefended. However, as we will
see in chapter , in subsequent work Rawls elaborates and defends
this account.

the choice of principles

We can now begin to consider which of the two main rivals – average
utilitarianism or the two principles – it would be rational for the

 This passage was added to the original edition in order to clarify the grounds for the priority
of the first principle.
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parties in the original position to select. The two principles may seem
to represent a rather extreme choice, especially when we consider that
they “are those a person would choose for the design of a society in
which his enemy is to assign him his place.” (TJ, /–) Now the
parties in the original position “do not, of course, assume that their
initial place in society is decided by a malevolent opponent.” (TJ,
/) Nonetheless, it is striking that the same principles would also
be chosen if they were to make that assumption. If it is rational for the
parties to choose the two principles, this must be because the set-up
of the original position forces them to adopt an extremely risk-averse
attitude toward their choice. We must show that the features of the
original position force the parties to make a choice analogous to the
“maximin rule” of choice under uncertainty.

We make a choice under uncertainty when we are selecting from
available options without knowing which of a range of possible out-
comes associated with each option will apply to us. The maximin
rule requires us to compare the available options on the basis of
the worst possible outcome for each, and to select the option whose
worst outcome is least bad. That is, it “tells us to rank alternatives
by their worst possible outcomes: we are to adopt the alternative the
worst outcome of which is superior to the worst outcomes of the
others.” (TJ, –/) Hence, it represents an extremely risk-averse
or pessimistic approach to such choices.

As we saw in the introduction, Rawls does not argue from a general
commitment to the maximin principle for choice under uncertainty.
“Clearly,” he states, “the maximin rule is not, in general, a suitable
guide for choices under uncertainty.” (TJ, /) Still, there are three
conditions that contribute to the plausibility of adopting such a risk-
averse principle of choice. “First, since the rule takes no account of
the likelihoods of the possible circumstances, there must be some
reason for sharply discounting estimates of these probabilities.” (TJ,
/) Second, it is a more plausible decision rule when it is very
important that some threshold level is secured while additional gains
beyond that level are not as significant. The third condition is related
to the second: if the consequences of falling below that minimal level
are especially dire, the risk-averse attitude becomes more attractive.

When considering the choice between average utilitarianism and
the two principles of justice from the original position, all three of
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these conditions hold. The parties have no basis for assigning prob-
abilities to possible outcomes because of the veil of ignorance. In
fact, they have very little basis for knowing in detail what the possi-
ble outcomes will be, let alone their probabilities. After all, they are
only choosing the most abstract principles, not specific institutional
designs. The parties do not know the particular circumstances of their
society, so they cannot know which specific institutional arrange-
ments would best satisfy the principles that they choose. “Not only
are they unable to conjecture the likelihoods of the various possible
circumstances, they cannot say much about what the possible circum-
stances are, much less enumerate them and foresee the outcome of
each alternative available.” (TJ, –/–) The exclusion of proba-
bilities from the deliberation of the parties is not an arbitrary stipula-
tion but follows directly from the imposition of the veil of ignorance.

If we can establish that the two principles “provide a workable
theory of social justice, and that they are compatible with reasonable
demands of efficiency, then this conception guarantees a satisfac-
tory minimum.” (TJ, /) Part ii of A Theory of Justice is largely
devoted to showing precisely that the principles do provide a work-
able theory and that a reasonable set of institutions would be likely
to satisfy them. “Moreover, this line of thought is practically decisive
if we can establish the priority of liberty.” (TJ, /) As we have
seen, utilitarianism would in principle allow the sacrifice of the basic
liberties of some if this led to an increase in aggregate utility. If we
can establish that the parties would be especially concerned to pro-
tect their basic liberties (and less concerned with additional material
gains beyond the minimum threshold level), this would provide a very
strong argument for the two principles of justice over a utilitarian
alternative.

This point, in turn, is reinforced by the third consideration. If
“other conceptions of justice may lead to institutions that the parties
would find intolerable,” (TJ, /) but the two principles would
prevent such possibilities, this tells strongly in favor of the conserva-
tive attitude toward the choice. If utilitarianism allows for the possi-
bility – even if not the likelihood – of “serious infractions of liberty

 For a discussion of the orthodox Bayesian view that in the absence of information it is
rational to assign equal probabilities to each possible outcome, see Freeman, Rawls, pp.
–.
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for the sake of greater social benefits,” (TJ, /) then the parties
will be reluctant to adopt such a principle. They have the option of
avoiding such a possibility by guaranteeing the basic liberties directly
with the two principles of justice. Again, if we can establish that
the parties will be especially concerned to secure their basic liberties,
we will have a “practically decisive” argument for adopting the two
principles over utilitarianism. Note also that utilitarianism does not
provide a direct guarantee that everyone will receive a minimally nec-
essary share of social resources. If it were to allow some to fall below
this social minimum, this too would be an intolerable outcome.

Consider now what can be said, from the point of view of the
original position, in favor of the principle that requires maximizing
average utility. Assuming a fixed population, average utilitarianism –
which requires that we maximize the average level of utility across
a population – will give the same results as classical utilitarianism –
which requires that we maximize aggregate utility. The two concep-
tions will differ, however, if we allow the size of the population to
vary. Increasing the size of the population but keeping the utility pro-
file constant will increase the total level of utility but not the average
level. It seems clear that the parties in the original position would
select average utilitarianism over classical utilitarianism. To see this,
observe that classical utilitarianism will allow the utility level of each
individual – and therefore, the average – to fall if these decreases are
offset by sufficient increases in the size of the population. But the
parties would have no reason to accept this. They are concerned with
their own likely prospects, and their prospects are worse when average
utility goes down, regardless of what happens to the aggregate. Thus,
it is average, not classical, utilitarianism that serves as the main rival
for the two principles of justice.

Suppose, contrary to the set-up of the original position, that the
parties were to select from among a number of possible social orders
in which all of the details of the various social positions, including

 If, however, the alternative to the two principles was a so-called “mixed conception” that
secured the basic liberties and included a guaranteed social minimum, although there would
be outcomes that were not preferred, none would be “intolerable.” Therefore, the third
condition supporting the use of maximum reasoning would not hold, and the case for
the two principles would be significantly weaker. We will discuss mixed conceptions in
chapter . See also the discussion of the strains of commitment and n.  below.
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utility levels, were known. Also suppose that a thin veil of ignorance
prevented them from knowing which position they would occupy
in each of these possible social orders. They know the utility levels
that individuals with various combinations of talents and preferences
would be likely to achieve, but they do not know which combination
of talents and preferences would be their own. Given this choice,
adopting average utilitarianism would maximize one’s expected utility
level:

Thus if we waive the problem of interpersonal comparisons of utility, and
if the parties are viewed as rational individuals who have no aversion to
risk and who follow the principle of insufficient reason in computing likeli-
hoods . . . then the idea of the initial situation leads naturally to the average
principle. (TJ, –/)

On the other hand, to the extent that we think it rational for the
parties to be risk averse – to protect themselves from the worst possible
outcomes – their reasoning will resemble maximin reasoning and the
two principles will become more attractive.

As we have seen, with the thicker veil of ignorance of the original
position, the parties do not have a basis for identifying the various
social positions associated with each conception of justice, let alone
for assigning probabilities to each of them. Furthermore, the argu-
ment for average utilitarianism relies on an implicit model of the
person. In order to be able to define a utility function, it assumes
that all preferences are commensurable and there are “no definite
highest-order interests or fundamental ends by reference to which
they decide what sorts of persons they care to be . . . They are, we
might say bare-persons” (TJ, ) since they are willing to sacrifice
the satisfaction of any of their preferences if this would result in a net
gain in satisfaction. This contrasts with the model of the person with
highest-order interests that the parties in the original position rely on:

They are, so to speak, determinate-persons: they have certain highest-order
interests and fundamental ends by reference to which they would decide
the kind of life and subordinate aims that are acceptable to them. It is
these interests and ends, whatever they are, which they must try to protect.
Since they know that the basic liberties covered by the first principle will

 This passage was added to the revised edition.
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secure these interests, they must acknowledge the two principles of justice
rather than the principle of utility. (TJ, )

Since, as we will see more clearly in chapter , the basic liberties are
necessary in order to protect these highest-order interests, the parties
will be highly motivated to select principles that will protect their
basic liberties.

Because the parties in the original position are required to protect
their fundamental interests, they cannot choose principles that might
result in inadequate protection. Given certain empirical assumptions,
average utilitarianism very well might provide that protection. But
it would not be very secure, dependent as it is on uncertain and
difficult calculations. It would be far better, from the point of view
of the parties in the original position, to protect these basic interests
directly, and that is what the first principle of justice does. The parties
are forced to make a risk-averse choice in order to ensure that their
fundamental interests are protected.

It is easy to overlook the fact that we do not yet have an argument
for the second principle of justice (the combination of fair equality of
opportunity and the difference principle). The comparison between
the two principles and average utilitarianism turns on the superiority
of the first principle. The main argument for the difference principle
does not come until we compare the two principles to a mixed con-
ception, something we will consider in chapter . As we will see, that
argument does not depend on maximin reasoning. In part, it will
turn on the difficulties with relying on utility as opposed to primary
goods as the object of distributive concern. So the risk aversion that
Rawls attributes to the parties in the original position is much less
extreme than is commonly assumed. The parties are worried about
the possibility that they will be forced to sacrifice their fundamental
interests, and they will select principles that will protect against that
possibility. But not all violations of the difference principle would
implicate their fundamental interests, and there are no good reasons
to attribute an extreme risk aversion beyond their concern to protect
their fundamental interests. In other words, once their basic inter-
ests are secured, the parties would not continue to select principles

 This passage was added to the revised edition.
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based on maximin reasoning. If there are good reasons for accept-
ing the difference principle over another conception that would also
secure their basic interests, they cannot be based on an unmotivated
assumption of extreme risk aversion.

additional considerations

The choice made in the original position departs in dramatic ways
from ordinary contracts. Since there are no grounds for ordinary
bargaining, we can model it as the choice of one individual. Still,
describing it as a contract emphasizes that it will be binding on indi-
viduals who find themselves in different circumstances with different
conceptions of the good. It also suggests the conditions of finality
and publicity. In addition, it implies that the choice must be made
in good faith. These considerations provide additional “confirming
grounds” for the two principles.

The finality condition implies that the parties view their choice
as being made “once and for all.” (TJ, /) Of course, this in
no way precludes us from reconsidering the choice from the original
position. The point is that parties in the original position are not
allowed to gamble with the possibility of an unacceptable outcome
with the hope that they will be able to revisit the choice of principles
in the future. We stipulate that “for an agreement to be valid, the
parties must be able to honor it under all relevant and foreseeable
circumstances. There must be a rational assurance that one can carry
through.” (TJ, /) As we have seen, the parties assume that they
will be capable of acting on the basis of a sense of justice. However,
they also take into consideration the facts of moral psychology, and
in particular the relative difficulty of motivating compliance with
a conception. Rawls refers to this as the “strains of commitment”
of a conception. It is sometimes mistakenly thought that this refers
to the difficulty of effecting a transition from an existing society to
one that would satisfy some conception of justice. If in an existing
society some individuals profit from an unjust basic structure, it is
very possible that a transition to justice will require that they give
up their unjust gains. This may be psychologically (and politically)
difficult, but does not tell against that conception of justice, at least
as part of ideal theory.
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When the parties consider the strains of commitment of various
conceptions of justice, they do so from behind the veil. Because they
must choose a conception that they believe in good faith they will
be able to comply with, they will be especially concerned about the
strains of commitment on the least advantaged. The parties would
not accept principles that might result in the violation of their basic
liberties if they had the option of selecting principles that would
secure them. Accepting utilitarianism would require that they be
willing to “acquiesce in a loss of freedom over the course of their
life for the sake of a greater good enjoyed by others.” (TJ, /)
Such an agreement would be extremely difficult to keep. “Indeed,
we might wonder whether such an agreement can be made in good
faith at all.” (TJ, /) But the parties have another option: they
can secure their basic liberties directly, as the first principle of justice
does. It seems that they can make no other choice in good faith.
Notice that although the difference principle would minimize the
strains of commitment of the least advantaged, this is not offered
as an argument for it. There is no requirement that the strains of
commitment be minimized but only that they be limited so that
there is a reasonable expectation of compliance.

A related consideration concerns the stability of a conception of
justice. While the strains of commitment concern the degree of psy-
chological difficulty needed to comply with the principles, stability
concerns the tendency of a conception to generate its own support
over time. That is, a conception of justice is stable when individuals
raised in and living in a society satisfying that conception tend to
develop and maintain a strong and effective sense of justice with that
content. Stability will be a major consideration in chapter , but here
we can observe one consideration that might weigh in favor of the
greater stability of the two principles over the stability of utilitarian-
ism. The stability of a utilitarian conception of justice depends on
the willingness of individuals to make potentially unlimited sacrifices
for one another. This apparently requires that the members of a soci-
ety form strong bonds of identification, even with those members

 Presumably, although the strains of commitment of the mixed conception that we will
consider in chapter  are greater for the least advantaged, they are still within tolerable limits
since they provide a social minimum and secure everyone’s basic needs. See also n. , above.
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with whom they have no personal contact or even direct knowledge.
To the extent that such strong psychological identification is diffi-
cult to achieve, utilitarianism will tend to be less stable. In contrast,
the two principles appear to require only weaker identification since
they define terms of mutual benefit relative to a baseline of equality.
Nobody is asked to sacrifice relative to this baseline in order for others
to gain. To the extent that this is correct, and to the extent that the
parties in the original position would be moved by considerations
of stability, this also would tell in favor of the two principles over
utilitarianism.

This argument is related to a third consideration. As we have seen,
utilitarianism may require significant sacrifices over the course of
one’s lifetime for the benefit of others. Especially in the absence of
strong feelings of identification among individuals, this may tend to
undermine the sense of self-respect among the least advantaged. “Self-
respect is not so much a part of any rational plan of life as the sense
that one’s plan is worth carrying out.” (TJ, /) The two principles
of justice express the idea that all individuals and plans (within the
permissible range) are worthy of respect, and all individuals can
properly claim a fair share of social resources with which to pursue
their goals. This is likely to contribute to establishing a sense of
self-respect among all. In contrast, a social structure designed along
utilitarian lines may deny some individuals an opportunity to pursue
their ends when resources could be more efficiently used by others.
The individuals who have their ends sacrificed in this way may have
more difficulty in establishing their sense of self-respect.

If different conceptions of justice tend to have different effects
on the development of self-respect, this will be a matter of great
significance to the parties in the original position. After all, they
are to choose principles which they think will result in the greatest
prospect of fulfilling their (unknown) conception of the good. But
if individuals lack self-respect, it is very unlikely that their plans –
whatever they are – will be achieved. If individuals think their plan
is unworthy, or that they are not entitled to make claims on society
in their own name, it seems quite unlikely that they will accomplish
much at all. From the point of view of the parties in the original
position, this would be an outcome that they would want to avoid
at almost all costs. No matter what other advantages a conception
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of justice might have, their prospects are very poor if they lack self-
respect. It is for this reason that Rawls claims that the social basis
of self-respect is “perhaps the most important primary good.” (TJ,
/) The two principles of justice, founded on an ideal of reci-
procity and respect, would seem to provide a social basis on which
self-respect can develop more fully than it would under utilitarianism.

These three related considerations – the strains of commitment,
stability, and self-respect – all support the conclusion that it would
be rational to choose the two principles of justice over average utili-
tarianism from the original position. True, this “reasoning is informal
and not a proof.” (TJ, ) Nonetheless, if enough considerations
point in the same direction this may be enough to convince us of
the rationality of the choice. The strains-of-commitment argument
makes it especially clear that the original position forces the parties
to consider the implications if the worst were to befall them. When
we make agreement, we sometimes risk bad outcomes:

But if we make an agreement, we have to accept the result; and so to give
an undertaking in good faith, we must not only intend to honor it but with
reason believe that we can do so . . . One cannot agree to a principle if there
is a real possibility that it has any outcome that one will not be able to
accept. (TJ, )

The strains-of-commitment argument applies this requirement
directly. As with the stability argument and the self-respect argu-
ment, the reasoning here depends on claims about moral psychology
that are available to the parties in the original position. We will con-
sider moral psychology in greater depth in chapter . But what lies
at the bottom of these arguments is that assumption that the parties
have “certain fundamental interests that they must protect if they
can; and that, as free persons, they have a highest-order interest in
maintaining their liberty to revise and alter these ends.” (TJ, )
These fundamental interests are secured by the first principle (and
the guarantee of a social minimum), while utilitarianism provides at
most only a risky assurance that they will be protected.

 This passage was added to the revised edition, but see somewhat similar thoughts on p. 
of the original edition.

 This passage was added to the revised edition and reinforces the considerations discussed
earlier.

 This passage was added to the revised edition.
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Our comparison of the two principles with average utilitarianism
was predicated on seeing that classical utilitarianism was inferior from
the point of view of the original position. But historically, classical
utilitarianism has been the more important form. This suggests that
its support derives not from a contract model but from something
else. Rawls suggests that it is tied to “the concept of the impartial
sympathetic spectator” (TJ, /) who serves to aggregate all pref-
erences impartially in one individual. This reveals more clearly the
sense in which utilitarianism “fails to take seriously the distinction
between persons.” (TJ, /) But it also reveals a contrast between
average and classical utilitarianism: “Thus we arrive at the unexpected
conclusion that while the average principle of utility is the ethic of a
single rational individual (with no aversion to risk) who tries to max-
imize his own prospects, the classical doctrine is the ethic of perfect
altruists.” (TJ, /–)

The virtue of justice aims at impartially resolving conflicting claims
on social resources by individuals who hold diverse conceptions of the
good. Classical utilitarianism models this impartiality by aggregation
in the sympathetic observer. Justice as fairness, in contrast, “define[s]
impartiality from the standpoint of the litigants themselves” placed
in the original position. (TJ, /) “The fault of the utilitarian-
ism doctrine is that it mistakes impersonality for impartiality.” (TJ,
/) The problem with utilitarianism is not that it relies on sym-
pathy or benevolence or even love. Rather, the problem is that by
themselves these virtues do not tell us how to resolve conflicts among
the objects or persons of concern. “The difficulty is that the love of
several persons is thrown into confusion once the claims of these per-
sons conflict.” (TJ, /) What this reveals is that the principles
of justice do not replace but rather complement the sentiments of
love and benevolence. “Therefore a love of mankind that wishes to
preserve the distinction of persons, to recognize the separateness of
life and experience, will use the two principles of justice to determine
its aims when the many goods it cherishes are in opposition.” (TJ,
/)



chapter 2

Part ii of A Theory of Justice – Institutions

Having completed the main defense of the two principles of justice,
part ii of A Theory of Justice aims to “illustrate the content of the
principles of justice.” (TJ, /) The principles do not require a
single institutional scheme for all circumstances, so any application
needs to be sensitive to the conditions in which the principles are
to be applied. This often requires that we rely on the specialized
empirical knowledge that can be provided by economists, sociolo-
gists, and political scientists, among others. Philosophers have no
particular expertise in these areas and so the design of institutions
and policies is a quintessentially interdisciplinary task. Although the
principles identify the standards and the ideals on the basis of which
institutions and policies should be assessed, there is often a great deal
of controversy about which designs and policies will, in fact, best live
up to and satisfy these standards.

Rawls, therefore, is hesitant to consider in much detail the appli-
cation of the principles to concrete circumstances, and he stresses
that arrangements other than the ones he describes may also be just.
Nonetheless, it is important to illustrate an institutional scheme that
may plausibly be thought to realize the two principles. This is for
three main reasons. First, the task of justification is not complete
until we reach reflective equilibrium. Until we consider at least some
main applications of the principles, we are not yet in a position to
test them against many of our considered judgments and provisional
fixed points. Second, the choice of principles from the original posi-
tion was predicated on there being a workable institutional scheme
that could meet their demands. We must show that there is, in fact,
such a scheme. Finally, we will need at least a rough account of the
institutions that may plausibly satisfy the two principles in order to
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consider their stability in part iii. In addition to its intrinsic interest,
then, an account of the institutions that could satisfy the principles of
justice turns out to be important for the justification of the principles.

the four-stage sequence

Once principles of justice are available, citizens must evaluate “the
justice of legislation and social policies.” (TJ, /) Even in the
most favorable circumstances of a well-ordered society, we must still
expect judgments often to differ when applying the principles of
justice to concrete cases. Therefore, some political mechanism is nec-
essary for “reconciling conflicting opinions of justice.” (TJ, /)
Rawls assumes that this political mechanism will be specified in a
constitution, so we must also judge which constitutional arrange-
ments are just. However, no political procedure can be guaranteed to
generate only just legislation. Even the most just political procedure
is a matter of “imperfect procedural justice,” and being imperfect,
it is possible that it will issue in substantively unjust legislation. We
must also ask, therefore, when the results of this imperfect procedure
are “to be complied with and when they can be rejected as no longer
binding. In short, [citizens] must be able to determine the grounds
and limits of political duty and obligation.” (TJ, /)

It might be tempting to assume that the original position would
provide a general method for resolving moral dilemmas. A moment’s
reflection, however, makes it clear that it is not well suited for most
ordinary moral problems, including questions concerning the appli-
cation of the principles of justice. After all, a proper resolution of
particular moral dilemmas often requires specific knowledge of the
situation – knowledge that is screened off by the veil of ignorance.
Therefore Rawls presents a sequence of modifications to the origi-
nal position that provides the parties with information relevant to
the application of the principles. The first stage of this “four-stage
sequence” is the original position itself. At the second stage, the
“constitutional stage,” the parties “are to decide upon the justice
of political forms and choose a constitution . . . Subject to the con-
straints of the principles of justice already chosen, they are to design
a system for the constitutional powers of government and the basic
rights of citizens.” (TJ, –/) Here, the parties have two goals:
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they are to select a constitution that not only “is best calculated to
lead to just and effective legislation” (TJ, /) but is also one
that implements and realizes the basic liberties specified by the first
principle of justice. The veil of ignorance is relaxed so that they have
access to the general facts about their particular society that may be
relevant to this decision.

Once a just constitution that protects the basic liberties and defines
a reasonable procedure for making laws is selected, we imagine the
parties moving on to the “legislative stage” where they assess “the
justice of laws and policies.” (TJ, /) At this stage the veil of
ignorance is further relaxed, so that “the full range of general eco-
nomic and social facts is brought to bear.” (TJ, /) In order
to be acceptable, “[s]tatutes must satisfy not only the principles of
justice but whatever limits are laid down in the constitution.” (TJ,
/) While the constitutional stage is the appropriate perspec-
tive for implementing the first principle of justice, this legislative
stage is the appropriate perspective for considering the implementa-
tion of the second principle of justice. Judgments concerning social
and economic policies governed by the second principle of justice
are “commonly subject to reasonable differences of opinion.” (TJ,
/) This is why, as we will see, the constitutional procedure for
making laws will inevitably depend on some kind of (constrained)
majoritarianism.

At the final stage, the parties are concerned with “the application
of rules to particular cases by judges and administrators, and the
following of rules by citizens generally.” (TJ, /) The veil of
ignorance is lifted completely so that “everyone has complete access
to all the facts.” (TJ, /) The veil of ignorance can be fully lifted
because we now have in place not only the principles of justice, a just
constitutional scheme, and particular laws and policies, but we are
also assuming that individuals in question are moved by the desire to
act justly.

The gradual lifting of the veil is not the only change that occurs
between the original position and the subsequent stages. Although
Rawls does not emphasize the importance of this point, the motiva-
tion of the parties in the original position is dramatically different
from that of the parties in the subsequent stages. In the original posi-
tion, as we have seen, the parties are motivated solely by the goals of
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securing their fundamental interests and satisfying their particular,
but unknown, conception of the good. The veil of ignorance forces
them to make an impartial choice, and that is why the choice is
of interest to us. In the subsequent stages, however, the parties are
motivated by the goal of implementing and realizing the principles of
justice that are already available. They have a moral motivation not
present in the original position. In fact, they are trying to answer the
very same questions that we are trying to answer: which constitution,
laws and policies, or applications to particular cases are most just?
The veil of ignorance has no essential role to play at these later stages,
and it is doubtful whether the subsequent stages of the four-stage
sequence can play the same useful heuristic role that the original
position does. On the other hand, perhaps invoking the four-stage
sequence may serve as a useful reminder that the original position
is suitable only for identifying the fundamental principles of justice,
not for considering their application.

an equal scheme of basic liberties

Justice as fairness looks to the constitution of a society to ensure that
basic liberties are protected. It may appear that it is vulnerable to the
objection that it is concerned merely with the formal protection of
the liberties, especially when Rawls denies that “poverty and igno-
rance, and a lack of means generally” diminishes the guarantee of
an equal scheme of liberties. (TJ, /) However, Rawls intends
this as an analytical point only. When adequate resources are not
available, Rawls would say that this does not deprive citizens of their
basic liberties. Rather, he would say that the worth of their liber-
ties is compromised. While the first principle secures basic liberties,
the second principle controls their worth. The two principles are
designed to work together to achieve “a reconciliation of the liberty
and equality.” (TJ, /):

Taking the two principles together, the basic structure is to be arranged to
maximize the worth to the least advantaged of the complete scheme of equal
liberty shared by all. This defines the end of social justice. (TJ, /)

 For further discussion of this point, see my “Having It Both Ways: Justification and Appli-
cation in Justice as Fairness,” Pacific Philosophical Quarterly,  ().
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Far from being concerned only with the formal guarantee of the basic
liberties, Rawls’s focus is squarely on their worth, which is controlled
jointly by the two principles.

To illustrate the application of the first principle, Rawls considers
liberty of conscience. Since the first principle of justice requires pro-
tection of this basic liberty, we can assume that it is directly specified
in a constitution. So rather than focus on the constitutional stage,
Rawls has us return to the original position to consider the grounds
for selecting this as a basic liberty in the first place and giving it
the priority that it and the other basic liberties have over the second
principle. In fact, it had better turn out that the original position can
give support for equal liberty of conscience, since this is “one of the
fixed points of our considered judgments of justice.” (TJ, /)
Although the parties in the original position do not know whether
they will hold any particular religious faith, they do know the role
that such faiths play in the lives of many people. Given the possibility
that they will turn out to hold religious beliefs, the parties,

cannot take chances with their liberty by permitting the dominant religious
or moral doctrine to persecute or to suppress others if it wishes. Even granting
(what may be questioned) that it is more probable than not that one will
turn out to belong to the majority (if a majority exists), to gamble in this
way would show that one did not take one’s religious or moral convictions
seriously, or highly value the liberty to examine one’s beliefs. (TJ, /)

We saw that in the original position the parties “cannot enter into
agreements that may have consequences they cannot accept.” (TJ,
/) They would not agree to a principle that might turn out to
prohibit them from practicing their religious faith, when some other
principle would have permitted it. The strains of commitment would
be much too high.

There are, however, limits to liberty of conscience. These limits
are determined not by an assessment of the intrinsic merit or value
of the different doctrines and associations. “The government has no
authority to render associations either legitimate or illegitimate any
more than it has this authority in regard to art and science.” (TJ,
/) Rather, the limitations are determined by the requirements
of an equal scheme of basic liberties for all. We should think of the
government’s ability to limit individual liberties as “an enabling right,
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a right which the government must have if it is to carry out its duty of
impartially supporting the conditions necessary for everyone’s pursuit
of his interests and living up to his obligations as he understands
them.” (TJ, /)

The language that Rawls uses in this discussion strongly antici-
pates the development in his later work of the ideas of a “political
conception of justice” and “public reason” (see chapter ). When
the government must impose restrictions on individuals in order to
maintain an equal scheme of basic liberties for all, its justification
“must be based on evidence and ways of reasoning acceptable to all.”
This is because “a departure from generally recognized ways of rea-
soning would involve a privileged place for the views of some over
others, and a principle which permitted this could not be agreed to in
the original position.” (TJ, /) So, for example, no limitation on
individual liberty of conscience can be justified simply by a reference
to the doctrines of a particular religion. This reflects the grounds for
toleration in the first place, which is not based on assumptions about
the truth or falsity of any particular religion. It is based simply on the
requirements of an equal scheme of basic liberties, and “the argument
does not rely on any special metaphysical or philosophical doctrine.”
(TJ, /) As Rawls explains later, “liberty of conscience and free-
dom of thought should not be founded on philosophical or ethical
skepticism, nor on indifference to religious and moral interests.” (TJ,
/) It is crucial that the argument for liberty of conscience does
not deny that there may be religious truths that go beyond what can
be established to everyone’s satisfaction. The point is simply that no
appeal is made to these contested claims when determining the limits
of toleration or matters of social justice generally.

However, despite the appeal to reasoning “acceptable to all,” we
must consider the possibility that some individuals, perhaps based
on their own religious faith, will be intolerant and will not support
religious liberty. They will insist that the truth of their faith justifies
the coercive use of state power to suppress dissenters. One might
worry that the parties in the original position would reject the first
principle on the grounds that when the veil of ignorance was lifted
they might turn out to hold such an intolerant doctrine and prefer
that there not be religious liberty. On the other hand, the parties
certainly cannot assume that they will hold this doctrine. Rawls
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seems correct when he points out, “if any principle can be agreed
to, it must be that of equal liberty.” (TJ, /) There appears to
be an impasse precisely because this doctrine rejects the legitimate
diversity built into the structure of the original position. We must
either go along with the intolerant doctrine and reject the set-up
of the original position, or embrace the original position and the
principle of toleration embedded in the first principle of justice. But
assuming that we accept the construction of the original position,
what attitude should a just society have toward those who hold an
intolerant doctrine?

The first thing to note is that the existence of such intolerant
individuals and groups should not by itself shake our confidence that
the two principles of justice are correct. Although they may reject
the two principles of justice and the justification offered from the
original position, the acceptability of this argument does not depend
on its actually convincing everyone. If we are committed to the choice
from the original position, we can simply say that those who reject a
principle of toleration are mistaken or unreasonable. But second, we
should restrict those who are themselves intolerant “only when the
tolerant sincerely and with reason believe that their own security and
that of the institutions of liberty are in danger.” (TJ, /) It is,
of course, much easier to state this as a theoretical principle than to
determine in practice when this line has been crossed. But the point
is that some doctrines that are intolerant and reject the scheme of
equal basic liberties should themselves be tolerated because they do
not constitute a threat to the liberties of others.

Liberty of conscience is required because we assume that our “dif-
ferences are profound and no one knows how to reconcile them by
reason.” (TJ, /) However, despite holding different religious
doctrines, we can each recognize this fact and therefore regulate our
conduct according to shared principles. For this to work, these prin-
ciples – and not any particular doctrine – must be regulative with
regard to the design of the basic structure. These shared principles
can form “the kernel of political morality” that can serve as “a pact
of reconciliation between diverse religions and moral beliefs, and the
forms of culture to which they belong.” (TJ, /) Representing
the choice of principles from the original position, it seems clear that
this principle of toleration would be chosen. Anything less would
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not be taking seriously the diversity of reasonable religions and the
strains of commitment that intolerance would impose; any greater
toleration of the intolerant would put in jeopardy the equal scheme
of basic liberties for all.

political liberties

The political liberties, as opposed to the civil liberties such as liberty
of conscience, introduce a new complication. When we consider the
application of the first principle to the political structure of society,
we get the “principle of (equal) participation” which says that “all
citizens are to have an equal right to take part in, and to determine
the outcome of, the constitutional process that establishes the laws
with which they are to comply.” (TJ, /) More concretely, this
requires familiar features of a constitutional democracy, including a
representative legislature; regular elections according to the precept
“one person one vote”; and “firm constitutional protections for cer-
tain liberties, particularly freedom of speech and assembly, and liberty
to form political associations.” (TJ, –/)

We have already seen the distinction between the basic liberties and
their worth. While the first principle guarantees an equal scheme of
basic liberties for all, the worth of those liberties is controlled by the
resources that individuals can devote to exercising them. Therefore,
in general, the difference principle allows inequalities in the worth of
a basic liberty when it works to increase the value of the liberty to the
least advantaged. However, there is an additional constraint in the
case of the political liberties, which are to be guaranteed their “fair
value.” (TJ, /) Political liberties are competitive since when one
person gains greater influence in the political process, this comes at
the expense of someone else’s influence. Rawls is especially concerned
about the ability of those with greater wealth to exert greater influence
on the political process:

Historically, one of the main defects of constitutional government has been
the failure to insure the fair value of political liberty. The necessary cor-
rective steps have not been taken, indeed, they never seem to have been
seriously entertained. Disparities in the distribution of property and wealth
that far exceed what is compatible with political equality have generally been
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tolerated by the legal system . . . Universal suffrage is an insufficient coun-
terpoise; for when parties and elections are financed not by public funds but
by private contributions, the political forum is so constrained by the wishes
of the dominant interests that the basic measures needed to establish just
constitutional rule are seldom properly presented. (TJ, /–)

The call for public financing of political campaigns is repeated in
Rawls’s later works. But note also the suggestion that ensuring the fair
value of political liberty might put limits on permissible disparities in
the distribution of property and wealth, even beyond those imposed
by the difference principle.

Other things being equal, the best constitution will be the one
that is most likely to generate just legislation. But we are tightly
constrained in permissible constitutional procedures by the principle
of participation and the first principle’s guarantee of fair value for the
political liberties. Schemes such as Mill’s proposal to give people with
greater intelligence and education extra votes are ruled out even if such
an arrangement would be more likely to produce just legislation than
a scheme involving equal representation. Constitutional restrictions
on majority rule, on the other hand, need not produce any such
inequality. Such restrictions can be justified, therefore, if a political
structure including them is likely to do a better job at protecting the
total scheme of basic liberties than would a structure of unconstrained
majority rule. Determining which restrictions, if any, and which
institutional mechanisms of enforcement would be justified depends
in part on historical and empirical information about the particular
society in question. There is no reason to assume that one scheme
will do this best in all circumstances.

Although the basic structure of society encompasses more than just
the legal and political order, these institutions occupy a special role
since they are controlling with respect to the other elements. While
it is not true that a society is collectively responsible only for its laws,
it is through its laws that a society makes explicit, collective, and
binding decisions for itself. A legal system is “a coercive order of pub-
lic rules addressed to rational persons for the purpose of regulating

 See, for example, Rawls, Political Liberalism, pp. –; Rawls, The Law of Peoples, pp. ,
n. , .

 See J. S. Mill, Considerations on Representative Government in On Liberty and Other Essays,
John Gray, ed. (Oxford University Press, ), p. ; ch. , paragraph .
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their conduct and providing the framework for social cooperation.”
(TJ, /) Other associations may have rules for internal gover-
nance as well, of course. “What distinguishes a legal system is its
comprehensive scope and its regulative powers with respect to other
associations . . . [T]he law defines the basic structure within which
the pursuit of all other activities takes place.” (TJ, /)

Although the principles of justice are developed for a well-ordered
society, they can offer some guidance in our non-ideal circumstances:
“Existing institutions are to be judged in the light of this conception
and held to be unjust to the extent that they depart from it without
sufficient reason.” (TJ, /) In some circumstances, there may
be sufficient reason for certain forms of paternalism. The parties,

will want to insure themselves against the possibility that their powers are
undeveloped and they cannot rationally advance their interests, as in the case
of children; or that through some misfortune or accident they are unable
to make decisions for their good, as in the case of those seriously injured or
mentally disturbed. It is also rational for them to protect themselves against
their own irrational inclinations by consenting to a scheme of penalties
that may give them a sufficient motive to avoid foolish actions . . . For these
cases the parties adopt principles stipulating when others are authorized to
act in their behalf and to override their present wishes if necessary. (TJ,
–/–)

Rawls does not pursue the content of any of these principles, and
it is clear that he intends such principles to be invoked only in
a limited range of cases. Such “paternalistic intervention must be
justified by the evident failure or absence of reason and will; and
it must be guided by the principles of justice and what is known
about the subject’s more permanent aims and preferences, or by the
account of primary goods.” (TJ, /–) Rather than specify
which specific paternalistic interventions would be justified, Rawls
only aims to show that his approach does not necessarily rule out all
forms of paternalism and to indicate the broad considerations that
would have to be invoked in order to justify it.

Rawls concludes chapter  on “Equal liberty” by reflecting on the
fact that “there is a Kantian interpretation of the conception of justice
from which this [first] principle derives.” (TJ, /) This might
suggest that this interpretation would only be of significance to those
who are already interested in the work of Immanuel Kant and that it
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does not play an important role in Rawls’s account. However, it turns
out that the Kantian interpretation will be important later when we
turn to considerations of stability. I will not attempt to provide even
a sketch of Kant’s ethical theory or to identify Rawls’s criticisms of
how it has traditionally been interpreted. Rather, I simply highlight
the main point where Rawls thinks that his own work relates to “the
high point of the contractarian tradition in Kant and Rousseau.” (TJ,
/) The key element in the Kantian interpretation of justice as
fairness is the following:

By acting from these principles [of justice] persons express their nature as
free and equal rational beings subject to the general conditions of human
life. For to express one’s nature as a being of a particular kind is to act on the
principles that would be chosen if this nature were the decisive determining
element. (TJ, –/)

The thought is that while people differ in their particular social cir-
cumstances, talents and abilities, psychological properties, and con-
ceptions of the good, they share a common nature as free and equal
beings. The original position represents this status, so we can think
of the original position as “a procedural interpretation of Kant’s con-
ception of autonomy and the categorical imperative.” (TJ, /)
One of the more attractive features of this interpretation, Rawls
believes, is that it allows us to capture elements of Kant’s account
without interpreting them as “purely transcendent and lacking expli-
cable connections with human conduct.” (TJ, /)

economic institutions

Rawls is almost always assumed to be a defender of “welfare-state
capitalism.” However, he does not use the phrase in A Theory of Justice.
Instead, he describes what he calls a “property-owning democracy,”
and he came to regret not differentiating the two models more clearly.
We will consider the difference between these two ideas in chapter ,
but the point I want to emphasize now is that Rawls is interested
only in developing an account of one economic order that would
be likely to satisfy the principles of justice. He insists that this is

 In the revised edition, this sentence concludes: “within the framework of an empirical theory.”
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not the only possibility: “Throughout [this discussion] the choice
between a private-property economy and socialism is left open; from
the standpoint of the theory of justice alone, various basic structures
would appear to satisfy its principles.” (TJ, /)

It is much more common now than it was when Rawls was writing
A Theory of Justice for philosophers to be well versed in – or at least
to have some familiarity with – the fields of social-choice theory and
welfare economics. Although clearly influenced by these fields, Rawls
saw them as limited. Their greatest weakness is that they typically
take preferences as given and then ask about various institutional
arrangements to satisfy them. The problem is that:

The social system shapes the wants and aspirations that its citizens come
to have. It determines in part the sort of persons they want to be as well
as the sort of persons they are. Thus an economic system is not only an
institutional device for satisfying existing wants and needs but a way of
creating and fashioning wants in the future. (TJ, /)

The implication is that “[c]onsiderations of efficiency are but one
basis of decision [concerning the design of economic systems] and
often relatively minor at that.” (TJ, /)

It might be thought that any contract view would be dependent on
existing desires and therefore be vulnerable to this criticism. To avoid
it, we need a perspective from which to assess the justice of the basic
structure that is not dependent on existing desires. It is in this context
that Rawls introduces a somewhat notorious phrase, the idea of an
“Archimedean point.” (TJ, /) The allusion is to Archimedes,
the ancient Greek mathematician and philosopher from the third
century bc, who developed the principle of the lever, and is reported
to have said, “Give me the place to stand, and I shall move the earth.”
The “place to stand,” on Rawls’s analogy, is a perspective outside of
existing desires. But this is not supposed to be a perspective beyond
all contingencies, as some critics have assumed. On the contrary, it
is dependent on many contingent features of human life including,
as we will see, a thin theory of the good. The point is to generate
principles of justice that do not depend on existing desires but also
are not based exclusively on “a priori or perfectionist principles.”
(TJ, /)
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Whether or not a society allows private ownership of the means
of production, and regardless of the extent of provision of public
goods, “[a]ll regimes will normally use the market to ration out the
consumption goods actually produced.” (TJ, /) There is lit-
tle doubt that decentralized market economies have an advantage
over centrally controlled command economies in terms of efficiency.
Rawls notes this, but points to a “more significant advantage of a
market system”: “given the requisite background institutions, it is
consistent with equal liberties and fair equality of opportunity. Citi-
zens have a free choice of careers and occupations.” (TJ, /–)
Rawls is no defender of a laissez-faire regime, and it is crucial that
market mechanisms be embedded within appropriate background
political institutions; but when properly embedded in a just basic
structure, markets are necessary for reasons both of individual liberty
and efficiency. This is consistent with the point discussed in chapter 
(and to be discussed again in chapter ): a just society will rely on
pure procedural justice to allocate particular goods to specific indi-
viduals. The question is how to characterize these broader economic
institutions.

A theory of justice does not by itself require a particular economic
scheme since the choice “depends in large part upon the traditions,
institutions, and social forces of each country.” (TJ, /) How-
ever, what it can do is to “set out in a schematic way the outlines
of a just economic system that admits of several variations.” (TJ,
/) The detailed choice of specifics will depend on the polit-
ical judgment of the society in question. Furthermore, because the
“principles of justice apply to the basic structure and regulate how
its major institutions are combined into one scheme,” (TJ, /)
there is flexibility in the design of many individual institutions as long
as the other elements are adjusted to ensure that the overall scheme
is just. The example of a “property-owning democracy” is supposed
to provide the outlines of one possible economic regime consistent
with the principles of justice.

Given that background institutions securing the basic liberties and
ensuring fair equality of opportunity are in place, Rawls suggests that
economic institutions be divided into “four branches,” which, he
cautions, “do not overlap with the usual organization of government
but are to be understood as different functions.” (TJ, –/–)
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In other words, each of these functional roles need not correspond
to a single institutional agency, but rather they can be satisfied by
the joint operation of different organizational entities. The allocation
branch, perhaps misleadingly named, ensures that “the price system
[remains] workably competitive and . . . prevent[s] the formation of
unreasonable market power” (TJ, /) such as monopolies. It
may also adjust the structure of property rights in the case of “more
obvious departures from efficiency caused by the failure of prices to
measure accurately social benefits and costs.” (TJ, /) Rawls
does not give examples of such departures, but perhaps he has in
mind the provision of goods subject to natural monopolies such as
various utilities. A complementary role is played by the “stabilization
branch . . . [which] strives to bring about reasonably full employment
in the sense that those who want work can find it.” (TJ, /)
Together, these branches “maintain the efficiency of the market econ-
omy generally.” (TJ, /) This reinforces the point that while
markets will play an essential role in a just economic order, this does
not imply a laissez-faire attitude toward them.

Markets respond to willingness and ability to play, not to need.
Therefore, they “cannot be the sole device of distribution. There
must be a division of labor between the parts of the social system in
answering to the common sense precepts of justice.” (TJ, /)
We will see how to handle these different “precepts” below. At this
point, what is important is that the transfer branch aims to ensure
that everyone is assured of the appropriate “social minimum.” The
thought is that “once a suitable minimum is provided by transfers,
it may be perfectly fair that the rest of total income be settled by
the price system, assuming that it is moderately efficient and free
from monopolistic restrictions, and unreasonable externalities have
been eliminated.” (TJ, /) Again, Rawls is cautious with this
proposal, but he seems to believe that when other institutions have
secured the first principle and fair equality of opportunity, such a
scheme will do better at satisfying the difference principle than other
institutional arrangements.

Finally, the distribution branch – again, perhaps misleadingly
named – is concerned with taxation schemes and the structure of
property rights. It has two goals. One goal is simply “to raise the
revenues that justice requires.” (TJ, /) For this purpose, Rawls
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suggests that a “proportional expenditure tax may be part of the best
tax scheme.” (TJ, /) In part, this is because, unlike an income
tax, such an expenditure tax matches the common sense precept that
one should be taxed “according to how much a person takes out of
the common store of goods and not according to how much he con-
tributes.” (TJ, /) Rawls stresses that the degree of progressivity,
if any, for such a tax will depend heavily on specific circumstances,
and he speculates that in a well-ordered society, a flat (i.e. propor-
tional) tax may be more efficient than a progressive schedule. This
proposal, however, is only aimed at the goal of raising revenue for the
functioning of the institutions of justice, and not for the other goal
of the distribution branch. Furthermore, “[i]t does not follow that,
given the injustice of existing institutions, even steeply progressive
income taxes are not justified when all things are considered.” (TJ,
/–)

The other goal of the distribution branch is particularly signifi-
cant. It is “to preserve an approximate justice in distributive shares
by means of taxation and the necessary adjustments in the rights of
property.” (TJ, /) The goal, however, is not directly to sat-
isfy the difference principle, which Rawls believes is primarily the
responsibility of the transfer branch, but rather “to prevent concen-
trations of power detrimental to the fair value of political liberty and
fair equality of opportunity.” (TJ, /) This requires, for exam-
ple, imposing some form of inheritance tax to prevent the advantages
gained by one generation from compounding and generating unequal
opportunities in the next generation. The aim is not to eliminate all
inheritances or inequalities, but only to ensure that the fair value of
the political liberties and equal opportunity are not undermined.

It is here, I believe, that Rawls’s account of a property-owning
democracy departs sharply from the traditional model of welfare-state
capitalism. Rawls does not claim that welfare-state capitalism could
never satisfy the difference principle. However, when we also consider
the fair value of the political liberties and fair equality of opportunity,
the superiority of a property-owning democracy becomes clearer. We
will examine this issue in more detail in chapter , but I note here
that there has been a persistent and highly misleading tendency in
the secondary literature to detach the difference principle from the
other principles of justice and to consider it as a free-standing and
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independent principle of distributive justice. This is a mistake. The
joint operation of all of these branches, against a background of a just
constitution, is likely to satisfy all components of the two principles
of justice.

Finally, Rawls mentions an “exchange branch” which is devoted
to the provision of certain public goods that would not be effi-
ciently provided through normal market mechanisms. However, in
this discussion he exhibits an unusually conservative attitude which
he appears to relax in subsequent work. His thought is that while a
society should be free to pursue public goods that are not required
by justice, it should do so only when

the means of covering their costs are agreed upon, if not unanimously,
then approximately so . . . There is no more justification for using the state
apparatus to compel some citizens to pay for unwanted benefits that others
desire than there is to force them to reimburse others for their private
expenses. (TJ, –/–)

To be sure, this is part of ideal theory and assumes that the principles
are satisfied, but it is still striking that Rawls would write that manda-
tory taxation to support “universities and institutes, or opera and the
theater . . . can be justified only as promoting directly or indirectly the
social conditions that secure the equal liberties and as advancing in
an appropriate way the long-term interests of the least advantaged.”

(TJ, /–)
There is one further dimension of economic justice to discuss, and

this concerns the problem of justice between generations. A theory

 Oddly, this passage comes immediately after Rawls claims that

public funds for the arts and sciences may be provided through the exchange branch.
In this instance there are no restrictions on the reasons citizens may have for imposing
upon themselves the requisite taxes. They may assess the merits of these public goods on
perfectionist principles, since the coercive machinery of government is used in this case
only to overcome the problems of isolation and assurance, and no one is taxed without his
consent. (TJ, /)

But a political decision to impose a tax is unlikely to be a unanimous decision. Freeman
reports:

Rawls in conversation in the s was surprised that others thought that Theory committed
him to denying a democratic society the authority to publicly support perfectionist cultural
institutions. His position in Theory is not I believe inconsistent with public opera, museums,
symphonies, etc. that are supported by “user fees”. But given their great costs cultural
institutions are rarely supportable by user fees alone. (Freeman, Rawls, p. , n. )
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of justice must at least give some guidance to this question since we
have a provisional fixed point that it would be unjust for an existing
generation to squander its resources (including material, environ-
mental, and human) to the point where future generations would be
unable to maintain a just and stable society. On the other hand exces-
sive sacrifice for future gains (such as utilitarianism might require)
seems beyond the demands of justice. The difference principle itself
seems ill suited to set the appropriate rate over time since there is no
reciprocity between previous and future generations. Instead, what is
required is simply that societies make a contribution to developing
and maintaining the conditions necessary for a stable and just basic
structure. “Eventually, once just institutions are firmly established
and all the basic liberties effectively realized, the net accumulation
asked for falls to zero. At this point a society meets its duty of justice
by maintaining just institutions and preserving their material base.”

(TJ, ) Additional savings beyond that, while permissible, are not
required by justice.

This is rather imprecise, but Rawls had a difficult time reaching
even this conclusion, and he made significant changes to this section
in the revised edition of A Theory of Justice. The problem is to find
a way to represent our provisional fixed point as the outcome of a
choice from the original position. In the first edition, Rawls worried
that the parties in the original position would have no grounds for
saving at all. Therefore, as we saw in chapter , he stipulates that
“The parties are regarded as representing family lines, say, with ties of
sentiment between successive generations.” This assumption inserts
a particular moral concern into the motivation of the parties and this
threatens to undermine the heuristic value of the original position.
Furthermore, it opened Rawls to the charge of sexism, as some critics
argued that his approach was blind to injustice within the family.

In the revised edition Rawls recognizes that a different account
would suffice, although he does not revise all of the relevant passages
to reflect this new approach. All that is required is that we make the
parties choose a principle of savings that will apply to themselves and

 This passage does not appear in the original edition.  TJ, original edition, p. .
 See, for example, Deborah Kearns, “A Theory of Justice and Love – Rawls on the Family,”

Politics,  (); Susan Okin, Justice, Gender and the Family (Basic Books, ).
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also that they wish earlier generations would have followed. It is true
that they cannot control what earlier generations have actually done,
but this is irrelevant to an assessment of what principle they would
choose. “In arriving at a just savings principle (or better, limits on
such principles), the parties are to ask themselves how much they
would be willing to save at each stage of advance on the assumption
that all other generations have saved, or will save, in accordance with
the same criterion.” (TJ, )

the precepts of justice

Part of the task of reaching reflective equilibrium is to consider how
well the principles of justice and the institutional scheme described
above comport with the intuitive “precepts of justice.” There are
many such precepts, and while they conflict with one another, each
has some intuitive appeal, at least within a restricted range of applica-
tion. For example, the two precepts “to each according to his effort”
and “to each according to his contribution” both may be appealing
bases for determining wages, even though they conflict with one
another. (TJ, –/) Worse still, there is no obvious way to com-
bine these by, for example, assigning weights to one’s effort and to
one’s contribution. Rawls’s thought is that each of these precepts –
and many others – captures a particular aspect of justice and is appro-
priate within a specific context or from a particular perspective. For
example, from the perspective of a firm employing workers, the value
of the workers’ contribution is determined by their marginal pro-
ductivity. From this perspective, the precept to each according to his
contribution seems appropriate. On the other hand, from the point
of view of the worker, effort and risk, for example, seem appropriate
factors on which to base compensation.

Although different conceptions of justice may recognize a subor-
dinate role for each of these precepts of justice and assign different
weights to each of them, “[n]one of these precepts can be plausibly
raised to a first principle.” (TJ, /) To attempt to do so would

 This passage does not appear in the original edition; however, see p. . See also Rawls,
Political Liberalism, pp. –, n. , ; and Jane English, “Justice between Generations,”
Philosophical Studies,  ().
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simply neglect other considerations that are relevant to justice. Again,
consider the precept “to each according to his contribution.” This
precept “covers many cases of distribution in a perfectly competitive
economy.” (TJ, /) But it cannot provide a complete account
since:

The marginal product of labor depends upon supply and demand . . . There
is no presumption, then, that following the precept of contribution leads
to a just outcome unless the underlying market forces, and the availability
of opportunities which they reflect, are appropriately regulated. And this
implies, as we have seen, that the basic structure as a whole is just. (TJ,
/)

Thus, while this precept fits our intuitive sense of what justice requires
in many instances, its applicability presupposes that just background
conditions are in place, and it therefore requires an independent
account of those conditions.

Rawls gives one precept special attention, and this discussion has
generated widespread misunderstanding. He concedes that this pre-
cept has great appeal: “There is a tendency for common sense to
suppose that income and wealth, and the good things in life gen-
erally, should be distributed according to moral desert. Justice is
happiness according to virtue.” Yet, “justice as fairness rejects this
conception.” (TJ, /) We discussed this issue in the introduc-
tion and chapter , but to repeat: the precept under consideration
holds that, to the extent possible, goods ought to be distributed to
particular individuals in accordance with their degree of moral virtue.
Although attractive in some ways, and perhaps appropriate in some
limited contexts, the idea of designing an institutional system to
reward people according to their degree of moral virtue conflicts very
strongly with the other precepts of justice that we have considered. It
is, for example, incompatible with an economy that relies on market
mechanisms that respond to supply and demand to any significant
degree. “Surely a person’s moral worth does not vary according to how
many offer similar skills, or happen to want what he can produce.”
(TJ, /)

Furthermore, recall that we are interested in identifying principles
of justice for a well-ordered society as part of ideal theory. We are
assuming that members of this society “have a strong sense of justice,
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an effective desire to comply with the existing rules and to give one
another that to which they are entitled.” (TJ, /–) Therefore,
Rawls continues, “we may assume that everyone is of equal moral
worth.” (TJ, /) This does not strictly follow since moral worth
depends on more than the degree to which one acts to promote the
virtue of social justice. Still, a commitment to social justice is part
of moral virtue, and this means that we cannot identify a person’s
overall moral worth until we have a basis for assessing what social
justice requires:

The essential point is that the concept of moral worth does not provide a
first principle of distributive justice. This is because it cannot be introduced
until after the principles of justice and of natural duty and obligation have
been acknowledged . . . Thus the concept of moral worth is secondary to
those of right and justice, and it plays no role in the substantive definition
of distributive shares. (TJ, –/)

We must first identify a criterion for social justice (and the other
virtues) before we can determine the degree to which individuals are
morally virtuous.

We can clarify one reason why this precept may seem attractive
by recalling from chapter  the idea of “legitimate expectations” in
contrast to moral desert. Recall that the principle of fairness holds
that when an individual voluntarily participates in an institution that
is just, she acquires an obligation to act in accordance with the rules of
that institution. Similarly, when an individual voluntarily participates
in an institution that is just, she has a legitimate expectation that she
will receive benefits in accordance with the rules of that institution. In
other words, the rules of a just institution identify the mechanisms
by which burdens and benefits are to be accorded to participants.
The just institution of concern here is the economy of a well-ordered
society, which specifies the procedures through which individuals
come to acquire particular goods. We can say, if we like, that in a just
economy each person gets what he or she is entitled to – or, in a loose
and imprecise way, what he or she “deserves.” However, the crucial
point is that there is no way to identify what an individual is entitled
to without first knowing what a just institutional scheme would look
like. So, although justice as fairness does not aim to distribute goods
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according to moral virtue, “in the traditional phrase, a just scheme
gives each person his due: that is, it allots to each what he is entitled
to as defined by the [just] scheme itself.” (TJ, /–)

There is, however, one area of justice in which a precept very
much like the idea of rewarding people according to their moral
desert seems to play a more direct role. Rawls holds that one main
purpose of the criminal law “is to uphold basic natural duties,” and
therefore criminals usually exhibit a significant moral deficiency. (TJ,
/) Sometimes institutional rules can be viewed as presenting
us with an option: we may choose whether to comply or to pay a
penalty for a violation. But criminal laws are not like that. “They are
not simply a scheme of taxes and burdens designed to put a price on
certain forms of conduct and in this way to guide men’s conduct for
mutual advantage. It would be far better if the acts proscribed by penal
statutes were never done.” (TJ, –/–) Retributive justice is
appropriately sensitive to moral desert. However, it would be a serious
mistake to view retributive and distributive justice as grounded on a
single principle, “so that just as the one punishes certain offenses, the
other rewards moral worth.” (TJ, /) Principles of retributive
(and criminal) justice are necessary primarily because every society
must find ways to cope with the tendency of some people to engage
in immoral behavior. This is an unfortunate necessity and must
be addressed in partial compliance theory. Principles of distributive
justice, on the other hand, are required even in a well-ordered society
with full compliance as long as the circumstances of justice obtain
and individuals hold different and conflicting conceptions of the
good. “How justice requires us to meet injustice is a very different
problem from how best to cope with the inevitable limitations and
contingencies of human life.” (TJ, /) Although they respond
to different problems, distributive justice has a kind of conceptual
priority over retributive justice. We cannot identify injustice, let alone
devise appropriate reponses to it, until we know what justice requires
in the ideal, and for this we need principles of distributive justice.

 It may also satisfy a coordinating function, stabilizing a tendency to defect from mutually
beneficial forms of social cooperation. See TJ, –/–.
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mixed conceptions and the principle
of perfection

We can now return to consider two rivals to the two principles of
justice. A “mixed conception” of justice is one that accepts the first
principle of justice and its priority, but substitutes a different standard
for the second principle. Because mixed conceptions are committed
to an equal scheme of basic liberties, none is utilitarian, even if util-
itarian considerations play a subordinate role as part of the second
principle. For example, consider the mixed conception which retains
the first principle of justice as well as fair equality of opportunity, but
substitutes for the difference principle “the principle of average utility
constrained by a certain social minimum.” (TJ, /) Given that
the institutional arrangement sketched above to satisfy the two prin-
ciples includes a guaranteed social minimum, it is somewhat unclear
exactly whether or how the institutional implications of this mixed
conception would differ. One advantage of the difference principle
is that it gives guidance as to the level at which the social minimum
should be set – namely, the level that maximizes the expected shares
of primary goods for the least advantaged. This mixed conception,
in contrast, apparently relies only on intuition to set this level. To be
sure, this may not be a decisive objection, and relying on intuitions
is not itself disqualifying: “it is evident that at some point we cannot
avoid relying upon our intuitions. The difficulty with the mixed con-
ceptions is that they may resort to these judgments too soon and fail
to define a clear alternative to the difference principle.” (TJ, /)

Still, the mixed conceptions that rely in part on utilitarian con-
siderations must face significant difficulties. The problems associated
with implementing utilitarian principles are significantly greater than
those associated with the difference principle. “It is necessary to arrive
at some estimate of utility functions for different representative per-
sons and to set up an interpersonal correspondence between them,
and so on.” (TJ, /) The difficulties of specifying utility func-
tions are well known and there are rival and incompatible theoretical
ways of doing so. “Yet these methods involve strikingly different
assumptions and presumably have very different consequences. It
is a moral question which of these definitions and correspondence
rules [for interpersonal comparisons], if any, are appropriate for a
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conception of justice.” (TJ, /) In addition to these theoretical
issues, there are also practical problems associated with implementing
any such proposal. First, it is clearly far more difficult to make assess-
ments of utility levels across an entire population than it is to estimate
shares of primary goods to be received by the least advantaged. In
addition, the very process of estimating expected utility sets up an
incentive to misrepresent one’s own preferences in order to claim a
larger share of resources. Shares of primary goods are public in a way
that one’s utility function is not. Even if people do not misrepresent
their utility functions, the uncertainties and inevitable controversies
in any such process are bound to generate suspicion and distrust. So
even if in the ideal a mixed conception would support institutions
similar to those that the two principles would support, when we
recognize the practical and public role that a conception of justice is
to serve, the two principles may still have a significant advantage.

As noted in chapter , the choice here – and therefore the defense
of the difference principle – does not depend on the kind of max-
imin reasoning that leads to the rejection of utilitarianism and the
selection of the first principle of justice. These considerations are less
decisive than those relevant to the more fundamental choice between
utilitarianism and the two principles, but that is to be expected since
the two principles and this mixed conception are very similar to each
other.

The final alternative conception of justice to consider is the “princi-
ple of perfection” which, in its extreme form, is a teleological theory
that holds that institutions and individual duties and obligations
ought to aim to “maximize the achievement of human excellence in
art, science, and culture.” (TJ, /–) A more moderate version

 In Justice as Fairness, Rawls provides a more extensive discussion of the comparison with
this same mixed conception. He emphasizes that the difference principle represents an ideal
of reciprocity that is lacking in other standards of distributive justice such as restricted util-
itarianism, and that this, in turn, contributes to the greater stability of the two principles.
(pp. –) See also Joshua Cohen, “Democratic Equality,” Ethics,  (); and Jon Man-
dle, What’s Left of Liberalism: An Interpretation and Defense of Justice as Fairness (Lexington
Books, ), pp. –. In “Fairness to Goodness” [], Rawls adds an additional crit-
icism: relying on a metric of utility (as opposed to primary goods) “may encourage people
to develop, or claim to have developed, costly conceptions of the good in order to shift
the distribution of the means of satisfaction in their direction, if only to protect themselves
against the exorbitant claims of others.” (Freeman, Collected Papers, pp. –; see also
“Social Unity and Primary Goods” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers, pp. –)
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holds that such excellence is only one of many goals to be balanced
in an intuitionist theory. The problems with the more extreme form
of perfectionism are clear enough. To be applicable, the principle
of perfection must “provide some way of ranking different kinds of
achievements and summing their values.” (TJ, /) But a speci-
fication that allows a ranking of the value of such achievements will
not be able to command agreement from the parties in the original
position. “They do not have an agreed criterion of perfection that
can be used as a principle for choosing between institutions.” (TJ,
/) The parties cannot rely on a specific standard of excellence
or perfection to organize the basic structure of society any more than
they can rely on a particular religion or conception of the good.

However, although no such standard of perfection can be used
to underwrite the organization of the basic structure, this does not
imply that such standards cannot be used for other purposes. On the
contrary:

Comparisons of intrinsic value can obviously be made; and although the
standard of perfection is not a principle of justice, judgments of value have
an important place in human affairs . . . While justice as fairness allows
that in a well-ordered society the values of excellence are recognized, the
human perfections are to be pursued within the limits of the principle of
free association. Persons join together to further their cultural and artistic
interests in the same way that they form religious communities. They do
not use the coercive apparatus of the state to win for themselves a greater
liberty or larger distributive shares on the grounds that their activities are of
more intrinsic value. (TJ, –/–)

This passage is of great importance given the common conservative
charge that liberal principles of justice can only be based on skepti-
cism regarding excellence. Individuals and groups are free to pursue
excellence according to their own understanding, but the design of
the basic structure is not dependent on any particular interpretation
of excellence or a (complete) conception of human value.

One might infer that from the point of view of the basic structure
that all conceptions of the good have the same intrinsic worth. Yet
Rawls resists this interpretation as well:

On the contract doctrine, then, the equal liberty of citizens does not pre-
suppose that the ends of different persons have the same intrinsic value, nor
that their freedom and well-being is of the same worth . . . We can say if we
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wish that men have equal dignity, meaning by this simply that they all satisfy
the conditions of moral personality expressed by the interpretation of the
initial contractual situation. And being alike in this respect, they are to be
treated as the principles of justice require . . . But none of this implies that
their activities and accomplishments are of equal excellence. (TJ, /)

So, justice as fairness does not rely on any particular conception of the
good or account of human excellence. But the basic liberties ensure
that individuals and groups can pursue their own goals and make
evaluations on the basis of their own systems of values. Furthermore,
justice as fairness does not assume that these different systems of value
all are of equal worth. Rather, it simply remains silent or agnostic
concerning their relative merits. Such comparisons and judgments
may be appropriate for individuals and groups in voluntary associa-
tions to make within a just society, but they are not appropriate bases
for determining the design of the basic structure.

It is possible that a more moderate, intuitionist version of perfec-
tionism may accord with justice as fairness on many applications to
particular cases. However, with no clear method to assign weights to
the different principles, this account shares the weakness of all forms
of intuitionism. Furthermore, the individual principles of perfection
are themselves likely to be subject to intense public controversy in
their application to particular cases. Mentioning the case of “cer-
tain kinds of sexual relationships” that are said to be “degrading and
shameful,” Rawls notes that such judgments

are likely to be influenced by subtle aesthetic preferences and personal feel-
ings of propriety; and individual, class, and group differences are often sharp
and irreconcilable. Since these uncertainties plague perfectionist criteria and
jeopardize individual liberty, it seems best to rely entirely on the principles
of justice which have a more definite structure. (TJ, /)

political duties , civil disobedience, and
conscientious refusal

With the exception of a brief interlude in chapter  to define and
distinguish obligations and natural duties, our concern has been
with institutional design. However, as we saw, social institutions
are not independent of the actions and attitudes of individuals and
groups. Therefore, an account of the implications of social justice
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for individual behavior is “an essential part of a conception of right:
[these principles] define our institutional ties and how we become
bound to one another.” (TJ, /) Even here it is important to
recognize that the goal is not to provide a complete account of the
justice of individual conduct, much less a complete account of right
or morality. Again, the focus is on the requirements on individual
behavior that stem from the demands of social justice.

From this perspective, it is clear that “the most important natural
duty is that to support and to further just institutions.” (TJ, /)
This natural duty of justice has two parts: “first, we are to comply with
and to do our share in just institutions when they exist and apply to us;
and second, we are to assist in the establishment of just arrangements
when they do not exist, at least when this can be done with little cost to
ourselves.” (TJ, /–) There is some vagueness in this account –
for example, how much cost must be borne by individuals in the name
of establishing just institutions, and when exactly do institutions
“apply to us”? However these questions are eventually answered, it
seems clear that the parties in the original position would endorse a
duty of justice knowing that this was necessary in order to support and
sustain a just basic structure. A failure to place individuals under any
duty of justice would leave the justice of the basic structure vulnerable
to the vicissitudes of chance. The stability of a just society depends
on the commitment of individuals to achieving and maintaining
such an order. It is a theoretical possibility that the parties would
choose to give different content to the duty of justice than what
they have already chosen for the design of the basic structure, but
given the publicity requirement, it is clear that they would require
that individuals support institutions that satisfy the two principles.
It makes sense, therefore, “to use the two principles of justice as a
part of the conception of right for individuals.” (TJ, /) This
does not mean that individuals must guide their ordinary conduct
by a direct application of the two principles to all of the choices they
make. Rather, it means that when the design of the basic structure
is at stake, for example, in “the case of a citizen deciding how to
vote between political parties, or the case of a legislator wondering
whether to favor a certain statute,” (TJ, /) they must strive to
make the institutional structure of their society conform as closely to
the two principles as possible.
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In addition to the duty of justice, there are other natural duties,
including a duty of mutual aid. (TJ, –/–) Rawls thinks that
it is fairly obvious that this and others would be acknowledged from
the original position. “The real difficulty lies in their more detailed
specification and with questions of priority: how are these duties
to be balanced when they come into conflict?” (TJ, /) Here,
Rawls glimpses the broader issues associated with the idea of “right-
ness as fairness,” but he retreats from further investigation: “I do not
know how this problem is to be settled, or even whether a system-
atic solution formulating useful and practicable rules is possible. It
would seem that the theory of the basic structure is actually simpler.”
(TJ, –/) Although we will examine a few special cases of
civil disobedience and conscientious refusal where individual duties
associated with social justice conflict either internally or with broader
moral considerations, no attempt is made to articulate a complete
account of individual morality or even of individual justice.

When we focus on the natural duty of justice, the contrast with
obligations may become elusive. The natural duty of justice entails
complying with institutions that apply to us, while the principle of
fairness requires accepting the burdens imposed by just institutions
when we accept their benefits. The contrast concerns whether the
institutions in question “must inevitably apply to us since we are
born into them and they regulate the full scope of our activity” or
whether the institutions apply to us only because “we have freely
done certain things as a rational way of advancing our ends.” (TJ,
/) Since the basic structure inevitably applies to members of a
society, compliance with its demands is grounded in the natural duty
of justice, not the principle of fairness. Compliance is not conditional
on any voluntary undertaking, but only on the justice of the structure
itself. Unlike our participation in the basic structure, we have the
option of making or not making promises. Therefore, assuming that
the “institution of promising” (that is, the rules which specify when
and how one puts oneself under an obligation through promising
and what such an obligation requires) is just, we only put ourselves
under an obligation when we voluntarily make certain actions – such
as saying the words, “I promise.” Rawls’s extended discussion of this
institution is interesting and useful in its own right, but it functions
as an important contrast with the unconditional nature of natural
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duties, including the requirement that we comply with the basic rules
of a just social order. (TJ, –/–)

When a just law is created by the procedures specified by a just
constitution, it is clear that the natural duty of justice requires that
citizens comply. The more difficult case concerns the extent of the
duty to obey unjust – or not fully just – laws that have been created
through a reasonably just constitutional procedure. It is sometimes
denied that there is any such duty, but Rawls insists that there is,
although it is not absolute: “When the basic structure of society
is reasonably just, as estimated by what the current state of things
allows, we are to recognize unjust laws as binding provided that they
do not exceed certain limits of injustice.” (TJ, /) It is crucial that
we be able to differentiate the degree to which a law or institution
departs from the ideal of what justice requires. And while Rawls
argues that his two principles of justice “define the most reasonable
view among those on the list, other principles are not unreasonable.
Indeed, some mixed conceptions are certainly adequate enough for
many purposes.” (TJ, /) But if the requirement of compliance
is grounded in either the duty of justice or the principle of fairness,
both of which refer to the justice of the institution in question, why
should not any departure at all from the most demanding standards
of justice nullify the requirement to comply?

The answer becomes more clear when we recall that no political
procedure can be guaranteed to produce all and only just laws. “In
political affairs, perfect procedural justice cannot be achieved.” (TJ,
/) We must expect that even the most just political structure
will, from time to time, generate substantively unjust laws. If the
duty of justice requires us to support just institutions even if they are
imperfect, this means that sometimes at least we must comply with
those imperfect outcomes in order to support the just institutions
that generated them. In order to support the institutions of law,
we must comply with the legitimate outcomes of those institutions,
sometimes even when they are substantively unjust: “our natural duty
to uphold just institutions binds us to comply with unjust laws and
policies, or at least not to oppose them by illegal means as long as they
do not exceed certain limits of injustice.” (TJ, /) To insist that
we are never bound by a legitimate but unjust law is to hold that we
need not support political institutions unless they instantiate perfect
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procedural justice. But since no political procedure can realize the
ideal of perfect procedural justice, this amounts to saying we have no
duty to support political institutions at all, but only their substantive
outcomes when we judge them to be just. Such a doctrine is exactly
what the parties in the original position reject when they embrace
the duty of justice.

Even in a well-ordered society where everyone shares the same
abstract conception of justice, we must expect that there will be
reasonable disagreement over which specific laws or policies would
be just. Economic forecasting, to take but one example, is simply
not precise enough to be able to predict with great confidence the
implications of various policies on the least advantaged. Individuals
will often be bound by the duty of justice to comply with a legitimate
law passed by the just political structure, despite the fact that they
sincerely believe it to be (to some degree) unjust. As we have seen,
the extent of this duty has limits. Although he does not provide a
precise specification of these limits, Rawls does discuss some relevant
considerations. For example, the substantive injustices must be “more
or less evenly distributed over different groups in society,” and the
injustices must not violate the basic liberties. (TJ, /)

Since reasonable disagreement is the norm, we must consider the
status of majority rule and its limitations in justice as fairness. The
only limitations on majority rule to be considered here are those
that are consistent with an equal scheme of basic liberties. Various
mechanisms of judicial review could be examples of this since they
apply equally to all. The important point is that, consistent with the
requirements of the first principle, the justification for the design of
such a political procedure “rests squarely on the political ends that the
constitution is designed to achieve, and therefore on the principles of
justice.” (TJ, /) In other words, majority rule should be relied on
only to the extent that it is “the best available way of insuring just and
effective legislation . . . There is nothing to the view, then, that what
the majority wills is right.” (TJ, /; cf. /) The justification
of a procedure of majority rule (perhaps limited by judicial review
to protect the basic liberties) rests on the claim that it is more likely
than other procedures to generate laws that best achieve the goals of
justice. This is true – or more likely to be true – when citizens and
legislators consciously aim at and vote for laws that they sincerely
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believe will satisfy the principles of justice. The political process is
not simply a mechanism for aggregating preferences or a bargaining
mechanism among private interests:

In the ideal procedure, the decision reached is not a compromise, a bargain
struck between opposing parties trying to advance their ends. The legislative
discussion must be conceived not as a contest between interests, but as an
attempt to find the best policy as defined by the principles of justice. (TJ,
/)

Such an account is often referred to as a form of “deliberative democ-
racy,” and it depends on the assumption that “an ideally conducted
discussion among many persons is more likely to arrive at the cor-
rect conclusion (by a vote if necessary) than the deliberations of any
one of them by himself.” (TJ, /) In the political process, “the
exchange of opinion with others checks our partiality and widens our
perspective; we are made to see things from their standpoint and the
limits of our vision are brought home to us.” (TJ, /)

This model of deliberative democracy contrasts with an “ideal
market process” in which individuals are assumed to act on their
narrow self-interest and individuals need not have any opinion at
all about the proper overall outcome. When functioning properly,
an ideal market generates outcomes that are efficient with respect to
those interests – with respect to the end of efficiency, it is analogous
to perfect procedural justice. In contrast, as we have seen, “There
seems to be no way to characterize a feasible procedure guaranteed to
lead to just legislation.” (TJ, /) We know that there are some
limits placed on the permissible forms of legislation – there can be no
violation of the basic liberties, for example – and to this extent any
legislative process is a form of imperfect procedural justice. Yet, within
those limits, there seems to be no alternative, even in the ideal, to
relying on the judgment of “rational legislators conscientiously trying
to follow the principles of justice.” (TJ, /) Therefore, within
the range of permissible legislation, we have a case of pure procedural
justice. We can call such a hybrid “quasi-pure procedural justice.”
(TJ, /)

Part ii of A Theory of Justice ends by considering some cases in which
the duty to comply with the law may be overridden by justifiable
acts of civil disobedience or conscientious refusal. Rawls restricts his
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attention to cases in which a society is “nearly just, one that is well-
ordered for the most part but in which some serious violations of
justice nevertheless do occur.” (TJ, /) In such cases, we have
a potential conflict within the demands of justice, and we must
ask: “At what point does the duty to comply with laws enacted by
a legislative majority . . . cease to be binding in view of the right
to defend one’s liberties and the duty to oppose injustice?” (TJ,
/) This discussion is not intended to be comprehensive, but
only illustrative. It is also important to remember that A Theory of
Justice was published in , during the height of the Vietnam War,
and some of the material incorporated into Rawls’s discussion of civil
disobedience dates back to a presentation at the American Political
Science Association in September . There can be no doubt that
Rawls had the civil rights movement firmly in mind, and he notes
the similarity of his understanding of civil disobedience to that in
Martin Luther King’s  “Letter from Birmingham City Jail.” (TJ,
, n. /, n. )

Rawls defines an act of civil disobedience as: “a public, nonviolent,
conscientious yet political act contrary to law usually done with the
aim of bringing about a change in the law or policies of the govern-
ment.” (TJ, /) What is distinctive of a civilly disobedient act is
that it “addresses the sense of justice of the majority of the community
and declares that in one’s considered opinion the principles of social
cooperation among free and equal men are not being respected.” (TJ,
/) As a public form of address, it is not covert or violent, and
participants accept the legal consequences of their conduct. All of
these components help “to establish to the majority that the act is
indeed politically conscientious and sincere, and that it is intended
to address the public’s sense of justice.” (TJ, –/) There is no
requirement that the very law believed to be unjust be the one that
is violated, nor need the violation be solely a mechanism to generate
a legal challenge to the law.

Before examining the extent to which civil disobedience can be
justified, there is one further element that is worth emphasizing,
especially in light of the subsequent developments in Rawls’s theory.
Because an act of civil disobedience is addressed to the sense of justice
of the citizens of a diverse society, its justification cannot be dependent
on any particular religion or comprehensive moral doctrine. Rather,
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it must be based on what Rawls calls “political principles, that is, by
the principles of justice which regulate the constitution and social
institutions generally.” (TJ, /) This is the sense of “political”
that Rawls later develops in Political Liberalism and that we will
discuss in chapter . He elaborates: “In justifying civil disobedience
one does not appeal to principles of personal morality or to religious
doctrines, though these may coincide with and support one’s claims;
and it goes without saying that civil disobedience cannot be grounded
solely on group or self-interest.” (TJ, /; cf. –/–)

A well-ordered society should encourage citizens to make strong
public appeals to the shared sense of justice when they sincerely
believe that it is perpetrating a significant injustice. Citizens may
express this sense through civilly disobedient acts. However, this
must be balanced against the duty to support just institutions and to
comply with legitimate laws. Because civil disobedience is “a political
act addressed to the sense of justice of the community” it makes sense
to “limit it to instances of substantial and clear injustice, and prefer-
ably to those which obstruct the path to removing other injustices.”
(TJ, /) For example, when “certain minorities are denied the
right to vote or to hold office, or to own property and to move from
place to place, or when certain religious groups are repressed and oth-
ers denied various opportunities, these injustices may be obvious to
all.” (TJ, /) Of course, it would always be better to address an
injustice through the established political process when that process is
responsive, but sometimes the existing political structure proves itself
to be indifferent. When this happens, the step to civil disobedience
is not to be taken lightly, but nonetheless is sometimes justified.

Rawls’s definition of civil disobedience is rather restricted, but this
does not imply that other forms of non-compliance are ruled out.
Conscientious refusal does not aim to appeal to the public sense
of justice. Rather, it is “noncompliance with a more or less direct
legal injunction or administrative order.” (TJ, /) While acts
of conscientious refusal may be “grounded on political principles”
and the demands of justice, they need not be, and “may be founded
on religious or other principles at variance with the constitutional
order.” (TJ, /) Some of Rawls’s examples of conscientious
refusal include the refusal of members of the Jehovah’s Witnesses to
salute the flag, pacifists refusing to serve in the armed forces, and
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covert infractions of the fugitive slave law. (TJ, –/) In such
cases, we have the possibility of conflicts not only within justice, but
more generally between the demands of compliance (itself part of
the duty of justice) and other virtues and moral requirements. The
example that Rawls considers, however, concerns a conflict within
the ideal of justice.

Not all conscientious acts are to be tolerated. It is appropriate and
necessary for a just society to put restrictions on certain actions, for
example those that limit the basic liberties of others, even if those
actions are grounded in deeply held religious convictions. “There is
a temptation to say that the law must always respect the dictates of
conscience, but this cannot be right.” (TJ, /) On the other
hand, it is possible to find cases in which such refusal appears to
be justified. To illustrate this possibility, Rawls writes that in some
cases, pacifism as a form of conscientious refusal may be justified even
though strictly speaking pacifism is incorrect – “in some situations
wars of self-defense are justified.” (TJ, /) This is because:

given the tendency of nations, particularly great powers, to engage in war
unjustifiably and to set in motion the apparatus of the state to suppress
dissent, the respect accorded to pacifism serves the purpose of alerting
citizens to the wrongs that governments are prone to commit in their name.
Even though his views are not altogether sound, the warnings and protests
that a pacifist is disposed to express may have the result that on balance
the principles of justice are more rather than less secure. Pacifism as a
natural departure from the correct doctrine conceivably compensates for
the weakness of men in living up to their professions. (TJ, –/)

In radically different circumstances – if governments were not prone
to justify infringements on dissent in the name of security, or if the
majority in a society were pacifists and the society was in danger
from foreign attack – such conscientious refusal would more strongly
conflict with the demands of justice. However, given actual circum-
stances, tolerating such acts may actually serve to increase the justice
of a society, all things considered.

Although it is in principle possible to have a case of conscientious
refusal that is grounded in a non-political principle (i.e. in a virtue
other than justice), Rawls does not give such an example. His exam-
ples of conscientious refusal and (of course) of civil disobedience
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involve political justifications: they depend on “common sense prin-
ciples of justice that men can require one another to follow and not
upon the affirmations of religious faith and love which they cannot
demand that everyone accept.” (TJ, /) A non-political defense
of conscientious refusal would be far more difficult to make. It would
depend on a comparison of the strength of the demands of justice
to rival values, and this raises a series of issues that we will discuss in
chapters  and .

Finally, it is clear that there is no mechanical decision procedure
that can determine whether particular cases of civil disobedience or
conscientious refusal are justified. Nor can any individual or institu-
tion be charged with making a final and authoritative determination
of the permissibility of any such action. Some might object that
this position “invites anarchy by encouraging everyone to decide for
himself, and to abandon the public rendering of political principles.”
(TJ, /) Rawls’s reply is particularly revealing. He concedes that
“each person must indeed make his own decision” although we will
typically “seek advice and counsel” from others: (TJ, /)

But while each person must decide for himself whether the circumstances
justify civil disobedience, it does not follow that one is to decide as one
pleases . . . If [a citizen] comes to the conclusion after due consideration
that civil disobedience is justified and conducts himself accordingly, he acts
conscientiously. And although he may be mistaken, he has not done as he
pleased . . . To the question, who is to decide? the answer is: all are to decide,
everyone taking counsel with himself, and with reasonableness, comity, and
good fortune, it often works out well enough. (TJ, –/–)

We cannot escape responsibility for our own judgment and actions,
and there can be no guarantee that our judgment will be correct or
that it will always work out well enough. This is simply a result of
the fact that the justice of a society depends crucially on the sense
of justice of its citizens. There is little hope for the stability and
the justice of a society in which most citizens are driven by narrow
self-interest or hold seriously flawed conceptions of justice. But we
knew that already, and such a society will likely face far more serious
problems than excessive incidents of civil disobedience.



chapter 3

Part iii of A Theory of Justice – Ends

two theories of the good

One of the main goals of part iii of A Theory of Justice is to develop
an account of the stability of a well-ordered society. We have already
seen that the stability of a society depends on the sense of justice of its
citizens. We must now consider how people in a well-ordered society
would come to acquire a sense of justice and the attitude that they
would have toward that sense of justice once it is acquired. Their
reflective attitude will largely be a matter of how well their sense of
justice fits with their other values and goals. When they fit together
well and support one another, they are said to be “congruent.” To
see whether and the extent to which a sense of justice fits with other
elements of a person’s values, we must clarify the idea of the good.
Justice as fairness, in fact, relies on two theories of the good:

The reason for doing this is that in justice as fairness the concept of right is
prior to that of the good. In contrast with teleological theories, something
is good only if it fits into ways of life consistent with the principles of right
already on hand. But to establish these principles it is necessary to rely on
some notion of goodness, for we need assumptions about the parties’ motives
in the original position. Since these assumptions must not jeopardize the
prior place of the concept of right, the theory of the good used in arguing for
the principles of justice is restricted to the bare essentials. (TJ, /–)

We need to develop a “thin” theory of the good for use in the original
position. We need a “full” theory of the good in order to assess
congruence, that is, “whether being a good person is a good thing
for that person, if not in general, then under what conditions.” (TJ,
/)
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There is an important contrast between what we need from each of
these two accounts of the good. In order to identify which principles
would be chosen from the original position, we need to generate
a fairly specific list of primary goods. In contrast, there is no need
to develop in detail anyone’s full conception of the good. We need
simply to understand in general terms how a person develops and
holds such a conception so that we can assess whether congruence is
likely to hold. As theorists of justice, our main goal is to develop and
defend a conception of justice, and this depends on a thin theory
of the good. But while it may be important for each of us in our
own lives to develop a (more-or-less) full conception of the good,
this is not necessary in order to develop and to defend a conception
of justice.

Rawls calls his broad approach to the good “goodness as rational-
ity.” The basic idea is that we say an object is “good” when it has
the properties that it is rational to want in an object of its kind.
This definition puts a great burden on the account of rationality,
but it avoids many controversies in the philosophy of language. We
often use the term “good” to express a recommendation, and this is
explained by the reference to rationality in the definition. We do not
need to rely on some special emotive meaning, although that is not
ruled out. To see how this account applies to a person’s conception of
the good, first consider a simple case in which we can take for granted
that an object has a certain purpose or function. An object is a good
one of its kind if it has the properties that contribute to achieving
its purpose. Schematically: “A is a good X if and only if A has the
properties . . . which it is rational to want in an X, given what X’s
are used for, or expected to do, and the like.” (TJ, /–) Given
the typical uses of a knife, for example, a good knife is one that cuts
well, retains its sharpness, and is easy to handle because those are the
properties it is rational to want in a knife. This analysis applies not
only to physical artifacts, but to people filling social roles. We can
speak of a good teacher, doctor, spouse, or soldier in a similar way.

Sometimes, however, an object can serve several different, possibly
incompatible functions, or it may be needed for a specialized task, in
which cases an assessment of its value depends on specifying which
end is the relevant one. A good knife for me will be very different from
a good knife for you if I need one to hack through the jungle while
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you need one to filet a fish. A more complete definition explicitly
specifies whose ends are served and relativizes the assessment to those
ends: “A is a good X for K (where K is some person) if and only if A
has the properties which it is rational for K to want in an X, given
K’s circumstances, abilities, and plan of life (his system of aims), and
therefore in view of what he intends to do with an X.” (TJ, /)
Note that this definition does not require an evaluation, either in
terms of the rationality or the morality of the ends that the object
will serve. A gun may be a good gun in this sense if it allows an
assassin to kill efficiently. This is appropriate since we often want to
assess the value of some object without assessing the end it serves.
Other times, however, when we assess some object, we not only want
to make such an instrumental evaluation, but we also want to make
a more complete assessment, including the value of the end served.
How do we assess the value of an end or system of ends?

Rawls’s idea is to “adapt Royce’s thought that a person may be
regarded as a human life lived according to a plan” (TJ, /) and
then determine whether such a plan is rational. This is a metaphor
and should not be taken to suggest that one’s life must somehow fully
be planned out ahead of time. Rather, the idea is simply that a person’s
various commitments, interests, goals, aspirations, projects, and ideals
must somehow be integrated with one another to fit together into
a single life. There is no suggestion that a carefully controlled life is
superior to one full of spontaneity or that planning is somehow an
intrinsically worthy activity. “We must not imagine that a rational
plan is a detailed blueprint for action stretching over the whole course
of a life. It consists of a hierarchy of plans, the more specific subplans
being filled in at the appropriate time.” (TJ, /) We can think of
a person’s life plan as setting a kind of standard for her happiness – a
person is happy to the extent that she knows herself to be successfully
carrying out her life plan. And, of course, there is no assumption that
everyone finds happiness in the same activities: “Since plans which it
is rational to adopt vary from person to person depending on their
endowments and circumstances, and the like, different individuals
find happiness in doing different things.” (TJ, /)

A rational life plan satisfies two broad conditions. First, “it is one of
the plans that is consistent with the principles of rational choice,” and
second, “it is that plan among those meeting this condition which
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would be chosen by him with full deliberative rationality, that is, with
full awareness of the relevant facts and after a careful consideration of
the consequences.” (TJ, /–) The principles of rational choice
put some constraints on life plans, but they are far from determining
a unique one for a given individual. We can think of the principles of
rational choice as formal requirements. They include the principle of
effective means that holds that “given the objective, one is to achieve
it with the least expenditure of means (whatever they are); or given
the means, one is to fulfill the objective to the fullest possible extent.”
(TJ, /) The principle of inclusiveness requires that a plan “is to
be preferred to another if its execution would achieve all of the desired
aims of the other plan and one or more further aims in addition.”
(TJ, /) Finally, the principle of greater likelihood holds that
among two plans with roughly the same aims, we should choose the
one with the greater likelihood of success. (TJ, –/) In effect,
these principles suffice to rule out only the most blatantly irrational,
self-defeating, or inconsistent plans. They are plainly insufficient to
determine a single plan.

From among the plans consistent with these formal principles, we
need a way to determine which forms the basis of a person’s good.
In the end, Rawls holds, “we must finally choose for ourselves in the
sense that the choice often rests on our direct self-knowledge not only
of what things we want but also of how much we want them.” (TJ,
/) More specifically, following Sidgwick,

The rational plan for a person is the one . . . which he would choose with
deliberative rationality. It is the plan that would be decided upon as the
outcome of careful reflection in which the agent reviewed, in the light of
all the relevant facts, what it would be like to carry out these plans and
thereby ascertained the course of action that would best realize his more
fundamental desires. (TJ, /)

The basic idea is simple enough. The rational plan for a person
is the plan that he would select from the permissible plans if he made
the selection carefully from a position in which “he possessed full
information.” (TJ, /) Rawls’s rhetoric may make it sound as
though he is advocating actually collecting all relevant information
and then making a single, existential choice to determine one’s good.
He attempts to dispel this impression by noting that “a rational person
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will not usually continue to deliberate until he has found the best plan
open to him. Often he will be content if he forms a satisfactory plan
(or subplan), that is, one that meets various minimum conditions.”
(TJ, /)

This account of a rational plan of life grounds the account of a
person’s conception of the good. But it is important to keep track of
why we want such an account in the first place. We are not interested
in providing guidance to individuals engaged in ordinary practical
deliberation. We need the account in order to ground the use of the
primary goods and to assess the stability of the principles of justice.
Rawls notes this when he observes that the account of deliberative
rationality is hypothetical “in a way similar to the criterion of justice.”
(TJ, /) Yet there remains a crucial difference. We aim actually
to identify as best we can which principles would be chosen from
the original position. We are not interested in constructing anyone’s
actual conception of the good or plan of life. Given these limited
aims, it would suffice to observe that once the formal principles
rule out inconsistent plans, and we eliminate those that would only
be based on false information, there still remains a broad class of
permissible plans. There is no need to insist on any particular method
or hypothetical choice situation (such as full information or full
deliberative rationality) from which to select the rational plan for
an individual. We can therefore avoid controversies associated with
full information accounts of the good. It is obvious that false or
incomplete information can result in a chosen plan being less than
ideal or even downright bad for a person. However, it is not at all clear
that the idea of making a choice with full information is attractive,
determinate, or even coherent. Fortunately, for the limited purposes
of justice as fairness, we can avoid these controversies.

the aristotelian principle

In order to give some substance to this “purely formal” characteriza-
tion of the good, we must rely on “certain general facts” including “the

 For a discussion of some of the difficulties with full information accounts, see David Sobel,
“Full Information Accounts of Well-Being,” Ethics,  ().
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broad features of human desires and needs” as well as “the require-
ments of human capacities and abilities, their trends of maturation
and growth, and how they are best trained and educated for this or
that purpose.” (TJ, /–) As part of the effort to characterize the
human good in slightly less formal terms, Rawls introduces an empir-
ical psychological principle that he calls “the Aristotelian Principle.”
In its initial formulation it holds that,

other things equal, human beings enjoy the exercise of their realized capaci-
ties (their innate or trained abilities), and this enjoyment increases the more
the capacity is realized, or the greater its complexity. The intuitive idea
here is that human beings take more pleasure in doing something as they
become more proficient at it, and of two activities they do equally well,
they prefer the one calling on a larger repertoire of more intricate and subtle
discriminations. (TJ, /)

Two points call for comment. First, in this case, the “other things
equal” clause is very significant. The thought is not to explain the
structure of any specific individual’s preferences, but rather to make a
broad psychological generalization. It “formulates a tendency and not
an invariable pattern of choice, and like all tendencies it may be over-
ridden.” (TJ, /) The claim is that generally speaking, as people
develop and exercise their capacities and skills, the enjoyment they
take in utilizing them increases. Second, despite Rawls’s examples,
the point is not primarily that we like more complicated activities
rather than simpler ones. Simple activities have their pleasures too,
and as we develop our capacities with respect to them, in general we
should expect our enjoyment in them to increase as well. Complexity
is not really the point except to the extent that it is a reflection of
increased skill and capacity.

The Aristotelian Principle introduces a dynamic picture of the
good. If we were only concerned with satisfying our current prefer-
ences and desires, it might be unclear why we should seek to develop
new ones at all. The Aristotelian Principle suggests that it will often
be rational – that is, it will often serve our good – to invest in edu-
cating and developing our innate capacities. Doing so will be likely
to result in higher levels of satisfaction as our capacities increase. Of
course, there are limits because the costs associated with training and
development may increase as skills and specialization increase. Still,
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“it will generally be rational . . . to realize and train mature capacities.”
(TJ, /) We may or may not follow Mill and call the exercise of
these “higher pleasures.” The point is that the Aristotelian Principle
asserts that people are generally “importantly moved not only by the
pressure of bodily needs, but also by the desire to do things enjoyed
simply for their own sakes, at least when the urgent and pressing
wants are satisfied.” (TJ, /)

The Aristotelian Principle has been subject to many misunder-
standings and mistaken criticisms. In part this is because of an exam-
ple that Rawls introduces to illustrate both the content of the principle
and the possibility of exceptions to it. The Aristotelian Principle is
an empirical generalization that aims to explain the type of plans that
individuals typically endorse. But the account of a rational plan is
not dependent on this generalization. To illustrate this independence,
Rawls imagines a person for whom this deep psychological fact does
not hold – “someone whose only pleasure is to count blades of grass
in various geometrically shaped areas.” (TJ, /) The point is
not that such an activity is common. On the contrary, “we would be
surprised that such a person should exist” and perhaps this activity
would be evidence that he is “peculiarly neurotic.” (TJ, /) But
if we assume that “his nature is to enjoy this activity and not to enjoy
any other, and that there is no feasible way to alter his condition,
then surely a rational plan for him will center around this activity.”
(TJ, –/) To repeat: the point is to show that the definition of
a rational plan and an individual’s good does not depend on the truth
of the Aristotelian Principle. Still, Rawls believes that the Aristotelian
Principle does characterize a deep psychological fact about most peo-
ple, and therefore constitutes an empirically acceptable generalization
about human goods.

One use of this empirical generalization is in developing an account
of the primary goods, which are “necessary for the framing and the
execution of a rational plan of life.” (TJ, /) Since the parties
in the original position are to rely on primary goods, our account
must not depend on the principles of justice. But in developing our
thin theory of the good, we can and must draw on “the general
facts about human wants and abilities, their characteristic phases and
requirements of nurture, the Aristotelian Principle, and the necessities
of social interdependence.” (TJ, /) We can also draw on the
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model of the person and the account of our highest-order interests.
We will consider changes to Rawls’s account of primary goods in
chapter .

Once we have developed our thin theory of the good and, relying
on the account of primary goods, constructed our principles of justice,
we can insist that all further accounts of the good be compatible with
those principles. For example, we can consider when a person should
properly be described as good. Consistent with our earlier definition,
we can say that a person is good at filling a certain role – a mother,
friend, stockbroker, chef – when they have the properties that it is
rational to want in a person occupying that role. If there are “broadly
based” properties that “it is rational to want in persons when they are
viewed with respect to almost any of their social roles,” (TJ, /)
then we can say that those properties characterize a good person. At
least in a well-ordered society, Rawls asserts, “the fundamental moral
virtues, that is, the strong and normally effective desires to act on the
basic principles of right, are undoubtedly among the broadly based
properties.” (TJ, /) In a well-ordered society each member will
have a normally effective sense of justice, and it is obvious that it
would be rational for each to want others to have a similar sense of
justice.

self-respect

As we saw in chapter , Rawls claims that self-respect is “perhaps the
most important primary good.” (TJ, /) This consists in “a per-
son’s sense of his own value, his secure conviction that his conception
of the good, his plan of life, is worth carrying out” together with “a
confidence in one’s ability, so far as it is within one’s power, to fulfill
one’s intentions.” (TJ, /) This is consistent with a thin theory
of the good, and it is something that it is rational to want regardless
of the particular content of one’s life plan. Apathy and indifference
can prevent one from achieving one’s goals just as surely as a lack of
basic liberties or essential resources can. “Therefore, the parties in the
original position would wish to avoid at almost any cost the social
conditions that undermine self-respect.” (TJ, /)

Two conditions tend to support the essential good of self-respect:
“() having a rational plan of life, and in particular one that satisfies
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the Aristotelian Principle; and () finding our person and deeds
appreciated and confirmed by others who are likewise esteemed and
their association enjoyed.” (TJ, /) With regard to the first
point, activities and projects that can be too easily mastered and that
do not present sufficient challenges are “likely to seem dull and flat,
and to give us no feeling of competence or a sense that they are
worth doing.” (TJ, /) With regard to the second, Rawls is here
assuming that a well-ordered society will be characterized by a wide
array of associations through which shared goods are jointly pursued.
By participating in groups where one’s conception of the good is
affirmed, one comes to develop a sense of self-respect:

Thus what is necessary is that there should be for each person at least one
community of shared interests to which he belongs and where he finds his
endeavors confirmed by his associates. And for the most part this assurance
is sufficient whenever in public life citizens respect one another’s ends and
adjudicate their political claims in ways that also support their self-esteem.
It is precisely this background condition that is maintained by the principles
of justice. (TJ, /)

It is unrealistic to demand that everyone affirm the same conception
of the good, but it is not too much to hope that individuals might find
like-minded associates and friends to affirm their sincerely embraced,
permissible conceptions of the good. The principles of justice provide
strong support for the development of self-respect by creating the
opportunities for such associations, while at the same time fairly
adjudicating the conflicts that will inevitably emerge among them.

A loss of self-respect is felt as shame. This involves a particular
kind of loss that is distinct from regret, which is “the general feeling
aroused by the loss or absence of what we think good for us, whereas
shame is the emotion evoked by shocks to our self-respect, a special
kind of good.” (TJ, –/) Moral shame, in particular, occurs
when someone recognizes that he or she lacks the virtues “that his
plan of life requires and is framed to encourage.” (TJ, /) We
can see how individuals are potentially vulnerable to moral shame

 Rawls apparently uses the terms “self-respect” and “self-esteem” interchangeably (e.g. TJ,
/). But as David Sachs argues, they are not the same. They are, however, related, and
in this context Rawls probably means that the appreciation from others that we esteem can
provide support to our self-respect. See David Sachs, “How to Distinguish Self-Respect from
Self-Esteem,” Philosophy and Public Affairs,  ().
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if we combine the Kantian interpretation of the principles of justice
with the Aristotelian Principle:

First of all, the Kantian interpretation of the original position means that the
desire to do what is right and just is the main way for persons to express their
nature as free and equal rational beings. And from the Aristotelian Principle
it follows that this expression of their nature is a fundamental element of
their good. Combined with the account of moral worth, we have, then, that
the virtues are excellences. They are good from the standpoint of ourselves
as well as from that of others. (TJ, /)

This is a particularly important passage since it reveals a core element
of Rawls’s argument for congruence, which is itself part of his argu-
ment for stability. It also starkly reveals how the congruence argument
depends on two controversial assumptions concerning our “nature as
free and equal” and that “a fundamental element” of our good con-
sists in expressing this nature. As we will see in chapter , Rawls came
to believe that an argument for the stability of a well-ordered society
ought not to depend on these types of assumptions.

Having provided this analysis of the good, we are in a position to
draw some important contrasts between the right and the good. This
reveals the deep structure of justice as fairness. While a well-ordered
society is characterized by a shared sense of justice, “it is, in general a
good thing that individuals’ conceptions of their good should differ
in significant ways.” (TJ, /) Not only does society not need
to reach a consensus concerning the good, there is no urgency in
reaching a public understanding of what any particular individual’s
good consists in. We can, of course, make judgments about the good
of others. But these should typically be understood as advisory, not as
demands. People can agree to disagree and therefore coexist when they
disagree not only about the good life for everyone, but also when they
disagree about the good for some particular individual. In contrast,
judgments about the principles of justice must be understood as
demands, not merely as advisory. This is because, as we have seen,
there can only be one basic structure, and its design will be imposed
on everyone in the society.

The principles of justice are independent of the conceptions of the
good that happen to prevail in a society. This is in dramatic contrast
to utilitarianism, according to which the demands of justice depend
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on an accurate assessment of the good of each individual. One result
of the utilitarian approach is that “abhorrence for certain religious or
sexual practices,” if held by enough people intensely enough, would
be sufficient to curtail individual liberty. (TJ, /) Perhaps a
utilitarian case can be made that preserving individual liberty will,
in fact, maximize overall utility in the long run. From the point of
view of justice as fairness, such delicate and speculative judgments
are irrelevant. “The satisfaction of these feelings has no value that can
be put in the scales against the claims of equal liberty.” (TJ, /)

the sense of justice

With this account of the good in place, we can now consider the
problem of stability. This is done in two stages. First, we consider
the process of psychological development through which individuals
acquire a sense of justice. Then we consider the issue of congruence
between the right and the good and ask whether those who have
developed a sense of justice will reflectively endorse it. Two points
must be kept in mind throughout these discussions. First, we are only
considering the acquisition and reflective endorsement of a sense of
justice in a well-ordered society. A well-ordered society, recall, is one
in which “everyone accepts and knows that the others accept the same
principles of justice, and the basic social institutions satisfy and are
known to satisfy these principles.” (TJ, /)

Second, we are interested in making a comparative judgment of
relative stability between justice as fairness and its rivals, especially
utilitarianism. Every society will contain, and every individual will
face, some pressures and temptations away from justice. Our question
concerns the relative strength of these forces and of the countervailing
pressures that would tend to be generated in different well-ordered
societies. “One conception of justice is more stable than another if the
sense of justice that it tends to generate is stronger and more likely to
override disruptive inclinations and if the institutions it allows foster
weaker impulses and temptations to act unjustly.” (TJ, /) It
is clear that stability, in this sense, is a virtue of just societies. If it
turned out that the two principles were significantly less stable than
their rivals, we would have reason to reconsider their selection and
ask why they would be unable to generate their own support. On the
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other hand, if they are at least as stable as their rivals, this strengthens
their justification.

There may be a lingering suspicion that there is something vaguely
conservative about stability. This is a misconception for two reasons.
First, we are not interested in the stability of whatever institutions
happen to exist. We are interested in the stability of a well-ordered
society. It is no virtue when an unjust basic structure or regime
is entrenched and difficult to correct. Second, stability does not
imply that the institutions of the basic structure are unchanging. On
the contrary, as circumstances change the basic structure of society
must change and adapt so that it continues to satisfy the principles
of justice. The basic structure of a well-ordered society must track
the demands of justice over time. The ability of a society to do
this depends on the commitment of individuals to the principles of
justice. Thus, the acquisition and maintenance of a sense of justice
among citizens is a crucial factor in determining the stability of a just
basic structure.

Traditional accounts of developmental moral psychology have been
dominated by two approaches that Rawls identifies as “empiricism”
(a view that he associates with Hume, Sidgwick, and to some extent
Freud) and “rationalism” (associated with Rousseau, Kant, Piaget,
and Kohlberg). According to empiricism – also called “social learning
theory” – society must supply the moral motivation that children
initially lack. In contrast, the rationalist approach holds that moral
learning occurs as individuals develop their “innate intellectual and
emotional capacities according to their natural bent.” (TJ, /)
Instead of choosing between these models, Rawls tries to “combine
them in a natural way.” (TJ, /) The idea is to “sketch the
course of moral development as it might occur in a well-ordered
society realizing the principles of justice as fairness.” (TJ, /)
There is no claim that this process is inevitable or that there will
be no deviations from this path. Rather, the idea is to present a
plausible account of how a sense of justice could be acquired when
things go well. We will then examine a corresponding account of the
acquisition of a sense of justice in a utilitarian society. This will allow
us to “contrast the psychological roots of the various conceptions of
justice” (TJ, /) and to form a tentative conclusion concerning
their relative stability.
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Rawls presents a sequence of three stages of psychological devel-
opment. Each stage is characterized by “changes in the affective ties
which belong to our final ends.” (TJ, /) The first stage, “the
morality of authority,” occurs in a young child’s life as he or she
forms bonds to particular care-givers. At this stage, the child’s level
of maturity is such that he or she is “not in a position to assess the
validity of the precepts and injunctions addressed to him by those in
authority.” (TJ, /) What is essential is that some particular indi-
viduals – Rawls assumes that they are typically the child’s parents –
love and express their love to the child. The child, in turn, comes
to love the parents. “Although the child has the potentiality for love,
his love of the parents is a new desire brought about by his recogniz-
ing their evident love for him and his benefiting from the actions in
which their love is expressed.” (TJ, /) Summarizing this stage,
Rawls’s first psychological law holds that such bonding only occurs
when the parents “manifestly first love him.” (TJ, /) As the
child comes to love the parents, and to “affirm his sense of the worth
of his own person,” (TJ, /) the structure of the child’s desires
changes. The parents come to be valued not only because of the con-
tribution they make to the child’s pre-existing desires. Because of the
love and trust between them, the child comes to accept the parents’
precepts and instructions, even though he or she is unable to accept
or reject them on rational grounds. This generates conflicts between
certain natural desires and the precepts taught and imposed by the
parent which are experienced as guilt.

We can view the family as the first of many associations that the
child eventually becomes part of, such as a school, clubs, a neigh-
borhood, and eventually an entire nation. Through participation in
these associations, “one learns the virtues of a good student and class-
mate, and the ideals of a good sport and companion.” (TJ, /)
The associations to which the individual belongs will typically have
various roles and norms that depend on the purposes and goals of
the association. In coming to occupy roles in these associations, the
individual learns that “others have different things to do depend-
ing upon their place in the cooperative scheme. Thus he eventually
learns to take up their point of view and to see things from their
perspective.” (TJ, /) If we assume that the rules of the associa-
tion are fair and are known to be fair, and that participants generally
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follow them, then individuals will generally develop “friendly feelings
toward them, together with feelings of trust and confidence.” (TJ,
/) This is Rawls’s second psychological law. As with the first,
it characterizes a development of the desires and inclinations of indi-
viduals as they tend to reciprocate the treatment they have received.
When other individuals act in ways that affirm our good, we come to
value their well-being in return. Again, the new desires to respond by
acting in accordance with the rules of the association can sometimes
be overwhelmed by conflicting desires. When this happens a person
will tend to “experience feelings of (association) guilt.” (TJ, /)
The plausibility of this second law gains considerable support when
we observe that individuals are more likely to break the rules when
they observe others breaking them as well.

As a final stage, consider the limit case of the morality of associa-
tions – the role of citizen in a well-ordered society. When the basic
structure of society is just and is known to be just and one’s fellow
citizens treat one fairly by acting in accordance with the demands of
justice, one tends to acquire a desire to reciprocate and to treat others
fairly too, by acting in accordance with these principles. There is,
however, a difference between this case and our other associations.
At least in many of our associations, and certainly the ones that we
initially belong to, we know the particular individuals who occupy
the various roles and positions and we come to form bonds of trust
with them. However, in large associations, and certainly in a large
society, our trust must be generalized to whoever is occupying a par-
ticular role – such as “citizen” – and not to specific individuals. One
might worry that this generalized commitment to principles of justice
involved a kind of irrational rule worship, and we will consider this
below.

This generalized disposition to treat others in accordance with the
principles of justice can come about in accordance with a third psy-
chological law: “We develop a desire to apply and to act upon the
principles of justice once we realize how social arrangements answer-
ing to them have promoted our good and that of those with whom
we are affiliated.” (TJ, /) In this case the acquired desire is not
only “to accept the just institutions that apply to us and from which
we and our associates have benefited” but also “a willingness to work
for (or at least not to oppose) the setting up of just institutions, and
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for the reform of existing ones when justice requires it.” (TJ, /)
As before, these desires may not always be decisive. However, when
they are sacrificed there is a tendency to feel guilt. The commitment is
a generalized one aiming at fair treatment even if we do not know the
specific individuals who would be harmed if we were to act unjustly.
This is compatible with there being additional commitments, devel-
oped in accordance with the previous two principles, to particular
individuals based on love and friendship.

At this final stage, individuals form an attachment “to these
highest-order principles themselves, so that just as during the ear-
lier phase of the morality of association he may want to be a good
sport, say, he now wishes to be a just person.” (TJ, /) It is
important to distinguish this account from one that emphasizes rule
following for its own sake. The point is not that individuals sim-
ply come to desire to follow rules. Rather, in accordance with the
Kantian interpretation, they come to desire to “express their nature
as free and equal rational beings.” (TJ, /) They understand
that the principles of justice ensure fair treatment of all, and they
embrace this ideal whether they have direct, personal connections to
those affected by their behavior or not. Rawls rejects what he calls
“the doctrine of the purely conscientious act” which holds that “the
highest moral motive is the desire to do what is right and just simply
because it is right and just, no other description being appropriate”
and that although other moral motives may be valuable, they are “less
morally worthy than that to do what is right solely in virtue of its
being right.” (TJ, /) This doctrine really does seem to make a
fetish out of acting rightly or rule following, since it precludes any
reason for acting in the prescribed way. In effect, this is an extreme
form of intuitionism. In contrast, justice as fairness allows us to say
and to explain what is attractive about acting on the principles of
justice: for example, they involve “living with others on terms that
everyone would recognize as fair from a perspective that all would
accept as reasonable.” (TJ, /–)

Although Rawls does not intend his account of psychological
development to be especially controversial, it is significant that he
presents it at all. It decisively refutes the common assumption that he
thinks moral philosophy must be conducted in purely a priori terms
or entirely from the perspective of the original position. It is also
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sometimes assumed that moral theory should be addressed to strict
egoists who must be convinced that the principles of morality serve
their narrow interests. This is not Rawls’s project, and he assumes
that such a psychological attitude would be abnormal. It would hardly
tell against a conception of justice that such a psychologically stunted
individual would not find it attractive. We are interested in devel-
oping principles of justice that are appropriate for individuals under
favorable circumstances with relatively normal psychologies.

Rawls’s core claim of moral development is that the tendency
toward reciprocity “is a deep psychological fact. Without it our nature
would be very different and fruitful social cooperation fragile if not
impossible.” (TJ, –/) The implications for the stability of dif-
ferent conceptions of justice are clear: “The most stable conceptions
of justice are presumably those for which the corresponding sense of
justice is most firmly based on these tendencies.” (TJ, /) The
most obvious threat to the stability of a well-ordered society comes
from the temptation for individuals to “free ride” on the coopera-
tive actions of others. In the absence of strong external sanctions,
the temptation to free ride can be overcome only through the inter-
nalization of either “a sense of justice or a concern for those who
would be disadvantaged by their defection, [or] preferably both.”
(TJ, /) The three psychological laws that we have been dis-
cussing show how an individual in a well-ordered society of justice as
fairness may internalize these tendencies over time.

We are interested in the relative stability of different conceptions of
justice. No doubt there will be a tendency in a well-ordered utilitarian
society for children to develop and internalize a utilitarian sense of
justice. But how strong will this be? What is the process by which
a utilitarian conception of justice might be transferred from one
generation to the next? Whatever the content, this process depends
on the child’s recognition that she is being treated in accordance with
some principles (suitably adjusted for her level of development). But
here a principle based on reciprocity has an enormous advantage over
a utilitarian principle. We have assumed that a child can recognize
when she is loved and that there is a tendency to respond in kind.
It seems far more difficult to recognize or assess when those with
whom she interacts (parents and friends) are acting in accordance
with a utilitarian principle. In fact, this seems essentially impossible
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for infants and exceedingly unlikely for small children. Justice as
fairness seems to have a dramatic advantage over utilitarianism at this
first stage of moral development.

At the stage of association, utilitarianism would have to assume that
“persons tend to develop friendly feelings toward those who with evi-
dent intention do their part in cooperative schemes publicly known
to maximize the sum of advantages, or the average well-being.” (TJ,
/) But once again, this can be difficult to recognize or assess
and is therefore going to be weaker than the corresponding princi-
ple of reciprocity at the association stage. After all, “Why should the
acceptance of the principle of utility . . . by the more fortunate inspire
the less advantaged to have friendly feelings toward them? . . . No
reciprocity principle is at work in this case and the appeal to utility
may simply arouse suspicion.” (TJ, /) Again, justice as fairness
seems to have a significant advantage over utilitarianism.

At the final stage utilitarian individuals would have to be willing
to sacrifice their share of goods whenever doing so would lead to a
greater gain to others, even when they had no personal relationship
with those who gained. We would have to assume that individuals
would come to acquire a utilitarian sense of justice when their interests
were sacrificed for greater gains elsewhere. Again, the point is not that
this is impossible, but only that the psychological mechanism that
would lead to this set of desires is far weaker than the corresponding
mechanism under a conception such as justice as fairness that is
based on reciprocity. Overall, then, justice as fairness appears to
be at least as stable as utilitarianism in terms of the strength of
the psychological process leading to the acquisition of a sense of
justice.

Before taking up the issue of congruence and the nature of the
self, Rawls considers one loose end – what he calls “the basis of
equality.” It is clear that equality plays a very significant role in justice
as fairness since the principles of justice obviously contain strongly
egalitarian elements. More abstractly, equal justice is owed to all. We
can ask: to whom is equal justice owed? This is an important question
because anti-egalitarians often point out that individuals are not, in
fact, equal on almost any metric. For Rawls, the short answer is that
individuals are entitled to equal justice in virtue of their sharing of
“moral personality.”
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We discussed this idea in chapter , where it was important to the
parties in the original position, but Rawls discusses it in greater depth
at this point:

Moral persons are distinguished by two features: first they are capable of
having (and are assumed to have) a conception of their good (as expressed
by a rational plan of life); and second they are capable of having (and are
assumed to acquire) a sense of justice, a normally effective desire to apply
and to act upon the principles of justice, at least to a certain minimum
degree. (TJ, /)

When an individual has these capacities at or above the level necessary
to be a fully participating member of society, she is owed equal
consideration of justice. This is consistent with observing that the
sense of justice may be stronger in some than in others, but as long as
it reaches a certain minimal threshold, differences above that level do
not affect a person’s entitlement to fair treatment. Similarly, as long
as a person’s conception of the good is permissible (consistent with
the principles of justice) she is entitled to pursue it. From the point of
view of basic social justice, no further defense or justification of her
goals is required. It may initially seem peculiar to base equality on a
threshold conception, but on reflection, this would be so only if we
implicitly assumed that moral theory had a teleological structure so
that some good was to be maximized. On that assumption, we would
be tempted by the view that the treatment of individuals should vary
with the presence of that good. But justice as fairness rejects that
teleological structure. Moral persons are themselves entitled to equal
justice regardless of their contribution to any particular conception
of the good. And, crucially, the parties in the original position know
that they are choosing principles for a well-ordered society composed
of moral persons.

congruence

We now consider the question of congruence between a person’s
conception of the good and a person’s sense of justice. We want to
know whether in a well-ordered society “a person’s rational plan of
life supports and affirms his sense of justice.” (TJ, /) We have
already seen an account of the development of the sense of justice,
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but here we are interested in the attitude that citizens will have toward
their sense of justice, once acquired, from the point of view of their
other values. For example, will they view it as a misfortune that they
would be better off attempting to eliminate or override in order better
to pursue their other goals? Congruence implies that when members
of a well-ordered society reflect on their plan of life, they “will decide
to maintain their sense of justice as regulative of their conduct toward
one another.” (TJ, /)

Congruence is not at all a forgone conclusion even in a well-
ordered society. Sometimes when we reflect on our desires, ends,
and psychological attitudes, and especially when we attend to their
origin, we may come to doubt their appropriateness. This is perhaps
most clear in the case of attitudes that have been acquired through
some kind of indoctrination. We can ask whether the promptings of
a person’s sense of justice are like that and worry whether they should
be viewed as “simply neurotic compulsions.” (TJ, /) Of course,
as we have seen, there is much that can be said in defense of the
principles of justice. They are not simply undefended and arbitrary
preferences. Nor are they the products of “coercive indoctrination”
designed to take “unfair advantage of human weakness.” (TJ, /)

In fact, following the Kantian interpretation, we can point out that
acting on the principles of justice expresses autonomy – “they are act-
ing from principles that they would acknowledge under conditions
that best express their nature as free and equal rational beings.” (TJ,
/) We can also point out that the principles of justice are not
merely expressions of our subjective desires since “[t]he veil of igno-
rance prevents us from shaping our moral view to accord with our
own particular attachments and interests.” (TJ, /) The princi-
ples can be understood as objective because they are generated from
“a shared point of view.” (TJ, /) The interpretations of auton-
omy and objectivity that Rawls here presents are controversial. They
contrast with more common accounts according to which “auton-
omy is the complete freedom to form our moral opinions and . . . the
conscientious judgment of every moral agent ought absolutely to be
respected” and objectivity is a matter of satisfying whatever stan-
dards the agent, using this liberty, has decided are appropriate. (TJ,
/) The doctrine that allows absolute freedom to act according
to conscience is mistaken, but we can understand its temptation:
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in times of social doubt and loss of faith in long established values, there is
a tendency to fall back on the virtues of integrity: truthfulness and sincerity,
lucidity and commitment, or, as some say, authenticity. If no one knows
what is true, at least we can make our beliefs our own in our own way and
not adopt them as handed to us by others . . . Now of course the virtues
of integrity are virtues, and among the excellences of free persons. Yet
while necessary, they are not sufficient; for their definition allows for most
any content . . . It is impossible to construct a moral view from these virtues
alone . . . But joined to the appropriate conception of justice, one that allows
for autonomy and objectivity correctly understood, they come into their
own. (TJ, –/–)

Justice as fairness rejects the absolute authority of conscience. Instead,
it presents an objective set of principles to be used in assessing the per-
missibility of conscientiously held values. Nonetheless, within these
broad principles, there is considerable scope for diverse conceptions
of the good.

Given this diversity of conceptions of the good in a well-ordered
society, are the shared principles of justice sufficient to establish
the good of community? As we will see in chapter , some critics
have doubted this. But in a well-ordered society the principles can
underwrite the value of community, at least when understood in
a certain way, and therefore can provide further support for the
congruence of the right and the good. To understand this special
sense of community, consider first a contrasting model. The idea of
a “private society” is one in which, first,

the persons comprising it . . . have their own private ends which are either
competing or independent, but not in any case complementary. And sec-
ond, institutions are not thought to have any value in themselves, the acti-
vity of engaging in them not being counted as a good but if anything as a
burden. (TJ, /)

In such a society, individuals value (and are motivated to comply
with the requirements of ) social institutions only to the extent that
they contribute to their private ends. It is possible, even if not likely,
that in such a society individual interests would align in such a way
that outcomes were fair. Yet such a society “is not held together by
a public conviction that its basic arrangements are just and good
in themselves, but by the calculations of everyone” concerning their
personal ends. (TJ, /)
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A well-ordered society of justice as fairness is not a private society
in this sense. Individuals are assumed to have acquired a sense of
justice and to be motivated by an intrinsic desire to treat others
fairly. This assumption captures a deeper understanding of “the social
nature of mankind” (TJ, /) than a private society represents.
Even the model of a private society can recognize that “society is
necessary for human life” and that our interests and abilities are
shaped by society. (TJ, /) However, it fails to recognize that
we can realize our goods in ways that complement those of others.
A basic fact about human existence is that “[t]he potentialities of
each individual are greater than those he can hope to realize.” (TJ,
/) When different individuals aim to realize different potentials,
they can appreciate and value the complementary goods that they
collectively achieve. “When men are secure in the enjoyment of the
exercise of their powers, they are disposed to appreciate the perfections
of others, especially when their several excellences have an agreed
place in a form of life the aims of which all accept.” (TJ, /) An
example of such a “social union” is an orchestra, in which each of
the musicians, with their complementary skills, makes a distinctive
contribution to the overall goals which are valued for their own sake.
Other examples of social unions include the broad collective projects
of science and art, families and friendships, religion and culture.

While most societies contain countless social unions, a well-
ordered society of justice as fairness can itself be understood as a social
union of social unions. “Both characteristic features are present: the
successful carrying out of just institutions is the shared final end of
all the members of society, and these institutional forms are prized
as good in themselves.” (TJ, /) The claim is not that everyone
holds a shared conception of the good. What is shared is a sense
of justice and the recognition that the shared goal of a just society
can only be realized as a collective achievement. While this goal is
regulative in the sense that it determines the permissibility of other
values and ends, it does not establish a dominant end to which all
other values are related instrumentally. Individuals are assumed to
have diverse plans that are all compatible with this regulative sense
of justice. A well-ordered society reflects this deep sense of socia-
bility, and citizens will value their sense of justice that makes this
possible.
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If we combine the Kantian interpretation (according to which
we are free and equal moral beings) and the Aristotelian Principle
(according to which our good is found in ways that express our
nature and capabilities) we reach the following conclusion:

the collective activity of justice is the preeminent form of human flour-
ishing. For given favorable conditions, it is by maintaining these public
arrangements that persons best express their nature and achieve the widest
regulative excellences of which each is capable. At the same time just insti-
tutions allow for and encourage the diverse internal life of associations in
which individuals realize their more particular aims. (TJ, /)

At least in a well-ordered society, to the extent that the Kantian
interpretation and the Aristotelian Principle hold, the right and the
good are congruent. Individuals who have acquired a sense of justice
will recognize it to be valuable. Rawls makes several other complicated
arguments for congruence that will take us into the next section. It
is important to emphasize at this point that the initial argument for
the two principles of justice does not depend on either the Kantian
interpretation or the Aristotelian Principle. However, when we ask
about the stability of a conception, we need to consider assumptions
about the values that individuals will affirm. And this requires that
we draw on empirical claims about moral psychology and provide an
account of values beyond basic social justice.

This dependence on empirical psychology is even clearer in the
discussion of envy. We initially discussed envy when considering the
psychology of the parties in the original position. In that context,
it was up to us to specify the psychological properties in any way
that was appropriate to our purposes. The motive of pure envy is
often irrational in the sense that it involves hostility to the good
of others even though their good does not detract from one’s own.
Therefore, it made sense to exclude it from the psychological make-
up of the parties in the original position. Regardless of whether it
is irrational, however, we must now ask whether it would likely be
prevalent in a well-ordered society “to such an extent that the society
system becomes unworkable and incompatible with human good.”
(TJ, /) If so, it might tend to undermine the stability of such a
society. Presumably, in any society some individuals will feel envious
of the specific condition of others. “Particular envy” is the result of
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competition over some specific good or position. General envy, in
contrast, is that which is “experienced by the least advantaged towards
those better situated . . . [with respect to] the kinds of goods and not
for the particular objects they possess.” (TJ, /) Our question
concerns the extent of general envy in a well-ordered society.

Rawls speculates that three conditions contribute to “hostile out-
breaks of envy.” He follows Nietzsche in holding that individuals are
vulnerable to envy when they “lack a sure confidence in their own
value and in their ability to do anything worthwhile.” (TJ, /)
This tendency is exacerbated when the contrast between one’s own
condition and the success of others is publicly visible and empha-
sized. And finally, these conditions are more likely to generate envy
when individuals “see their social position as allowing no constructive
alternative to opposing the favored circumstances of the more advan-
taged.” (TJ, /) Although no society can completely eliminate
the possibility of general envy, it seems that a well-ordered society of
justice as fairness will mitigate this tendency by addressing each of
these three conditions. While some other conceptions of justice may
be even more egalitarian than justice as fairness, it is fair to say that
under the two principles “the spread of income and wealth should not
be excessive in practice, given the requisite background institutions.”
(TJ, /) Furthermore, it is assumed that individuals will pursue
whatever permissible conception of the good they affirm and will
have the opportunity to do so in association with others with whom
they share their values. This will tend to support their self-respect
and confidence in the worth of their goals. And finally, the public
affirmation of fair equality of opportunity will reduce the feeling that
individuals are trapped with no alternative but to oppose the good
fortune of the more advantaged.

Contrary to the claims of some conservative writers who hold
that “the tendency to equality in modern social movements is the
expression of envy,” (TJ, /) justice as fairness makes no such
appeal. The parties in the original position are not motivated by
envy, nor does envy inform the set-up of the original position itself.
Indeed, Rawls is hostile to most expressions of envy. Unlike envy,
however, resentment is a moral feeling because its explanation makes
essential reference to moral principles. This means that feelings of
resentment, unlike feelings of pure envy, can be assessed in terms
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of the defensibility of the principles on which they are based. If, in
fact, an individual is being treated unfairly, resentment toward this
situation may be an appropriate response. Such a judgment depends,
of course, on a proper assessment of what fairness requires in that
context. A sense of justice, therefore, may generate proper feelings of
resentment. Such feelings are not blind hostility toward those who
are more advantaged but are grounded in an appropriate opposition
to injustice.

The limits on the inequality of income and wealth help to prevent
generalized envy, but the equality of the basic liberties is also signifi-
cant. As we have seen, “if the persons in the original position know
that their basic liberties can be effectively exercised, they will not
exchange a lesser liberty for greater economic advantages.” (TJ, –
) Notice the implication that there may be circumstances in which
the basic liberties cannot be effectively exercised. In such cases it may
be an urgent matter to secure the economic conditions that provide
for the effective exercise of the basic liberties. A trade-off would have
to be made, however, only if the guarantee of the basic liberties were
actually an impediment to the necessary economic development.
Rawls does not speculate about when, if ever, this might be the case.
Instead, he simply notes that “[t]he equal liberties can be denied only
when it is necessary to change the quality of civilization so that in
due course everyone can enjoy these freedoms.” (TJ, ) Under
reasonably favorable conditions in which the basic liberties can be
exercised effectively, the parties in the original position would reject
possible economic gains that could be achieved only by infringing
the guarantee of equal basic liberties.

Between the original edition and the revised edition of A Theory
of Justice, the grounds for the priority of the first principle shift.
In the original edition, Rawls argued that as the wealth of society
increases further marginal increases become less and less important
compared with securing the basic liberties. In effect he assumed that

 The corresponding passage in the original edition of TJ reads: “The supposition is that if the
persons in the original position assume that their basic liberties can be effectively exercised,
they will not exchange a lesser liberty for an improvement in their economic well-being, at
least not once a certain level of wealth has been attained.” (p. )

 The corresponding passage in the original edition reads: “The denial of equal liberty can be
accepted only if it is necessary to enhance the quality of civilization so that in due course the
equal freedoms can be enjoyed by all.” (p. )
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all rational conceptions of the good share a certain broad structure.
But even if this assumption of diminishing marginal gains to wealth
is correct, it is not at all clear that it can secure Rawls’s conclusion. At
most, such an argument can establish that as the wealth of a society
increases, the trade-off between the basic liberties and economic
gains should favor the basic liberties more and more. But this falls
far short of establishing the lexical priority of the first principle over
the second. More importantly, this argument makes the principles
of justice dependent on the conceptions of the good that individuals
happen to hold.

Largely in response to the criticisms of H. L. A. Hart, in the revised
edition Rawls changed the argument for the priority of the basic
liberties. The new argument depends not on the actual structure
of preferences that individuals happen to have, but on the account
of the two moral powers that characterize the moral person. As we
saw above, we assume that moral persons have a capacity for a sense
of justice and a capacity for a conception of the good. This in turn
generates “highest-order interests” in maintaining these capacities at
the level necessary to be fully participating members of a cooper-
ative scheme. We will discuss Rawls’s elaboration of this argument
in chapter , but in the revised edition of A Theory of Justice, his
discussion is brief but suggestive:

The parties conceive of themselves as free persons who can revise and alter
their final ends and who give priority to preserving their liberty in this
respect . . . They must first secure their highest-order interest and funda-
mental aims (only the general form of which is known to them), and this
fact is reflected in the precedence they give to liberty; the acquisition of
means that enable them to advance their other desires and ends has a sub-
ordinate place. (TJ, –)

This argument does not depend on an empirical survey of the actual
structure of individual preferences. Rather, it is tied to the require-
ments for developing and maintaining the two moral powers. In
order to develop and to maintain the capacity to reflect on and revise

 H. L. A. Hart, “Rawls on Liberty and Its Priority” [] in Reading Rawls: Critical Studies
on Rawls’ “A Theory of Justice,” Norman Daniels, ed. (Stanford University Press, ).
Responding to Hart’s critique also resulted in the change in the first principle from “liberty”
to “the basic liberties” that we discussed in chapter .

 This passage does not appear in the original edition.
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a person’s conception of the good, she must be assured of liberty of
conscience and the other basic liberties. The same holds with respect
to our capacity for a sense of justice. While each individual will have
specific ends that he or she takes to be worth pursuing, these are
subordinate to the development and maintenance of the two moral
powers.

dominant ends and the self

We can now consider the issue of congruence from a slightly different
perspective. Let us continue to think of happiness as the condition of
a person who knows that his or her rational plan is going well and is
confident that this good fortune will continue. On this understand-
ing, “happiness is not one aim among others that we aspire to, but
the fulfillment of the whole design itself.” (TJ, /) As we have
seen, Rawls holds that the content of this inclusive aim is determined
by one’s rational plan of life, which itself can be identified through
deliberative rationality. One element of deliberative rationality that
we have not yet mentioned is the idea of analysis. Given an abstract
and general characterization of some goal, we may seek to determine
what would count as achieving it in some specific circumstances. For
example, if I aim to become a successful artist, I have to determine
whether to measure success in terms of sales, displays in prestigious
galleries, published reviews, my own assessment, or some other
standard or combination of standards. Each of these interpretations
can be further specified, given particular circumstances – how much
money, how many displays or reviews, in which locations, etc.
Sometimes such an analysis will show that potential conflicts among
general goals can be eliminated or finessed given the actual conditions
in which we find ourselves. However, we must expect that in any
circumstances some goods will conflict and we will simply have to
make a choice: “we may narrow the scope of purely preferential
choice, but we cannot eliminate it altogether.” (TJ, /)

The necessity for a “purely preferential choice” arises when “there
is no ready standard of comparison to decide between [aims] when
they conflict.” (TJ, /) If there is no standard for comparison of
different values or ends, we can say that they are incommensurable.
Some theorists insist, however, that all goods are commensurable.
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One tempting way to make sense of the idea of commensurability is
through the idea of a dominant end. If there were a dominant end,
then “the procedure for making a rational choice . . . would then be
perfectly clear: deliberation would always concern means to ends, all
lesser ends in turn being ordered as means to one single dominant
end.” (TJ, /) In fact, it may appear unclear how a rational
choice could ever be made in the absence of a dominant end. This
model of deliberation is attractive and influential. However, it is only
plausible to the extent that we can identify a determinate content for
the dominant end. It cannot be happiness as we have defined it, since
this is an inclusive end that incorporates diverse goals without impos-
ing or assuming any ordering among them. “The extreme nature of
dominant-end views is often concealed by the vagueness and ambi-
guity of the end proposed.” (TJ, /) When pressed to identify
the content of the dominant end, Rawls believes it becomes clear
that there is no such end. “Human good is heterogeneous because
the aims of the self are heterogeneous.” (TJ, /)

Arguably the most influential attempt to carry though dominant-
end reasoning identifies the dominant end with the feeling of plea-
sure. Because we find pleasure in diverse activities, it may appear that
this type of hedonism avoids the narrowness of other dominant ends.
Nonetheless, it is as unreasonable as any other dominant end:

We need only note that once pleasure is conceived, as it must be, in a suf-
ficiently definite way so that its intensity and duration can enter into the
agent’s calculations, then it is no longer plausible that it should be taken
as the sole rational aim. Surely the preference for a certain attribute of feel-
ing or sensation above all else is as unbalanced and inhuman as an
overriding desire to maximize one’s power over others or one’s material
wealth. (TJ, –/)

If this is correct – if there is no dominant end that defines our good –
then this raises a difficulty for teleological theories. “In a teleological
theory any vagueness or ambiguity in the conception of the good is
transferred to that of the right.” (TJ, /) If our good is to some
degree simply a matter of the preferences that we happen to have, a
teleological theory carries this indeterminacy over into the principles
of right and justice. It seems, however, that principles of justice are
not matters of mere preference in the way that our conception of
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the good is, at least in part. A teleological theory has great difficulty
resolving this dilemma, “[a]nd this suggests that the structure of
teleological doctrines is radically misconceived: from the start they
related the right and the good in the wrong way.” (TJ, /–)

A dominant end, if there were one, would not only provide a proce-
dure for rational resolution of practical choices. It would also provide
an understanding of the unity of the self. Rejecting the existence of
a dominant end forces us to look elsewhere for an understanding of
our unity:

It is not our aims that primarily reveal our nature but rather the principles
that we would acknowledge to govern the background conditions under
which these aims are to be formed and the manner in which they are to be
pursued. For the self is prior to the ends which are affirmed by it; even a
dominant end must be chosen from among numerous possibilities. There
is no way to get beyond deliberative rationality. (TJ, /)

Some critics, to be discussed in chapter , point to this passage as
evidence that Rawls holds that we are “unencumbered” selves. We
have already seen that Rawls holds that we are characterized by a
complex motivation structure: a sense of justice, a conception of the
good, and highest-order interests in maintaining these capacities. The
point of this passage is that we should understand our unity not in
terms of the pursuit of a single dominant end but rather in terms
of our commitments to principles of justice and to one of many
permissible conceptions of the good. “Now the unity of the person
is manifest in the coherence of his plan, this unity being founded on
the higher-order desire to follow, in ways consistent with his sense of
right and justice, the principles of rational choice.” (TJ, /–)

The parties in the original position do not assume that they will
aim to maximize pleasure or any other particular goal. They want to
establish conditions under which each can “fashion his own unity”
by developing a coherent and rational life plan compatible with the
principles of right. (TJ, /) We do this “only gradually,” (TJ,
/) against a background of

many associations . . . [that represent] countless ideals and forms of life that
have been developed and tested by innumerable individuals, sometimes for
generations. Thus in drawing up our plan of life we do not start de novo;
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we are not required to choose from countless possibilities without given
structure or fixed contours. (TJ, –/–)

In addition to forming our plan of life against a background of
already existing associations and traditions, the priority of right means
that the principles of justice constrain the permissible plans of life.
Even with these constraints, however, there remains an ineliminable
element of purely personal choice in the determination of one’s plan
of life and therefore in one’s good.

Although the priority of right implies that the principles of justice
constrain permissible plans, the principles of justice do not establish
a dominant end because they are not “all controlling.” (TJ, /)
While they rule out some conceptions of the good, they leave room
for a wide variety of permissible ways of life. These permissible
conceptions of the good are equally permissible, and the selection
among them does not have to be justified in terms of the contribu-
tion that they make to the goal of social justice or any other end.
Indeed, no public justification is required at all. Rather than starting
with a dominant end which subordinates all rational actions from
the beginning, justice as fairness specifies a sequence of constraints
within which diverse goods can be embraced and pursued. We begin
with the broadest constraints established by the principles of justice
themselves. As individuals commit themselves to specific goals and
participate in specific associations they put themselves under further
constraints and obligations.

We are finally in a position to pull together the main arguments
for the congruence of the right and the good. Recall that “what is
to be established is that it is rational (as defined by the thin theory
of the good) for those in a well-ordered society to affirm their sense
of justice as regulative of their plan of life.” (TJ, /) Presum-
ably, congruence would not hold in at least some non-well-ordered
societies. In a well-ordered society of justice as fairness, however, we
assume that individuals have already acquired a sense of justice in
accordance with the moral psychology outlined above. This greatly
simplifies our task, since we are not attempting to justify justice to
an egoist. “Rather, we are concerned with the goodness of the settled
desire to take up the standpoint of justice.” (TJ, /) Our ques-
tion is whether an individual with a sense of justice in a well-ordered
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society would want to eliminate or subordinate his sense of justice to
his more particular aims.

First, consider that even individuals who might be tempted to
view their sense of justice as burdensome, we can assume, would
view some relationships of affection and fellow feeling as part of
their good. Therefore, they would have to differentiate between those
relationships where they aim to treat others fairly and those where they
do not. In a well-ordered society it may become difficult to identify
and select who will be harmed by one’s defection from justice. By
eliminating or suppressing our sense of justice, we very well might end
up doing harm to the particular individuals toward whom we have
sentimental attachments. Maintaining our sense of justice “protects
in a natural and simple way the institutions and persons we care for
and leads us to welcome new and broader social ties.” (TJ, /)

A second argument for congruence is based on the Aristotelian
Principle. When we view a well-ordered society as a social union of
social unions, we can see that participating in it realizes to a unique
degree our human sociability. By fully participating in such a society
we “bring to fruition our latent powers” and collectively accomplish
goals that we simply could not achieve individually. “Yet to share
fully in this life we must acknowledge the principles of its regulative
conception, and this means that we must affirm our sentiment of
justice. To appreciate something as ours, we must have a certain
allegiance to it.” (TJ, /)

Finally, a third argument for congruence is based on the Kan-
tian interpretation. Once the argument from the original position is
complete, we can see that “[t]he desire to act justly and the desire to
express our nature as free moral persons turn out to specify what is
practically speaking the same desire.” (TJ, /) This desire has a
feature that distinguishes it from others. Typically, desires can vary
in strength and be balanced against potentially competing desires
without altering their content:

But the desire to express our nature as a free and equal rational being can
be fulfilled only by acting on the principles of right and justice as having
first priority. This is a consequence of the condition of finality: since these
principles are regulative, the desire to act upon them is satisfied only to the
extent that it is likewise regulative with respect to other desires . . . Therefore
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in order to realize our nature we have no alternative but to plan to preserve
our sense of justice as governing our other aims. (TJ, /)

The ideal of expressing this nature is a desire unlike others that can be
part of a plan. Rather, it concerns the structure of the plan as a whole
and how the specific desires are ordered and combined within the
plan. It is a matter of the plan’s being consistent with the principles
of justice and right:

Of course, this does not mean that the realization of our nature as a free
and rational being is itself an all or nothing affair. To the contrary, how far
we succeed in expressing our nature depends upon how consistently we act
from our sense of justice as finally regulative. What we cannot do is express
our nature by following a plan that views the sense of justice as but one
desire to be weighed against others. (TJ, /)

We can judge the many gradations of justice that characterize different
individuals. The point is that when we subordinate the principles of
justice to other ends, we are no longer expressing our nature in our
plan. And to the extent that our good consists in expressing our
nature, our good is consistent with and indeed must be regulated by
the principles of justice.

moral justification

The congruence argument depends on assuming that individuals
have already acquired a sense of justice and that they exercise it in
a well-ordered society. It does not aim to establish that there can be
no conflict between one’s good and the principles of justice in other
circumstances, nor does it aim to show that developing a sense of
justice will serve one’s other interests even in a well-ordered soci-
ety. Similarly, the overall argument for the principles of justice is
also limited since it does not aim to convince a moral skeptic. This
reflects Rawls’s understanding of the nature of moral argument. One
common understanding of moral argument is Cartesian, which “pre-
sumes that first principles can be seen to be true, even necessarily
so; deductive reasoning then transfers this conviction from premises
to conclusion.” (TJ, /) Alternatively, one could attempt “to
introduce definitions of moral concepts in terms of presumptively
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non-moral ones, and then to show by accepted procedures of com-
mon sense and the sciences that the statements thus paired with the
asserted moral judgments are true.” (TJ, /) Rawls rejects both
of these approaches: “There is no set of conditions or first principles
that can be plausibly claimed to be necessary or definitive of morality
and thereby especially suited to carry the burden of justification.”
(TJ, /)

Instead, we should think of morality as Socratic. “There is no
reason to suppose that [morality’s] first principles or assumptions
need to be self-evident, or that its concepts and criteria can be replaced
by other notions which can be certified as non-moral.” (TJ, –
/) The original position, in particular, should not be understood
as foundational, self-evident, non-moral, or morally neutral. It is,
rather, a device that is designed to help us reach reflective equilibrium.
But is reflective equilibrium – assuming we can reach it – justification
enough? To answer this question, we need to consider the nature of
justification:

Justification is argument addressed to those who disagree with us, or to
ourselves when we are of two minds. It presumes a clash of views between
persons or within one person, and seeks to convince others, or ourselves, of
the reasonableness of the principles upon which our claims and judgments
are founded. Being designed to reconcile by reason, justification proceeds
from what all parties to the discussion hold in common. (TJ, /)

In order to resolve disagreements or uncertainties, we look for areas
of agreement and confidence to serve as premises, and we construct
arguments from them. Obviously, it will not always be easy to find
premises that are strong enough to resolve the disagreements and
uncertainties that we face. But “one of the aims of moral philosophy
is to look for possible bases of agreement where none seem to exist. It
must attempt to extend the range of some existing consensus and to
frame more discriminating moral conceptions for our consideration.”
(TJ, /)

The construction of the original position is an attempt to gain
a perspective on the problem of social justice from which we can
extend the range of agreement. The idea is that while each of the
features of the original position is individually reasonable and justifi-
able, they are jointly sufficient to establish that the two principles of
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justice are superior to their main rivals. “We should like it to happen
that the superiority of a particular view (among the currently known)
is the result, perhaps the unexpected result, of this newly observed
consensus.” (TJ, /) Even if we succeed in this, it is still pos-
sible that some other as-yet-unknown or unconsidered conception
of justice might be superior. Rawls is surprisingly sanguine about
this possibility: “I doubt, however, that the principles of justice (as
I have defined them) will be the preferred conception on anything
resembling a complete list.” (TJ, /) The bare possibility of a
superior conception of justice is not troubling. What one must do to
make good the possibility is actually to present another conception of
justice and defend its superiority from the point of view of the origi-
nal position. Alternatively, one could argue that some other choice of
perspective is preferable to the original position. One great advantage
of the original position, however, is that it allows us to consider a
moral question “solely on the basis of what seems best calculated to
further [the parties’] interests so far as they can ascertain them. In this
way we can exploit the intuitive idea of rational prudential choice.”
(TJ, /)

It is worth repeating one final time that while the choice within
the original position is non-moral, the construction of the original
position itself incorporates moral assumptions. The original posi-
tion helps us to recognize an impartial, but not impersonal, per-
spective. This perspective is “not from a certain place beyond the
world, nor [from] the point of view of a transcendent being; rather
it is . . . [one] that rational persons can adopt within the world.” It
recognizes the diversity of individuals and their goods and allows
them to “bring together into one scheme all individual perspectives
and arrive together at regulative principles that can be affirmed by
everyone as he lives by them, each from his own standpoint.” (TJ,
/)



chapter 4

After A Theory of Justice

a political conception of justice

The publication of A Theory of Justice generated a huge secondary
literature, a small portion of which we will examine in chapter . In a
few cases, such as the changes to the formulation of the first principle
prompted by criticisms made by H. L. A. Hart, Rawls responded
directly by clarifying or revising elements of the theory. But by far the
most significant developments in Rawls’s work after A Theory of Justice
were due to his own ultimate dissatisfaction with the argument for
the congruence between the right and the good. This was an area that
was – and continues to be – badly neglected in the secondary lit-
erature, and according to Samuel Freeman, “Rawls once said (in
conversation) that he thought the congruence argument was one of
the most original contributions he made in A Theory of Justice, and
that he was puzzled why it did not attract more comment.” In this
section, we will explore the problem he found in the congruence argu-
ment in A Theory of Justice and how this prompted him to develop
the idea of a political conception of justice. In the next section, we
will look at two areas where these developments allowed Rawls to
strengthen the arguments made in A Theory of Justice, namely, the
reliance on primary goods and the priority of the first principle over
the second. In the final section, we will consider some clarifications
that Rawls made concerning the ideal of a property-owning
democracy and its relation to the model of welfare state capitalism.

 Samuel Freeman, “Congruence and the Good of Justice” in Justice and the Social Contract,
p. , n. . In an interview conducted in  Rawls commented that the third part of the
book “was the part I liked best.” (“John Rawls: For the Record,” p. ) See also Freeman,
Rawls, p. .
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In the introduction to Political Liberalism, first published in ,
Rawls refers to “a serious problem internal to justice as fairness,
namely . . . that the account of stability in Part iii of Theory is not
consistent with the view as a whole.” He continues: “I believe all
differences are consequences of removing that inconsistency. Other-
wise these lectures take the structure and content of Theory to remain
substantially the same.” This last point is often overlooked. The
idea of a political conception of justice entails a revision concerning
how the congruence argument is understood, but the structure of the
main argument for the principles of justice remains largely unaffected
by this change. In fact, leaving aside the issue of stability, recasting
justice as fairness as a “political conception of justice” allows us to
strengthen the arguments in A Theory of Justice.

The stability argument in A Theory of Justice, recall, aims to estab-
lish that a well-ordered society of justice as fairness would tend to
be stable – or at least as stable as a well-ordered society based on
rival conceptions of justice. The argument has two parts. First, Rawls
argues that individuals raised in a well-ordered society of justice as
fairness would tend to acquire a sense of justice at least as strong as
the corresponding sense of justice acquired by individuals raised in
different well-ordered societies. This argument depends on empirical
principles of developmental moral psychology. They key elements of
this argument are unaffected, although presented differently, when
justice as fairness is understood as a political conception of justice.

Second, Rawls asks what attitude adults in a well-ordered society
would tend to have toward their own sense of justice once it has been
developed in the normal way. The aim is to show that once acquired
in this way, a regulative sense of justice is not “irrational and injurious
to our good.” (TJ, /) In other words, this second dimension of
stability depends on showing that in a well-ordered society of justice
as fairness, the right and the good would be congruent. And it is
this complicated argument, almost completely neglected by the sec-
ondary literature, that Rawls came to believe was inconsistent with
justice as fairness as a whole.

 Rawls, Political Liberalism, p. xvi, cited in this chapter parenthetically.
 See Rawls, Justice as Fairness, pp. –.
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It is important that the arguments for the two principles of jus-
tice do not depend on any particular conception of the good. This
is crucial because the need for justice itself is due to the exis-
tence of diverse conceptions of the good and the resulting con-
flicts concerning how social resources should be used. If the prin-
ciples of justice depended on a prior identification of the correct
or best conception of the good, they could not serve the role of
fairly adjudicating these conflicts. Rawls emphasizes this throughout
A Theory of Justice. Indeed, at times, he goes even further, suggest-
ing that the principles of justice “define a pact of reconciliation
between diverse religions and moral beliefs, and the forms of cul-
ture to which they belong.” (TJ, /) The implication here is
that the justification of the principles of justice should be indepen-
dent not only of any particular conception of the good, but also
of any particular religion, system of moral beliefs, or cultural form.
As we noted in chapter , a conception of the good typically will
fit into such a wider system of beliefs – either religious, philosoph-
ical, or moral – that Rawls would later call such a “comprehensive
doctrine.”

The argument for the congruence of the right and the good, how-
ever, does assume that the members of a well-ordered society will hold
a certain comprehensive – or partially comprehensive – doctrine. The
issue is not simply that we can give a “Kantian interpretation” to jus-
tice as fairness. Nor is it Rawls’s claim that “the Kantian interpretation
of the original position means that the desire to do what is right and
just is the main way for persons to express their nature as free and
equal rational beings.” (TJ, /) Rather, the problem is that the
argument relies on this (and related) assumptions to argue that cit-
izens would view “this expression of their nature is a fundamental
element of their good.” (TJ, /) The problem is even more
apparent when Rawls claims that “the collective activity of justice
is the preeminent form of human flourishing.” (TJ, /) Rawls
never suggests that all citizens will affirm the same conception of the
good. But when making the congruence argument, he assumes that
they will view their sense of justice as regulative of their other values
because by doing so they express their nature. Rawls came to doubt
that all reasonable people would value the expression of this nature
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over all else. A well-ordered society would likely contain reasonable
individuals who would reject the Kantian interpretation and the pre-
eminent role it gives to moral autonomy. They would hold, in other
words, a different comprehensive doctrine from the one expressed by
the Kantian interpretation. The congruence argument cannot estab-
lish that the right and the good are congruent for those reasonable
people, even in a well-ordered society.

While coming to recognize that not all reasonable people would
accept the same comprehensive doctrine, Rawls himself continued
to endorse the Kantian interpretation. In his Dewey Lectures, pub-
lished as “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory” in , we get
a further elaboration of the Kantian doctrine. However, by the time
Political Liberalism was published in , Rawls had abandoned the
search for a general argument that would establish the congruence of
the right and the good. Although he continued to claim that reason-
able individuals would place great weight on the importance of social
justice and other political virtues, he no longer aimed to establish
that all reasonable people must view justice as regulative or, more
generally, how they would integrate social justice with their compre-
hensive values. Indeed, it seems clear that there is no single argument
that will be able to establish congruence between the principles of
justice and the other values affirmed by all of the various reasonable
comprehensive doctrines since they differ from one another precisely
in what they value and why. Each reasonable comprehensive doctrine
provides its own account of the various non-political values and how
basic social justice fits into its world view. But if this is the case,
it seems to put into doubt whether a society in circumstances of
reasonable pluralism could be stable.

This raises exactly the central question of Political Liberalism.
Instead of aiming to establish that congruence would hold in a well-
ordered society of justice as fairness, the goal is to consider how

 In addition to the Kantian interpretation, Rawls apparently came to doubt another part of
the congruence argument, namely, the idea that individuals will necessarily come to value
the complementarity of different conceptions of the good that allows us to view society as a
social union of social unions. See PL, , n. . However, compare PL, , –.

 Rawls, “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” [] reprinted in Freeman, Collected
Papers.

 See, for example, PL, –.
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stability is even possible in a society characterized by a reasonable
pluralism of comprehensive doctrines. As Rawls states at the begin-
ning of Political Liberalism:

the problem of political liberalism is: How is it possible that there may exist
over time a stable and just society of free and equal citizens profoundly
divided by reasonable though incompatible religious, philosophical, and
moral doctrines? Put another way: How is it possible that deeply opposed
though reasonable comprehensive doctrines may live together and all affirm
the political conception of a constitutional regime? (PL, xviii; cf. )

Stability, therefore, remains a central concern. Indeed, the relevant
concept is “stability for the right reasons,” (PL, xxxvii) since even if
the stability of a political regime could be achieved through coercive
threats, this would not count as the right kind. (PL, ) Stabil-
ity requires that “citizens have a normally effective sense of justice
and so they generally comply with society’s basic institutions, which
they regard as just.” (PL, ; cf. ) But if individuals are generally
motivated to act according to the principles of justice, they must
view such actions as in some sense good or valuable. All citizens
must “share one very basic political end, and one that has high pri-
ority: namely, the end of supporting just institutions and of giving
one another justice accordingly.” (PL, ) The congruence argu-
ment in A Theory of Justice was supposed to establish that citizens
of a well-ordered society would reflectively endorse the value of that
basic end. In Political Liberalism, we do not have an argument that
all individuals will view their sense of justice in this way. Rather,
we ask: how is it even possible for citizens to share a normally
effective sense of justice when they do not share a comprehensive
doctrine?

The answer, in a phrase, is that there must be an overlapping con-
sensus of reasonable comprehensive doctrines. While citizens differ
in their deep religious, philosophical, and moral convictions, they
can still share a conception of justice for the basic structure. Justice is
not usually viewed as independent of these other broader concerns.
Most comprehensive doctrines aim to justify a conception of justice

 All reasonable people will view their sense of justice in this way, but this claim depends on
a specific understanding of the concept of the reasonable. See the discussion in my “The
Reasonable in Justice as Fairness,” Canadian Journal of Philosophy,  ().
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by showing how it is grounded or justified in terms of a broader
doctrine. Such grounding is not objectionable. But in order to serve
as the focus of an overlapping consensus, we must be able to detach a
conception of justice from these background doctrines where there is
reasonable disagreement. We must, in other words, rely on a political
conception of justice that has the following properties: () “it is a
moral conception worked out for a specific kind of subject . . . the
‘basic structure’ of society” (PL, ); () it is “presented as a freestand-
ing view” – that is, “it is neither presented as, nor as derived from,
such a [comprehensive] doctrine applied to the basic structure of
society, as if this structure were simply another subject to which that
doctrine applied” (PL, ); and () it “is expressed in terms of certain
fundamental ideas seen as implicit in the public political culture of a
democratic society.” (PL, )

Although a political conception of justice is presented as a free-
standing view and not dependent on any particular comprehensive
doctrine, it can also be seen as “a module, an essential constituent part,
that fits into and can be supported by various reasonable compre-
hensive doctrines that endure in the society regulated by it.” (PL, )
Each reasonable comprehensive doctrine that is part of the overlap-
ping consensus can provide its own deep foundations for the political
conception of justice, relating it in systematic ways to other values
and beliefs. More specifically, each can explain in its own terms why
for political purposes citizens are to be viewed as free and equal and
society is to be viewed as a fair system of cooperation. As we will
see, political liberalism works from these models of the person and
of society that are implicit in the public political culture of a demo-
cratic society.

Some critics have assumed that since a political conception is
expressed in terms of ideas found in the public culture of a society,
it represents a kind of relativism that abandons the idea of a proper
justification. This misreading combines with a misunderstanding of
the idea of an overlapping consensus to suggest that Rawls’s main
concern is to come up with principles that could serve as a com-
promise among the comprehensive doctrines that happen to hold
influence and power in a society at any given time. This is clearly
mistaken. Rawls takes pains to distinguish an overlapping consensus
from the idea of a modus vivendi. One way that conflicting parties
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may reach an agreement is through a negotiated compromise. If no
side is able to impose its preferred option on the others, each might
be willing to accept a second- or third-best option on the condition
that the others abandon their first choice and compromise as well.
This is the model of a modus vivendi, and Rawls notes that “its sta-
bility is contingent on circumstances remaining such as not to upset
the fortunate convergence of interests.” (PL, ) To be sure, such an
agreement may represent progress if the alternative is no agreement
at all. Europe took an immense step toward justice in the seventeenth
century when it was able to establish a modus vivendi following the
wars of religion. However, in a true overlapping consensus each rea-
sonable comprehensive doctrine affirms the political conception as
correct given the circumstances and not as a compromise at all. Each
reasonable comprehensive doctrine will affirm more than the politi-
cal conception – for example, in areas beyond the basic structure –
but it will view the political conception as correct as far as it
goes.

The requirement that a political conception be expressed in terms
of ideas that are “implicit in the public political culture of a demo-
cratic society” does not replace the demand that the political concep-
tion be a correct conception of justice. In addition to being correct,
a political conception must also be able to command widespread
allegiance in a society. As Charles Larmore explains,

Rawls often writes that the basis of his political liberalism is drawn from
notions implicit in our political culture. That does not mean that it is
important only that these notions are widely affirmed, and not that they
express valid principles. The point is rather that valid principles, which are
also alien to a culture, can be of no help in solving its problems of finding
terms of political association amid reasonable disagreement about the good
life.

The terms of the public political culture can be shared by different
reasonable comprehensive doctrines, and so they are not tied to any
one in particular. A political conception of justice must present itself
as freestanding (not tied to any particular comprehensive doctrine)
but at the same time justified in terms of these shared fundamental
ideas.

 Charles Larmore, The Morals of Modernity (Cambridge University Press, ), pp. –.
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public reason and legitimacy

Agreement over principles of justice alone would not ensure stability
of the right kind. What matters for stability is not only the shared
allegiance to abstract principles, but also a common deliberative per-
spective that allows citizens to apply the principles collectively to
design their basic institutions and social policies. Rawls calls this
framework “public reason.” Public reason is the collective reason
that a democratic society employs when addressing “what the politi-
cal conception of justice requires of society’s basic structure of insti-
tutions, and of the purposes and ends they are to serve.” (PL, ) It
is to be expressed in public declarations of politicians and officials –
and especially the Supreme Court – when addressing, in their official
capacities, matters of basic social justice. But it is also to guide the
deliberation and actions of individuals in their role as citizens of a
democracy when matters of basic social justice are at stake. Like a
political conception of justice, which public reason includes, public
reason draws on the public political culture of a liberal democracy
but does not depend on any one particular comprehensive doctrine.
When jointly addressing constitutional essentials and matters of basic
justice,

citizens are to conduct their fundamental discussions within the framework
of what each regards as the political conception of justice based on values
that the others can reasonably be expected to endorse and each is, in good
faith, prepared to defend that conception so understood. This means that
each of us must have, and be ready to explain, a criterion of what principles
and guidelines we think other citizens (who are also free and equal) may
reasonably be expected to endorse along with us. (PL, )

The requirement that others “reasonably be expected to endorse” the
basic framework implicitly carries the rider “without giving up their
own reasonable comprehensive doctrine.” Public reason is the reason
of the public when addressing matters of basic justice, and this cannot
be predicated on acceptance of any single comprehensive doctrine.
On the contrary, it assumes the continued existence of a diversity of
reasonable comprehensive doctrines.

 Through the s Rawls’s view of public reason developed. I present here what I take to be
his final account as expressed in “The Idea of Public Reason Revisited” [] in Freeman,
Collected Papers.
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Citizens have a moral duty – the duty of civility – to try to meet this
ideal. The ideal of public reason provides a standard for evaluating
whether a certain type of argument is appropriate and successful.
(This is why there should not be legal sanctions against failures to
meet this ideal any more than there should be legal sanctions against
any other kind of bad argument. Such failures are legally protected by
freedom of speech.) On a narrow reading, this ideal would imply that
it is not appropriate for citizens ever to cite their own comprehensive
doctrine in support of their political conclusion since others cannot
reasonably be expected to share the doctrine. However, Rawls rejects
this narrow reading in favor of a wide view according to which we may
“introduce into political discussion at any time our comprehensive
doctrine, religious or nonreligious, provided that, in due course, we
give properly public reasons to support the principles and policies
our comprehensive doctrine is said to support.” (PL, ) This last
condition is called “the proviso.”

Rawls’s account of public reason has been widely criticized as
being too restrictive and discriminatory against religious doctrines.

In reply, it is important to emphasize, first, that the scope of public
reason is limited to collective decisions concerning constitutional
essentials and matters of basic social justice. Rawls leaves it as an
open question whether and to what extent public reason should apply
to non-fundamental matters, such as ordinary policy decisions. (PL,
–) Furthermore, the ideal of public reason applies only when an
argument is addressed to the public at large. In a context in which
one is addressing only those who share a particular comprehensive
doctrine it is perfectly appropriate to rely on that particular view.
There is no violation for members of a particular religion, say, to work
out their understanding of how some sacred text properly applies to
some political issue. And finally, with the proviso, there is only a
violation if an argument drawing on a comprehensive doctrine is not
also presented “in due course” in terms that other reasonable people
can be expected to accept.

 See, for example, Nicholas Wolterstorff, “The Role of Religion in Decision and Discussion
of Political Issues” in Religion in the Public Square: The Place of Religious Convictions in
Political Debate, Robert Audi and Nicholas Wolterstorff, eds. (Rowman and Littlefield,
); Christopher Eberle, Religious Conviction in Liberal Politics (Cambridge University
Press, ).
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But what if people continue to insist that this framework is unfair
since it rules out an argument that they sincerely believe to be cor-
rect but which depends essentially on their particular comprehensive
doctrine? At this point the charge of unfairness should be turned
around. As Freeman observes: “The unfairness seems to lie on the
side of those who suggest that there is no duty of civility upon people,
who are religiously or otherwise motivated, to be able to justify or
explain themselves to other reasonable persons who reject their com-
prehensive doctrines.” To the extent that they insist on making such
arguments, they are being unreasonable. This is not to deny that they
may be perfectly reasonable in other areas or that their conclusions
follow from their premises which themselves might be reasonable.
But it is they who are failing to recognize that others may reasonably
reject their comprehensive doctrine and that justification is owed to
them in terms that they could reasonably accept.

To see that this would be unreasonable, recall that the design
of a society’s basic institutions is regulated and enforced through
the political structure. Hence, “political power is always coercive
power backed by the government’s use of sanctions.” (PL, ; cf.
TJ, /) It is one thing to hold a certain comprehensive moral,
religious, or philosophical view to be correct and to believe that
others who disagree are mistaken. But it is another to insist that
one’s comprehensive doctrine can properly be coercively imposed on
others who do not share it or that one’s comprehensive doctrine can
provide grounds for coercion against those who reject it. In light
of this contrast, the liberal principle of legitimacy can be stated as
follows:

our exercise of political power is proper and hence justifiable only when
it is exercised in accordance with a constitution the essentials of which all
citizens may reasonably be expected to endorse in the light of principles and
ideals acceptable to them as reasonable and rational. (PL, ; cf. xlvi, )

Although reasonable comprehensive doctrines will disagree about
other matters, they can agree that coercion with regard to the basic
structure of society requires a special type of justification that appeals
to the reasonableness of the persons subjected to its coercive demands.

 Freeman, Rawls, p. .
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They will, of course, ground this requirement in different ways. Just
as different religions can endorse free religious faith each for their
own doctrinal reasons while endorsing one particular view as correct,
so too a full overlapping consensus involves a shared commitment to
a political conception of justice and to public reason.

The restrictions on acceptable arguments that the requirements
of public reason and the duty of civility impose are not external
impositions. A reasonable comprehensive doctrine limits itself. Some
defenders of public reason have drawn a parallel with the exclusion
of illicitly acquired evidence in a court of law. However, there is
an important difference between these two cases since sometimes
evidence that would be relevant to establishing guilt is excluded
in order to serve some other goal judged to be of great value. In
the case of public reason, however, each reasonable comprehensive
doctrine will recognize that arguments that exceed the limits of public
reason are inappropriate when addressed to the general public and
when matters of basic justice are at stake. That is, there are no
arguments that a reasonable comprehensive doctrine will recognize
as appropriate and relevant that it will be prohibited from making.
Reasonable citizens will ground the duty of civility in their own
comprehensive doctrine. They will hold, therefore, each for their
own reasons, that an argument that depended exclusively on their
comprehensive doctrine alone would provide an inadequate basis for
establishing the requirements of basic social justice.

Public reason is the collective reasoning of a democratic society
when it addresses matters of basic social justice. A philosophical
account of public reason should do no more than specify “the public
reasons in terms of which such questions are to be politically decided.”
(PL, li) The framework should not, in general, dictate the specific
outcomes of public deliberations. These are matters for citizens to
determine collectively, giving arguments that they sincerely believe
could be shared by their fellow citizens. For most policy matters,
public reason could potentially endorse a range of possible options.
Any one of these decisions could be legitimate – in accordance with
the liberal principle of legitimacy – even if we do not believe them to
be equally just. On the other hand, we can identify broad constraints
on the kinds of reasons that can properly be cited and therefore
constraints on the possible range of legitimate outcomes. Specifically,
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in order to be compatible with the constraints of public reason and
the duty of civility, the reasons must be grounded in a liberal political
conception of justice. That is, it must: () specify certain “basic rights,
liberties and opportunities”; () assign “special priority to those rights,
liberties, and opportunities, especially with respect to claims of the
general good and of perfectionist values”; and () ensure that all
citizens have “adequate all-purpose means to make effective use of
their liberties and opportunities.” (PL, ) If a conception of justice
were to fail to give priority to a scheme of basic liberties or fail
to provide everyone with adequate resources, there would be some
citizens to whom such a conception could not be justified. Such a
conception could not be supported within the space of public reason.

Justice as fairness is obviously one such liberal conception, and if
the congruence argument is dropped, it can easily be presented as a
political conception. But justice as fairness is not the only liberal
political conception of justice. For example, the mixed conception
that we considered in chapter  that rejects the difference principle in
favor of utilitarianism constrained by a minimum floor (and accepts
fair equality of opportunity and the first principle) is also a liberal
conception. The idea of public reason does not dictate any single
political conception of justice:

It is crucial that public reason is not specified by any one political conception
of justice, certainly not by justice as fairness alone. Rather, its content – the
principles, ideals, and standards that may be appealed to – are those of a
family of reasonable political conceptions of justice and this family changes
over time. (PL, l–li)

Although Rawls argues that justice as fairness is the most reason-
able, he recognizes that other liberal political conceptions are also
reasonable and potentially legitimate. (PL, xlvi–xlvii, , ) The
ideal of public reason entails a liberal political conception, but it is
possible that reasonable citizens may come to different conclusions
about which is the most reasonable. If the citizens of a liberal democ-
racy collectively (even if not unanimously) favored some other liberal
political conception, that decision could be legitimate, even if not,
according to Rawls’s own judgment, fully just.

 For example, Rawls offers an interpretation of the construction of the original position that
is political in the appropriate sense. See PL, –.
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Neither Rawls himself nor the secondary literature has fully
explored the implications of there being not only one but a fam-
ily of reasonable and potentially legitimate conceptions of justice.

Recall that the problem with the congruence argument was that it
was too utopian since we cannot expect or demand that all citizens
of a well-ordered society share the same (partially) comprehensive
doctrine on which the argument was based. In Political Liberalism
Rawls asks how stability is even possible without a shared compre-
hensive doctrine, and he answers that it is possible when there is an
overlapping consensus on a political conception of justice. This, too,
is utopian since we cannot expect all reasonable people to share a
single political conception of justice. We can only realistically hope
that they will each endorse one in a family of reasonable, liberal
conceptions. With suitable changes to the account of an overlapping
consensus, this may be enough to show that stability is possible. What
is required, in addition to each citizen endorsing some liberal concep-
tion of justice, is that each also recognizes the reasonableness of other
liberal conceptions and the liberal principle of legitimacy. If they do
this, then they can view as legitimate whatever political conception
is collectively (although not universally) endorsed, even if they do
not think it is the best one. They can therefore recognize political
decisions based on it to be morally binding, even if they do not
believe them to be fully just. In Political Liberalism, therefore, stabil-
ity ultimately depends on the liberal principle of legitimacy, rather
than a single conception of justice, being the focus of an overlapping
consensus.

Given the diversity of reasonable comprehensive doctrines, it is
unrealistic to suppose that we could have a general argument that
would establish the congruence of the right and the good even in
a well-ordered society. The question of congruence requires that we
examine the relationship between justice and various non-political
values. For this reason the issue of congruence cannot be addressed
from within the limits of a political conception of justice and public
reason:

 See Joshua Cohen, “For a Democratic Society” in Freeman, The Cambridge Companion to
Rawls, pp. –.
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Thus it is left to each citizen, individually or in association with others, to
say how the claims of political justice are to be ordered, or weighed, against
nonpolitical values. The political conception gives no guidance in such
questions, since it does not say how nonpolitical values are to be counted.
This guidance belongs to citizens’ comprehensive doctrines. (PL, –)

Stability requires that citizens “judge (by their comprehensive view)
that political values either outweigh or are normally (though not
always) ordered prior to whatever nonpolitical values may conflict
with them.” (PL, ) Because this requires weighing political against
non-political values, this exceeds the limits of a political conception
of justice. The most we can do from within a political conception is
to establish that political values, such as basic social justice, “are very
great values and hence [are] not easily overridden.” (PL, ) Each
reasonable comprehensive doctrine will, however, also endorse other
important values that may conflict, and we cannot simply assume
that from the point of view of each comprehensive doctrine the value
of social justice will always be greater.

The congruence argument in A Theory of Justice does not success-
fully establish what Rawls originally intended, namely, that congru-
ence would hold for all (or most) citizens of a well-ordered society. It
can only reach this conclusion by assuming that all citizens share the
same (partially) comprehensive doctrine of the Kantian interpreta-
tion. But not all would. Still, the congruence argument represents an
example of how one reasonable comprehensive doctrine can establish
the regulative value of justice. Other reasonable comprehensive doc-
trines must establish the value of justice in relation to other values
in their own terms. In effect, the Kantian interpretation becomes
just one member of an overlapping consensus that supports justice
as fairness, and other reasonable comprehensive doctrines will have
to embed a political conception of justice in their own larger frame-
work. Rawls does not claim that such an overlapping consensus is
inevitable – still less that one already exists. In Political Liberalism,
he is interested in answering the question of how is stability even
possible:

PL makes no attempt to prove, or to show, that such a consensus would
eventually form around a reasonable political conception of justice. The
most it does is to present a freestanding liberal political conception that
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does not oppose comprehensive doctrines on their own ground and does
not preclude the possibility of an overlapping consensus for the right
reasons. (PL, xlv–xlvi)

But even Rawls’s account of an overlapping consensus on a single
liberal political conception turns out to be unrealistic since we cannot
expect all reasonable people to endorse the same conception. Stability
is still possible, however, if citizens generally accept one of a family
of liberal political conceptions, recognize the other members of that
family to be reasonable, and accept the liberal principle of legitimacy.

the political conception of the person

The conceptual tools that were generated by the development of a
political conception of justice can be used to strengthen elements of
justice as fairness not directly concerned with stability. In this section
I will discuss two of them, both related to the model of the person
already present in A Theory of Justice but further developed in Political
Liberalism. As we saw above, a political conception of justice draws
on ideas found implicit in the public political culture of a democratic
society. Specifically, it relies on the understanding of society as a fair
system of cooperation and an understanding of citizens as free and
equal moral persons. As we saw, Rawls notes in A Theory of Justice
that equal justice is owed to all “moral persons”:

Moral persons are distinguished by two features: first they are capable of
having (and are assumed to have) a conception of their good (as expressed
by a rational plan of life); and second they are capable of having (and are
assumed to acquire) a sense of justice, a normally effective desire to apply
and to act upon the principles of justice, at least to a certain minimum
degree. (TJ, /)

As long as individuals exhibit these capacities at a level above a
minimal threshold, they are entitled to equal justice. These two
capacities represent our “fundamental interests” and, as we saw in

 In A Theory of Justice Rawls does not assume that this sufficient condition is necessary:

Whether moral personality is also a necessary condition I shall leave aside. I assume that
the capacity for a sense of justice is possessed by the overwhelming majority of mankind,
and therefore this question does not raise a serious practical problem . . . We cannot go far
wrong in supposing that the sufficient condition is always satisfied. Even if the capacity were
necessary, it would be unwise in practice to withhold justice on this ground. The risk to just
institutions would be too great. (TJ, /–)
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chapters  and , and as we will see again below, the parties in the
original position are very highly motivated to protect them. This is
a crucial step in the argument for the selection of the two principles
of justice, but in A Theory of Justice the grounding of these “highest-
order interests” seems underdeveloped and undefended.

Consider more specifically the capacity to have a conception of
the good. There is more to this capacity than might at first appear.
Moral persons, who have the capacity for a conception of the good,
conceive of themselves as free in the following sense:

They do not think of themselves as inevitably bound to, or as identical
with, the pursuit of any particular complex of fundamental interests that
they may have at any given time, although they want the right to advance
such interests (provided they are admissible). Rather, free persons conceive
of themselves as beings who can revise and alter their final ends and who
give first priority to preserving their liberty in these matters. (TJ, –;
cf. )

In A Theory of Justice, this priority is grounded in the Kantian under-
standing of moral autonomy, which states that “[p]roperly under-
stood, then, the desire to act justly derives in part from the desire
to express most fully what we are or can be, namely, free and equal
rational beings with a liberty to choose.” (TJ, /; cf. /)
When we interpret justice as fairness as a political concept, however,
the Kantian interpretation becomes just one of many reasonable doc-
trines. This seems to leave the highest-order interests unsupported
and therefore to place the choice of the first principle in doubt.

In Political Liberalism individuals are still understood to have these
same two moral powers, but they are no longer grounded in the par-
tially comprehensive doctrine of the Kantian interpretation. Instead,
they are assumed – as citizens – to have these moral powers “[i]n
order to fulfill their political role.” (PL, xliv) The political role of
citizen is given, in turn, by an understanding of society as “a fair
system of social cooperation between free and equal persons viewed
as fully cooperating members of society over a complete life.” (PL,
) This conception of society is “implicit in the public culture of a

In Political Liberalism, however, he suggests that moral personality is “necessary and suf-
ficient . . . for being counted a full and equal member of society in questions of political
justice.” (PL, , my emphasis)

 This passage was added to the revised edition.
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democratic society,” (PL, ) and therefore does not exceed the limits
of the political.

As in A Theory of Justice, equal justice is owed to all citizens who
have the two moral capacities above a minimal level. This level is now
specified by the requirements of full participation in a fair system of
cooperation. A sense of justice is necessary for participation in a fair
system of social cooperation in part because cooperation is not merely
coordinated activity:

Cooperation involves the idea of fair terms of cooperation: these are terms
that each participant may reasonably accept, provided that everyone else
likewise accepts them. Fair terms of cooperation specify an idea of reci-
procity: all who are engaged in cooperation and who do their part as the
rules and procedure require, are to benefit in an appropriate way as assessed
by a suitable benchmark of comparison. (PL, )

If a fair system of cooperation is to be based on an ideal of reciprocity,
individuals must generally have “the capacity to understand, to apply,
and to act from the public conception of justice which characterizes
the fair terms of social cooperation.” (PL, ) But this just is the
capacity to have a sense of justice – the first of the two moral powers.

A fair system of cooperation also requires “an idea of each par-
ticipant’s rational advantage, or good.” (PL, ) The capacity for a
conception of the good ensures that individuals hold some goals to
be worth pursuing and are therefore not indifferent to how they are
treated. Without such a capacity, there would be no basis or occasion
for assessing whether individuals are treated fairly. On the basis of this
capacity citizens are understood to be free in a particular sense since
they “are seen as capable of revising and changing [their] conception
[of the good] on reasonable and rational grounds, and they may do
this if they so desire.” (PL, ) The capacity to reflect on and to
revise one’s conception of the good allows us to say that citizens “are
viewed as capable of taking responsibility for their ends.” (PL, )
In particular, they view themselves as being able to revise their ends
when they conflict with the demands of justice. Typically, of course,

 I have argued elsewhere that there will inevitably be conflicts internal to a conception of
the good, and that therefore the capacity to revise one’s conception of the good can also
be understood as part of the capacity to pursue rationally one’s ends. See What’s Left of
Liberalism, pp. –.
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such revisions will be based on other values that they hold. There is
no requirement that individuals be able to revise their doctrine of the
good from some value-free perspective – whatever that would mean.
Nor is there any requirement that individuals be able to revise their
ends easily or in some single act of the will. (PL, ; TJ, /) Nor
is there any implication that an individual’s good is only valuable if
it is subject to constant critical scrutiny and re-evaluation. Such an
assumption could only be based on some comprehensive doctrine,
and it would be inappropriate to incorporate it in our political model
of the person. Rawls is explicit on this point: “Of course, many per-
sons may not examine their acquired beliefs and ends but take them
on faith, or be satisfied that they are matters of custom and tradi-
tion.” (PL, ) Still, for political purposes, we view persons as being
responsible for their conception of the good. This allows us to set
up a:

“social division of responsibility”: society, citizens as a collective body, accepts
responsibility for maintaining the equal basic liberties and fair equality of
opportunity, and for providing a fair share of the primary goods for all
within this framework; while citizens as individuals and associations accept
responsibility for revising and adjusting their ends and aspirations in view
of the all-purpose means they can expect, given their present and foreseeable
situation. (PL, )

We will discuss the connection to primary goods below.
This understanding of the person as free and equal, and as hav-

ing the two moral powers necessary to fulfill the role of citizen, is
developed as part of a political conception of justice and need not be
extended to areas beyond matters of basic social justice. For exam-
ple, when we say that for political purposes individuals are treated as
equals, this means that they are entitled to equal justice. This does
not imply that their accomplishments from a comprehensive point
of view are of equal worth – a point Rawls had already made in
A Theory of Justice. (TJ, /; cf. /–) Similarly, we do not
imply anything about the metaphysical status of free will when we
say that for political purposes citizens are viewed as free in the sense
that they have the capacity to revise and take responsibility for their
conception of the good. Some critics charge that Rawls’s account is
incompatible with the way some religious believers view their own
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faith. They do not view their faith as a “choice” but rather as a “call-
ing.” However, holding a citizen responsible for her comprehensive
doctrine and conception of the good for political purposes is per-
fectly compatible with her believing (on the basis of a comprehensive
doctrine) that her doctrine is given to her by God and is not sub-
ject to her arbitrary choice. In fact, it seems somewhat surprising that
defenders of religious doctrines would diminish the significance of the
political liberty to revise one’s faith. After all, in circumstances
of reasonable pluralism, it would be especially important to someone
of religious faith that others be viewed as being capable of revision
their views. To reject this model would seem to preclude anyone who
is not already there from coming to the true faith.

For our purposes the important point about this political model of
the person is that citizens have a fundamental, “higher-order” interest
in developing and maintaining each of the two moral powers at the
level necessary to fulfill their role as citizen. (They also have a third
higher-order interest in achieving their determinate conception of the
good.) (PL, ) Again, such interests were present in A Theory of
Justice, but they are developed more fully in the context of a political
conception of justice. In particular it is with reference to these higher-
order interests that Rawls now justifies the use of primary goods. In
A Theory of Justice primary goods were identified as “things that every
rational man is presumed to want.” (TJ, /) Unfortunately, this
may have suggested that primary goods were to be identified as the
essential means “for achieving the final ends which a comprehensive
empirical or historical survey might show that people usually or
normally have in common.” (PL, ) Instead, we can now say that
“given the political conception of citizens, primary goods specify
what their needs are – part of what their good is as citizens – when
questions of justice arise.” (PL, ; cf. TJ, xiii) That is, the primary

 In “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” Rawls says that the interests in realizing and
exercising the two moral powers are “highest-order” interests, and he observes that they
are “supremely regulative” so that “whenever circumstances are relevant to their fulfillment,
these interests govern deliberation and conduct.” In contrast, the interest in fulfilling the
determinate conception of the good is merely a “higher-order” interest since “it is in
essential respects subordinate to the highest-order interests.” (“Kantian Constructivism in
Moral Theory” in Freeman, Collected Papers, pp. , ) Political Liberalism claims that
they are “higher-order interests” perhaps because Rawls does not believe that all reasonable
comprehensive doctrines will view them as supremely regulative.
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goods are necessary in order to develop and maintain the two moral
powers as well as effectively to pursue reasonable conceptions of the
good.

This account provides strong support for the basic liberties in par-
ticular, which are, of course, primary goods, since they provide “the
background institutional conditions necessary for the development
and the full and informed exercise of the two moral powers.” (PL,
) Liberty of conscience, for example, directly protects both moral
powers, for without it individuals would not be free to reflect on
their sense of justice and conception of the good and to revise each
if necessary. Liberties of speech and association are also necessary
to protect these capacities for the same reason, since reflection typi-
cally and most effectively proceeds in dialogue with others. Similarly,
“freedom of movement and free choice of occupation against a back-
ground of diverse opportunities . . . allow the pursuit of diverse final
ends and give effect to a decision to revise and change them, if we
so desire.” (PL, ) Other items can be added to the list of primary
goods if they prove to be important in serving the higher-order inter-
ests. Medical care is an obvious example, since over the course of
everyone’s life there will be times when illness or accident interferes
with their ability to participate fully in society. In such circumstances
medical care becomes necessary for a return to full functioning in the
cooperative system. (PL, ) As with the detailed specification of the
other primary goods, judgments about health care policy must be
made from the legislative stage of the four-stage sequence, because it
“depends in part on information about the prevalence of various ill-
nesses and their severity, the frequency of accidents and their causes,
and much else.” Income and wealth are primary goods because
they serve the third higher-order interest, that is, they “are needed

 Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. . Rawls excludes from consideration severe and chronic
disabilities that prevent people from participating fully in a fair scheme of cooperation. This
is not because he thinks there are no duties owed to such individuals. The point is that
the natural duties “have no necessary connection with institutions or social practices” (TJ,
/) and he “take[s] it as obvious, and accepted by common sense, that we have a duty
towards all human beings, however severely handicapped.” (Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. ,
n. ) His strategy is to develop an understanding of what justice requires among free and
equal citizens who are fully cooperating members of society. Once that has been worked out
we can attempt to extend the account to address those who are unable to participate fully.
See the discussion in Samuel Freeman, “Frontiers of Justice: The Capabilities Approach vs.
Contractarianism,” Texas Law Review,  (), pp. –.
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to achieve directly or indirectly a wide range of ends, whatever they
happen to be.” (PL, ) Rawls’s understanding of wealth is very
broad. It “consists of (legal) command over exchangeable means for
satisfying human needs and interests.” He specifically mentions that
“people have control over wealth not only as individuals but also as
members of associations and groups” including, in a property-owning
democracy, “stockholders of a corporation,” and “in a socialist econ-
omy, the workers in the firm [who] control its capital and means of
production.”

This account of primary goods leaves us with a subtle puzzle, how-
ever. The parties in the original position are motivated strictly by
their unknown yet determinate conception of the good. Why would
they give priority to selecting principles that would allow them to
develop and maintain the two moral powers? One possible answer is
simply that when the veil of ignorance is lifted, they may find that
their comprehensive doctrine places great weight on moral auton-
omy and reflection on one’s values. Such a doctrine will value the
development of the capacity to reflect on and revise one’s conception
of the good far beyond the minimal level necessary to fulfill the role
of citizen. But the parties cannot assume that they will hold such a
doctrine, so they cannot assume that the continued development of
the two moral powers beyond the minimal level necessary will itself
be part of their determinate conception of the good.

Again: the parties are choosing principles on the basis of their
assessment of which will be likely to lead them to do as well as
possible, where success is measured in terms of their (unknown)
conception of the good. They are to make this assessment on the
assumption that the principles chosen would generally inform the
sense of justice of the citizens of a well-ordered society. If they were
to choose principles that did not secure the adequate development
of the two moral powers, this would affect not only themselves but
others in their society as well. They would be choosing principles that
would result in a society in which many citizens – perhaps even they
themselves – would be unable to participate fully because they lacked

 John Rawls, “Fairness to Goodness” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers, p. .
 Ibid., p. .
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one or both of the moral powers. It is this outcome that the parties
would want to avoid at almost any cost, since they would properly
judge that their prospects of achieving their conception of the good
in such a society would be quite poor. “Clearly, the public knowledge
that everyone has an effective sense of justice and can be relied upon
as a fully cooperating member of society is a great advantage to
everyone’s conception of the good.” (PL, ) The parties will give
this high priority to securing the two moral powers only up to the
point at which they are capable of full participation in the fair system
of cooperation. They cannot assume anything about how they will
value moral autonomy beyond that point.

Other things equal, the parties in the original position would want
to secure a larger share of wealth and resources with which to pursue
their conception of the good. But they would not want to secure a
larger share at the cost of creating a society in which many individuals
lacked the two moral powers. It would be far more costly in terms
of their own conception of the good to live in a society in which
many others did not have an adequate sense of justice or a capacity to
take responsibility for their conception of the good. Since the basic
liberties “are the background institutional conditions necessary for
the development and the full and informed exercise of the two moral
powers,” (PL, ) the parties would want to secure these prior to
any additional gains in wealth. Hence, they would give priority to
the first principle of justice over the second.

On the other hand, we might think that in conditions of extreme
deprivation, the resources needed for basic human functioning would
take priority over securing basic liberties. Rawls acknowledges the
point:

the first principle covering the equal basic rights and liberties may easily be
preceded by a lexically prior principle requiring that citizens’ basic needs be
met, at least insofar as their being met is necessary for citizens to understand
and to be able fruitfully to exercise those rights and liberties. (PL, )

Rawls does not make the details of such a principle explicit. He seems
to assume that its idea is implicit in the first principle. As we saw
in chapter , already in A Theory of Justice the priority of the first
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principle holds only in circumstances in which the basic liberties can
be effectively exercised.

a property-owning democracy

The most common interpretations of justice as fairness assume that
it is a form of luck egalitarianism and that it supports a form of
welfare-state capitalism. Neither is correct. Political Liberalism makes
it clear that Rawls is interested in developing an account of society as a
fair system of cooperation among individuals understood as free and
equal citizens holding a diverse range of reasonable comprehensive
doctrines. Once his account of distributive justice, and therefore his
account of the justice of economic institutions, is understood in
this light, it becomes clearer that these common interpretations are
mistaken. We discussed luck egalitarianism in the introduction and
we will return to it again in chapter . In this section, we will consider
Rawls’s support for what he calls a “property-owning democracy.” The
account of a property-owning democracy does not depend on the idea
of a political conception of justice, and it was already implicit in A
Theory of Justice. Still, it was only after the publication of A Theory
of Justice that Rawls came to make explicit the contrast between
a property-owning democracy and welfare-state capitalism. In the
preface for the revised edition, written in , he noted that if he
were to have rewritten A Theory of Justice he would have distinguished
these models more sharply. (TJ, xiv)

When A Theory of Justice was published in , the dominant
cleavage among theories of economic justice was between those that
defended some form of capitalism and those that defended some
form of socialism. There were many variations and sometimes bitter
disputes within each of these ideologies, but before attending to such
details, a theory had to declare which side it was on. In A Theory
of Justice, however, Rawls rejects this assumption: “Throughout [this
discussion] the choice between a private-property economy and
socialism is left open; from the standpoint of the theory of justice
alone, various basic structures would appear to satisfy its principles.”

 See pp. – in the revised edition and p.  in the original edition for slightly different
expressions of this idea.
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(TJ, /) This is not to say, of course, that all forms of private
property or all socialist economies would satisfy his principles, but
only that some versions of each might. Any just socialism would have
to be embedded within a genuinely democratic political structure and
rely heavily on market mechanisms; any just private-property regime
would have to provide the resources to keep the political process inde-
pendent of private wealth and to ensure that “property and wealth
[were] kept widely distributed.” (TJ, /) But Rawls’s refusal to
be pigeonholed as either a defender of capitalism or of socialism was
apparently too subtle for some critics. Since he does not come down
squarely on one side or the other, they leaped to the conclusion that,
as Benjamin Barber claimed, he must “have nothing to say” about
the choice of economic institutions: “To assert that, so far as a theory
of justice is concerned, there is nothing to choose between capitalism
and socialism is so striking a claim that to cite it nearly obviates the
need to comment on it.”

What Rawls actually says, as we saw in chapter , is that the
principles of justice cannot by themselves determine whether a just
regime would allow or prohibit private ownership of the means of
production. While one of the basic liberties is “the right to hold and
to have the exclusive use of personal property,” the emphasis here
is on “personal” property because that is required “for a sense of
personal independence and self-respect, both of which are essential
for the development and exercise of the moral powers.” (PL, )
In contrast there is no basic liberty to ownership of the means of
production, nor is there one to “participate in the control of means
of production and natural resources, which are to be socially owned.”
(PL, ) Principles of justice do not directly dictate a decision for
all circumstances concerning the permissibility and extent of private
or collective ownership of the means of production:

Which of these systems and the many intermediate forms most fully answers
to the requirements of justice cannot, I think, be determined in advance.
There is presumably no general answer to this question, since it depends in

 Benjamin Barber, The Conquest of Politics (Princeton, ), p. . Cf. John Gray, “Con-
tractarian Method, Private Property and the Market Economy” in his Liberalisms: Essays in
Political Philosophy (Routledge, ), p. ; and Barry Clark and Herbert Gintis, “Rawlsian
Justice and Economic Systems,” Philosophy and Public Affairs,  (), p. .
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large part upon the traditions, institutions, and social forces of each country
and its particular historical circumstances. (TJ, /)

It is possible that in some circumstances, only one (broad) economic
scheme would be just. But given the complexities of economic insti-
tutions and the lack of precision in economic forecasting, it is far more
likely that a range of schemes would appear to be compatible with
the principles of justice. What is important in such circumstances is
that the decision concerning the extent of private ownership of the
means of production be made through a society’s legitimate political
mechanisms.

Although Rawls consistently holds that a democratic socialism
could be just, he concentrates on the requirements of justice for a
society which allows private ownership of the means of production.
It is easy to lose track of the various considerations in A Theory of
Justice that are relevant to the assessment of economic systems. For
example, I quoted above the remark about the importance of keeping
property and wealth widely distributed and of keeping the political
process independent of private wealth. (TJ, /) The first princi-
ple of justice, therefore, has distributive implications. Similarly, Rawls
asserts, “[f]ree market arrangements must be set within a framework
of political and legal institutions which regulates the overall trends
of economic events and preserves the social conditions necessary for
fair equality of opportunity.” (TJ, /) Fair equality of opportunity,
therefore, has distributive implications. When Rawls focuses directly
on economic institutions, he assumes:

that the basic structure is regulated by a just constitution that secures the
liberties of equal citizenship . . . and the fair value of political liberty in main-
tained . . . I assume also that there is fair (as opposed to formal – equality of
opportunity . . . [The government] also enforces and underwrites equality
of opportunity in economic activities and in the free choice of occupation.
This is achieved by policing the conduct of firms and private associations
and by preventing the establishment of monopolistic restrictions and bar-
riers to the more desirable positions. Finally, the government guarantees a
social minimum either by family allowances and special payments for sick-
ness and employment [sic – surely he means “unemployment”], or more
systematically by such devices as a graded income supplement (a so-called
negative income tax). (TJ, /)
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In order to be just, a society must devise institutions that can reason-
ably be expected to achieve all of these aims.

As we saw in chapter , Rawls divides the distributive responsi-
bilities of the government into various “branches.” These are to be
understood as functional roles, not institutional structures. It is all
too easy to focus exclusively on the “transfer branch” that estab-
lished a social minimum. (TJ, /) Such a narrow focus neglects
the important distributive roles of the “allocation branch,” which
adjusts taxes, subsidies, and “changes in the definition of property
rights” in order to keep markets competitive; the stabilization branch,
which works to maintain “reasonably full employment” and “the free
choice of occupation”; and the distribution branch, which “imposes
a number of inheritance and gift taxes . . . [in order] gradually and
continually to correct the distribution of wealth and to prevent con-
centrations of power detrimental to the fair value of political liberty
and fair equality of opportunity.” (TJ, –/–) All of these have
important implications for the distribution of wealth in a just society.
If one ignores these, and loses track of the priority Rawls places on
the distributive effects of the fair value of the political liberties and
of fair equality of opportunity, one might be tempted to conclude
that the main requirement of economic justice was the provision of
a safety-net by the transfer branch. And, indeed, Rawls is almost
always read in this way – as a defender of a form of welfare-state
capitalism.

This is, however, a serious distortion of justice as fairness. The
problem with the model of welfare-state capitalism is that it does not
take seriously the goal of maintaining the conditions under which
citizens can interact with one another as equals. Instead, it limits
itself to maintaining a minimum share of resources for all, without
concern for the terms of interaction among individuals. On this
model, distributive justice requires adjustments of the distribution
of resources to ensure that nobody falls below a certain threshold
of income or wealth. There is no commitment to ensuring that the
political liberties have fair value or that there is fair equality of oppor-
tunity, nor is there any assessment of the operation of the markets

 It is worth noting that the term “welfare” in the phrase “welfare state” differs from the typical
economic or philosophical understanding of welfare as a measure of well-being.
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or consideration of the terms with which individuals operate within
markets. There is no problem if the terms of interaction are radically
unequal, as long as the outcomes can be adjusted so that nobody falls
through the safety-net. As a result, such a scheme “permits very large
inequalities in the ownership of real property (productive assets and
natural resources) so that the control of the economy and much of
political life rests in few hands.” Such a society is likely to “develop
a discouraged and depressed underclass many of whose members are
chronically dependent on welfare. This underclass feels left out and
does not participate in the public political culture.” The possibil-
ity of an underclass withdrawing into “apathy and resentment” and
becoming alienated from the main social institutions was already an
explicit concern in A Theory of Justice. (TJ, /)

As an alternative to welfare-state capitalism, Rawls advocates what
he calls a “property-owning democracy,” taking the term from the
economist J. E. Meade. Such an arrangement allows private owner-
ship of the means of production, but it aims to “put in the hands of
citizens generally, and not only of a few, sufficient productive means
for them to be fully cooperating members of society on a footing
of equality.” The idea is that when individuals are able to interact
on a footing of real and not only formal equality, the possibility of
class exploitation is undermined. Although private ownership of the
means of production is often taken to be the defining characteristic of
capitalism, the absence of class exploitation marks a crucial contrast
between a property-owning democracy and capitalism. Hence, Rawls
presents it as an alternative to capitalism. But the label is not what is
important. The key point is that there must be a strong institutional
effort to ensure that individuals are able to maintain the conditions
that allow them to interact from a “footing of equality.” If such con-
ditions were incompatible with private ownership of the means of
production, then the case would be made for some form of socialism.
For Rawls, however, such a case has not been made. Although the

 Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. .  Ibid., p. .
 J. E. Meade, Liberty, Equality and Efficiency (New York University Press, ). Rawls also

cites Richard Krouse and Michael McPherson, “Capitalism, ‘Property-Owning Democracy,’
and the Welfare State” in Democracy and the Welfare State, Amy Gutmann, ed. (Princeton
University Press, ). On the history of the term, see Amit Ron, “Visions of Democracy
in a ‘Property-Owning Democracy’: Skelton to Rawls and Beyond,” History of Political
Thought,  ().

 Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. .
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world has witnessed precious few experiments with property-owning
democracy, the record is comparable with the lack of truly democratic
socialist regimes.

What is fundamental is not the extent to which a society allows
private ownership of the means of production but whether it has
institutions that ensure that citizens can interact as equals. What
is required is “to put all citizens in a position to manage their own
affairs on a footing of a suitable degree of social and economic
equality.” In a just society the least advantaged are not treated
as “objects of our charity and compassion, much less our pity – but
those to whom reciprocity is owed as a matter of political justice
among those who are free and equal citizens along with everyone
else.” A property-owning democracy aims to ensure this “not by
the redistribution of income to those with less at the end of each
period, so to speak, but rather by ensuring the widespread ownership
of productive assets and human capital (that is, education and trained
skills) at the beginning of each period, all this against a background of
fair equality of opportunity.” Once again, this contrasts importantly
with the model of welfare-state capitalism, according to which shares
of resources are adjusted at the end of each period to ensure that
nobody falls through the safety-net. It is true that a property-owning
democracy must also provide some kind of guaranteed minimum
as a social safety-net, but if the other elements of the economy are
working properly, it will rarely be used.

The contrast between adjustments occurring at the beginning or
end of each period is metaphor. The end of one period is always the
start of the next, so there may seem to be little institutional difference
between adjusting the results of one and setting the terms of the next.
Still, the contrast reveals how Rawls thinks about the requirements
of economic justice. The point goes beyond issues of institutional
design and helps reveal why justice as fairness is not a form of luck
egalitarianism. For Rawls economic justice is concerned not with
achieving any particular outcome in terms of the distribution of
goods. Rather, it is concerned with achieving and maintaining fair
terms for citizens freely to pursue their permissible goals through
interaction and cooperation as equals.

 Ibid., p. .  Ibid.  Ibid.



chapter 5

Criticisms of A Theory of Justice

Given the absolute centrality of Rawls’s work to contemporary polit-
ical philosophy, it would be impossible to attempt anything like a
comprehensive survey of the secondary literature which now contains
many thousands of works. Instead we will focus on a few themes that
have figured prominently in the critical literature. In the first section
we will consider some criticisms of the idea of reflective equilibrium
and Rawls’s method of justification. This will highlight an impor-
tant contrast between how Rawls conceives of the project of justice
as fairness and a common understanding of the tasks of moral phi-
losophy. The second and third sections will examine the so-called
“communitarian” critique of Rawls. There are several distinct views
that are often given this label, and we will focus on two of the most
important. This will bring out more clearly how Rawls thinks about
the virtue of justice and the degree of flexibility and sensitivity to
different circumstances that he allows. In the last two sections we will
consider two criticisms that focus on economic justice – first the lib-
ertarianism of Robert Nozick and then the radical egalitarianism of
G. A. Cohen. This will allow us to bring out more clearly how Rawls
thinks about distributive justice and the contrast between justice as
fairness and luck egalitarianism.

foundationalism and reflective equilibrium

In the preface to A Theory of Justice Rawls comments that “I have
avoided extensive methodological discussions . . . Occasionally there
are methodological comments and asides, but for the most part I
try to work out a substantive theory of justice.” (TJ, ix/xix) His pri-
mary goal, as we have seen, is to defend a conception of justice that is
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superior to its main traditional rivals, utilitarianism and intuitionism.
Although he does not claim that no improvements to his conception
are possible, Rawls thinks that a society that organized its basic struc-
ture according to this conception would be a more just and stable
society than one that organized itself on a utilitarian conception. But,
in general, what kinds of arguments might establish the superiority
of one conception of justice over another? How would we know – or
even have grounds to believe – that one conception was superior to
another in the first place?

As we saw in chapter , the answer that Rawls gives is that a concep-
tion of justice is justified when we endorse it from a state of reflective
equilibrium. If we were to reach such a state, we would have “done
what we can to render coherent and to justify our convictions of social
justice.” (TJ, /) Ultimately, the justification of a conception of
justice “is a matter of the mutual support of many considerations, of
everything fitting together into one coherent view.” (TJ, /) There
is no reason not to take Rawls at his word when he says that it is a
matter of “everything” fitting together. Anything that is potentially
relevant, that might be part of an argument for or against a concep-
tion of justice, may be included – particular moral judgments about
specific cases, general moral principles, still-more abstract procedural
restrictions on acceptable moral arguments, comprehensive value sys-
tems, scientific theories, metaphysical doctrines, and much else. The
method of reflective equilibrium is a declaration of inclusion: all con-
siderations are welcome to apply and none is ruled out ahead of time.
In this regard neither substantive moral convictions nor abstract prin-
ciples nor meta-ethical doctrines enjoy a guaranteed priority over the
others. The idea of reflective equilibrium rejects both the method-
ological priority that David Gauthier gives to “theory rather than
intuition” as well as that which Thomas Nagel gives to “intuitions
over arguments.” It rejects, as well, the view that Michael Smith
endorses when he claims that “philosophers have surely been right to
give meta-ethical questions a certain priority over questions in nor-
mative ethics” and that “we should do normative ethics only after we
have given satisfactory answers to certain questions in meta-ethics.”

 David Gauthier, Moral by Agreement (Oxford University Press, ), p. .
 Thomas Nagel, Mortal Questions (Cambridge University Press, ), p. x.
 Michael Smith, The Moral Problem (Blackwell, ), p. .
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Understood in this inclusive sense, the idea of reflective equilibrium –
unlike, for example, contractarianism – is hardly a “method” at all.

As we will see, however, there is an important and controversial point
about the role of philosophy lurking in this seemingly trivial posi-
tion. This can be most clearly revealed by considering some of the
criticisms that it has generated.

We begin our work toward achieving reflective equilibrium and
justifying a conception of justice by noting that there are some judg-
ments that,

we now make intuitively and in which we have the greatest confi-
dence . . . There are questions which we felt sure must be answered in a
certain way. For example, we are confident that religious intolerance and
racial discrimination are unjust. We think that we have examined these
things with care and have reached what we believe is an impartial judg-
ment not likely to be distorted by the excessive attention to our own
interests. (TJ, –/–)

These considered judgments serve as provisional fixed points. They
are, however, rather unsystematic and do not yet have the support of
a general conception of justice, which, after all, is what we are trying
to generate. In an early criticism of the idea of reflective equilibrium,
Peter Singer challenged the reliance on such provisional fixed points,
asking,

Why should we not rather make the opposite assumption, that all the partic-
ular moral judgments we intuitively make are likely to derive from discarded
religious systems, from warped views of sex and bodily functions, or from
customs necessary for the survival of the group in social and economic
circumstances that now lie in the distant past?

 Compare Samuel Freeman: “It is only the nihilistic idea that our moral capacities themselves
are unreliable no matter what the circumstances, and that morality and justice are simply
illusory, that is incompatible with reflective equilibrium.” (Rawls, p. ) Elijah Millgram also
doubts that reflective equilibrium should properly be called a “method,” arguing that “if
anything you do counts as an instance of Method X, then Method X is not a method.” (Ethics
Done Right: Practical Reasoning as a Foundation for Moral Theory (Cambridge University
Press, ), p. , his emphasis) But he goes on to mischaracterize the idea of reflective
equilibrium when he states that it involves revising one’s theory “when one does not like the
consequence.” This leads him to conclude that reflective equilibrium amounts to “intellectual
dishonesty.” (p. , his emphasis) But the idea of reflective equilibrium does not tell us to
revise our theory when we do not like the consequences. It tells us to consider revising the
theory when we have reason to believe that the theory or its consequences are incorrect,
whether we like them or not.

 Peter Singer, “Sidgwick and Reflective Equilibrium,” The Monist,  (), p. .
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It is possible that our provisional fixed points may turn out to be
incorrect, even if we do not think that this is likely. But it is impor-
tant to see that reaching reflective equilibrium is not only a matter of
identifying principles that fit our pre-theoretical moral judgments.
Unfortunately, Rawls may encourage this picture when he compares
the task of a moral theorist to that of a linguist attempting to describe
the grammar of a natural language. (TJ, /) After all, it might be
said, the linguist does not presume to dictate revisions to the language
but merely identifies the hidden structures that bring systematic order
to complicated data. This might suggest that the achieving of reflec-
tive equilibrium is essentially a “curve-fitting” problem, in which we
attempt to subsume particular data points under a simple general
principle. However, using terminology that he introduced in ,
Rawls rejects this idea of “narrow” reflective equilibrium in favor of
“wide” reflective equilibrium. Already in A Theory of Justice he points
out that we are not merely “smoothing out . . . certain irregularities”
in our sense of justice as it already stands. (TJ, /) Rather, we are
open to all relevant considerations, moral and non-moral, abstract
and particular. Although Rawls is sometimes accused of holding a
“monological” view, an effort to reach reflective equilibrium requires
that we engage with the views of others. This is because “the exchange
of opinion with others checks our partiality and widens our perspec-
tive; we are made to see things from their standpoint and the limits
of our vision are brought home to us.”(TJ, /) Through such
dialogue and reflection “a person’s sense of justice may or may not
undergo a radical shift.” (TJ, /)

Singer is right to suggest that our provisional fixed points are not
beyond criticism and are therefore not suitable to play a foundational
role. We must check them against more general principles and com-
mitments. This is exactly what we do in our effort to reach reflective

 See also Rawls’s comment that “[t]here is a definite if limited class of facts against which
conjectured principles can be checked, namely, our considered judgments in reflective equi-
librium.” (TJ, /) However, notice that here it is only once we have reached reflective
equilibrium that we are in a position to check our principles.

 See “The Independence of Moral Theory” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers, p. .
 See, for example, Jürgen Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action, Chris-

tian Lenhardt and Shierry Weber Nicholsen, trans. (MIT Press, ), p. . Rawls denies
this in Political Liberalism, p. . The charge is surely due to an excessive emphasis on and
misinterpretation of the original position. See also his discussion of “general and wide, or
what we may refer to as full, reflective equilibrium” in Political Liberalism, p. , n. .
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equilibrium. By the same token, however, it is possible that our more
general principles and ideals might themselves be the product of an
indefensible ideology. Once this possibility is conceded, it is clear
that our abstract principles cannot play a foundational role either.
We can do no better than to reflect critically on our commitments at
all levels and to work from where we are most confident to where we
are least confident. To repeat: our goal is to try to identify principles
of justice that we think, on reflection, we should endorse. The idea
of reflective equilibrium allows us to introduce any considerations we
take to be relevant to that process.

The criticism that Richard Brandt levels against the idea of reflec-
tive equilibrium is in some ways an extension of Singer’s. Brandt
recognizes that particular intuitions do not play a foundational role
in reflective equilibrium. However, he argues that our moral beliefs,
even if fully coherent, stand in need of independent grounds of justifi-
cation. There is “no reason to think” that a coherent system of norma-
tive beliefs “is better justified than a less coherent one . . . unless some
of the beliefs are initially credible – and not merely initially believed –
for some reason other than their coherence.” He continues: “The
fact that a person has a firm normative conviction gives that belief a
status no better than fiction. Is one coherent set of fictions supposed
to be better than another?” Brandt concludes that justification must
come from outside the system of our normative beliefs – specifically,
from “the ordinary methods of science and observation.” Otherwise
what looks like justification “may be no more than a reshuffling of
moral prejudices.”

R. M. Hare also believes that justification must come from outside
of a system of moral beliefs. Since the idea of reflective equilibrium
“make[s] the truth of the theory depend on agreement with people’s
opinions,” this undercuts justice as fairness’s claim to objectivity.

Rawls allegedly fails to make the “simple distinction” between “the
view that thinking something can make it so (which is in general false)

 Richard Brandt, A Theory of the Good and the Right (Oxford University Press, ), p. .
 Ibid.  Ibid., p. .  Ibid.
 Unlike Brandt, Hare believes that moral philosophy can and should be based “entirely on the

formal properties of the moral concepts as revealed by the logical study of moral language.”
R. M. Hare, “Ethical Theory and Utilitarianism” in Utilitarianism and Beyond, Amartya
Sen and Bernard Williams, eds. (Cambridge University Press, ), p. .

 R. M. Hare, “Rawls’ Theory of Justice” [] in Daniels, Reading Rawls, p. .
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and the view that if we are to say something sincerely, we must be able
to accept it (which is a tautology).” Hare holds that Rawls asserts the
former, and therefore is reduced to “advocating a kind of subjectivism,
in the narrowest and most old-fashioned sense.” But Rawls never
suggests that our thinking something makes it so. On the contrary, the
effort to reach reflective equilibrium is the effort to figure out what
we should think about justice. If our thinking something made it
true, there would be no effort required in order to select principles –
any principles that we happened to believe would be true simply
because we believed them. Hare gives no evidence that Rawls holds
such a view. It is almost as though Hare cannot believe that Rawls
would be asserting what Hare considers to be a tautology. But given
a common understanding of the goals and methods of philosophy –
an understanding shared by Hare – asserting the importance of reflec-
tive equilibrium is not at all trivial.

Hare sees Rawls’s repudiation of the project of providing secure
foundations for moral beliefs as a repudiation of philosophy itself.
Because Rawls bases his justifications in part on substantive moral
commitments, Hare believes that he is not restricting himself to the
method that is “proper and peculiar” to philosophers and therefore
“run[s] the risk of doing no more for the topic of justice than jour-
nalists and politicians.” Jürgen Habermas agrees that most of what
Rawls is doing is not philosophy properly so-called: “What moral
theory can do and should be trusted to do is to clarify the universal
core of our moral intuitions and thereby to refute value skepticism.
What it cannot do is make any kind of substantive contribution.”

When Rawls does make a substantive contribution, he is speaking not
as a philosopher but “simply as a committed liberal in his society.”

In some ways, this view harkens back to the position of T. D. Weldon
that we saw in the introduction.

 Ibid.  Ibid., p. .  Ibid., p. .
 Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action, p. .
 Jürgen Habermas, “Life-Forms, Morality and the Task of the Philosopher” [] in Auton-

omy and Solidarity, rev. edn., Peter Dews, ed. (Verso, ), p. . Habermas does not
intend this as an objection. He himself writes frequently on particular moral and political
issues and he argues that philosophers should “forget about their professional role and bring
what they can do better than others into a common business. But the common business
of political discourses among citizens nevertheless stays what it is. It is not a philosophical
enterprise.” (pp. –)
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But the proper aims and methods of philosophy are exactly what are
at stake. One often-dominant tradition says that philosophy should
aim to provide secure foundations for various disciplines from outside
the ground-level domain of enquiry. Scientific foundations must be
provided for normative investigations; epistemological foundations
must be provided for scientific investigations; logical or metaphysical
foundations must be provided for epistemology. Only by securing
foundations from outside of the domain of investigation can the body
of knowledge be secured against a skeptical challenge. Any attempt
to provide “internal” justifications does no more than “reshuffle”
existing beliefs.

So while from one perspective the idea of reflective equilibrium is
trivial, from another it represents a powerful statement of liberation
from traditional foundational views about philosophy. This became
explicit in Rawls’s  Presidential Address to the American Philo-
sophical Association, entitled “The Independence of Moral Theory.”
There, he argued against the still-common view that “Moral phi-
losophy is . . . secondary to metaphysics and the philosophy of mind
as well, which are in turn secondary to the theory of meaning and
epistemology.” Despite the suggestion of his title, Rawls is not
asserting that ethical theory is unrelated to other areas of philoso-
phy such as meta-ethics and epistemology. Rather, he holds that the
dependence goes both ways:

I have urged, then, that moral theory is, in important respects, independent
from certain philosophical subjects sometimes regarded as methodologically
prior to it. But I do not care for independence too strictly understood; an
idea I like better is that each part of philosophy should have its own subject
matter and problems and yet, at the same time, stand directly or indirectly
in relations of mutual dependence with the others.

In fact, Rawls suggests that progress in meta-ethics is likely to be
made only after we have a better understanding of ground-level moral
theories. The nineteenth- and early twentieth-century developments
in logic and set theory lay the groundwork for “the extraordinary
deepening of our understanding of the meaning and justification of

 John Rawls, “The Independence of Moral Theory” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers,
p. .

 Ibid., p. .
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statements in logic and mathematics . . . Once the substantial content
of moral conceptions is better understood, a similar transformation
may occur.” (TJ, –/) Thomas Nagel summarizes the thought this
way: “Rawls believes that it will be more profitable to investigate the
foundations of ethics when there are more substantive ethical results
to seek the foundations of.” So the idea of reflective equilibrium
highlights Rawls’s non-trivial and indeed controversial rejection of a
traditional conception of philosophy as a foundational enterprise.

By insisting that substantive moral reflection that is based in part
on our considered judgments Rawls is tapping into another philo-
sophical tradition. In his  essay, “On the Need for a Recovery
in Philosophy,” John Dewey famously wrote: “Philosophy recovers
itself when it ceases to be a device for dealing with the problems
of philosophers and becomes a method, cultivated by philosophers,
for dealing with the problems of men.” Specifically, he criticized
“the submergence of recent philosophizing in epistemology – that is,
in discussions of the nature, possibility, and limits of knowledge in
general, and in the attempt to reach conclusions regarding the ulti-
mate nature of reality from the answers given to such questions.”

Philosophers, he thought, must overcome the tendency to engage in
the “disparagement of the things of ordinary qualitative experiences,
those which are esthetic, moral, practical.” Rawls did not stress
this connection to the American pragmatists, and this lineage has
been almost completely neglected in the secondary literature, but
already in his  doctoral dissertation he noted that “[t]he origin of
rational reflection has been frequently discussed by pragmatists who
have asserted the doctrine that rational thought (i.e., empirical or
scientific inquiry) begins, or is stimulated by confusion, doubt, and
perplexity.”

 Thomas Nagel, “Rawls on Justice” [] in Daniels, Reading Rawls, p. .
 See also Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. .
 John Dewey, “The Need for a Recovery of Philosophy” [] in The Essential Dewey,

vol. i, Larry Hickman and Thomas Alexander, eds. (Indiana University Press, ), p. .
 Ibid., p. .
 John Dewey, “Experience, Knowledge and Value: A Rejoinder” [] in The Philosophy of

John Dewey, Paul Schilpp and Lewis Hahn, eds., rd edn. (Open Court, ), p. .
 John Rawls, A Study in the Grounds of Ethical Knowledge (PhD Dissertation, Princeton

University, ), p. , n. . He then cites Peirce and Dewey. In A Theory of Justice, the
connection is made only indirectly through references to Goodman and Quine. (TJ, ,
n. /, n. , , n. /, n. )
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The effort to reach reflective equilibrium does, indeed, begin in
perplexity. It is not simply a matter of summarizing what we already
know, as we saw Richard Rorty suggest in the introduction. There
are conflicts and tensions within our thinking, and on some issues
we simply do not know what to think with any confidence at all. In
an effort “to provide guidance where guidance is needed,” (TJ, /)
it is perfectly appropriate to appeal to our considered judgments.
Rawls hypothesizes that the construction of the original position
may help this effort. He submits the “hypothesis that the principles
which would be chosen in the original position are identical with
those that match our considered judgments.” (TJ, /) As Joshua
Cohen points out, the choice from the original position “provide[s]
a unified rationale” for the principles of justice, thus explaining both
our provisional fixed points as well as providing answers to ques-
tions about which we are much less confident. Rawls shows how
such an effort to reach reflective equilibrium can be philosophically
respectable, even if philosophers have no claim to an authoritative
position in such a process.

sandel and community

One of the most persistent criticisms of Rawls, and one that set the
agenda for much work in political philosophy in the s and s,
is that justice as fairness is objectionably individualist in one way
or another. Many different criticisms advanced under this heading
have been labeled forms of “communitarianism.” These positions
are often united by little more than their opposition to the alleged
excessive individualism of justice as fairness, so it is not surprising
that there are many disparate ways in which they think the value of
community should properly be respected. I will consider only two of
the most important of these criticisms. Both hold that community is
in some important way left out or denigrated in justice as fairness, but

 Rorty holds that “the most philosophy can hope to do is to summarize our culturally influ-
enced intuitions about the right thing to do in various situations” as a way of “heightening
the sense of shared moral identity that brings us together in a moral community.” (“Human
Rights, Rationality, and Sentimentality,” p. ) Cf. “The Priority of Democracy to Philos-
ophy” [] in Objectivity, Relativism, and Truth: Philosophical Papers, vol. I (Cambridge
University Press, ), pp. –.

 Cohen, “Democratic Equality,” p. .
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they disagree about how. Michael Sandel argues that the substantive
value of participation in and identification with a community is
neglected, while Michael Walzer claims that it should be left up to a
community to determine which substantive values to embrace. There
is a significant contrast between these two critiques. While Sandel
argues that justice as fairness neglects a substantive good – the good
of identification with one’s community – Walzer denies that a theory
of justice should be dictating any particular goods. Instead he holds
that it should be left up to particular communities to decide which
specific values to affirm. Sandel recognizes this contrast when he
writes that “[t]he mere fact that certain practices are sanctioned by
the traditions of a particular community is not enough to make them
just.” On this basis, Sandel holds that he is “not, strictly speaking,
communitarian.” But he clearly does hold that justice as fairness
neglects community in an important way, so there is little harm done
in applying this label as long as we keep in mind the diverse ways
in which community can figure into a communitarian critique of
justice as fairness.

In  Sandel’s Liberalism and the Limits of Justice “first elicited the
label ‘communitarian’ and brought about the retrospective recruit-
ment of other writers to that flag.” Sandel aims to show that the
vision of a just society as understood by deontological liberalism, and
by justice as fairness in particular, is “flawed.” Indeed, he holds that
“in some cases, justice is not a virtue but a vice.” This is a dramatic
assertion, but for Sandel it follows from his claim that justice “is
a remedial virtue, whose moral advantage consists in the repair it
works on fallen conditions.” The need for justice itself reveals this
morally fallen condition, and the achievement of justice, even if fully
satisfied, cannot restore a superior pre-fallen state. Justice, according
to Sandel, can indeed be a virtue, “but only conditionally, as physical
courage is to a war zone.” It would be better to escape from the
conditions that give rise to the need in the first place.

 Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of Justice, p. xi.  Ibid., cf. p. .
 I discuss this further in ch.  of What’s Left of Liberalism?
 Stephen Mulhall and Adam Swift, Liberals and Communitarians, nd edn. (Blackwell, ),

p. .
 Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of Justice, p. .  Ibid., p. .
 Ibid., p. .  Ibid., p. .
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The analogy to the war zone is telling, and other communitarians
make use of it as well. The thought is that concerns about justice
emerge only when individuals think of themselves as isolated and
indifferent, if not hostile, to one another. When individuals are con-
ceived of in that way their relations can – at best – only be artificially
mediated by principles of justice. Justice is only the “first virtue” in
societies where “the resolution of conflicting claims among mutu-
ally disinterested parties is the most pressing social priority.” But
this overlooks another supposedly more attractive possibility: that we
abandon the valorization of choice above all else and recognize and
value the unchosen, constitutive attachments that make us who we
are. This approach avoids the “metaphysical embarrassment” of the
liberal individual, according to which our values are the products
of choice and cannot implicate our identities. More importantly, as
Sandel explains in later work, this flawed voluntarist model of the
self leaves us unable to,

make sense of our moral experience, because it cannot account for certain
moral and political obligations that we commonly recognize, even prize.
These include obligations of solidarity, religious duties, and other moral ties
that may claim us for reasons unrelated to a choice. Such obligations are
difficult to account for if we understand ourselves as free and independent
selves, unbound by moral ties we have not chosen. Unless we think of
ourselves as encumbered selves, already claimed by certain projects and
commitments, we cannot make sense of these indispensable aspects of our
moral and political experience.

Recognizing our shared and unchosen constitutive commitments
allows us to make sense of these moral virtues. It also undercuts the
need for the virtue of justice.

There is a significant disagreement between Sandel and Rawls, but
it may be obscured by a series of misinterpretations of Rawls’s posi-
tion. Sandel holds that for the argument from the original position
to work, we must presuppose “the pictures of the unencumbered
self, a self understood as prior to and independent of purposes and

 Alasdair MacIntyre, “Modern politics is civil war carried on by other means.” (After Virtue,
nd edn. (Notre Dame, ), p. ).

 Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of Justice, p. .  Ibid., p. .
 Michael Sandel, Democracy’s Discontent (Harvard University Press, ), pp. –.
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ends.” But the fact that the parties in the original position do not
know their conception of the good does not imply that we do not.
Nor does it imply that we cannot think of some of our ends and
values as essential to our self-conceptions. Rawls himself notes this
very point, referring to Royce’s idea that “an individual says who he
is by describing his purposes and causes, what he intends to do in his
life.” (TJ, /) When Rawls comments that “the self is prior to
the ends which are affirmed by it,” (TJ, /) he is not making
a point about the depth of our identification with our goals. He is
arguing against a teleological understanding of morality according
to which there is one dominant good that ought to structure our
deliberations and self-conception.

Far from holding the atomistic picture of society that Sandel and
other communitarians attribute to him, Rawls takes pains to distance
himself from it. As we saw in chapter , he distinguishes a well-ordered
society of justice as fairness from the idea of a “private society.” (TJ,
/) In such a society, human sociability is understood merely as
the fact that we develop our abilities to speak and to think only in a
social context and that coordinated activities often are mutually ben-
eficial. Our deeper sociability is found in the idea of a social union,
in which “human beings have in fact shared final ends and they value
their common institutions and activities as good in themselves.” (TJ,
/) Moreover, they value and appreciate the collective goods
that can only be achieved because of the complementarity among the
talents and abilities that individuals choose to develop and pursue.
In addition to containing “countless social unions of many differ-
ent kinds,” (TJ, /) a well-ordered society can itself also be
understood as a special kind of social union – a social union of social
unions. This implies that citizens of a well-ordered society share a
common end, which it is not hard to identify: they share the goal of
achieving and maintaining basic social justice.

This serves to highlight the real disagreement between Rawls and
Sandel. Sandel suggests that the shared goal of just institutions simply
is too thin to sustain a deep sense of identification and commitment.

 Michael Sandel, “The Procedural Republic and the Unencumbered Self,” Political Theory,
 (), p. .

 See also Rawls, Political Liberalism, p. , n. .
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A superior alternative would be to overcome the disagreements that
give rise to the need for justice in the first place. This is made clear
at the conclusion of Liberalism and the Limits of Justice:

justice finds its occasion because we cannot know each other, or our ends,
well enough to govern by the common good alone. This condition is not
likely to fade altogether, and so long as it does not, justice will be necessary.
But neither is it guaranteed always to predominate, and in so far as it does
not, community will be possible, and an unsettling presence for justice.

Implicit in this view is the assumption that the need for justice is
due primarily to epistemic deprivation. If we only knew “each other,
or our ends, well enough” we could overcome the conflicts that
necessitate appeal to the remedial virtue of justice.

However, a clearer recognition of our ends would not dissolve
the need for justice unless we assume that our ends – our true ends,
perhaps – would not conflict. Here we have a deep disagreement with
Rawls, who holds that “it is, in general, a good thing that individuals’
conceptions of their good should differ in significant ways.” (TJ,
/) In Political Liberalism Rawls argues that the diversity of
reasonable comprehensive doctrines is “the natural outcome of the
activities of human reason under enduring free institutions. To see
reasonable pluralism as a disaster is to see the exercise of reason under
the conditions of freedom itself as a disaster.” The need for justice
arises not because of our inability to “know each other, or our ends,”
or because of excessive selfishness or individualism, but because of the
diversity of reasonable ends, which is itself the result of the exercise
of reason in circumstances of freedom.

Principles of justice are needed to mediate fairly the conflicts
among reasonable conceptions of the good. To do this, a concep-
tion of justice must not simply substitute one system of ends for all
others. Certainly, it will posit certain necessary ends and rule out
others as well as identify certain impermissible means. However, it
must leave room for the diversity of goods that gives rise to the need
for justice in the first place. Although the principles of justice must
take precedence over specific conceptions of the good, this does not
make them “all controlling.” (TJ, /) It is a mistake to think that

 Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of Justice, p. .
 Rawls, Political Liberalism, pp. xxiv–xxv.
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“once the principles of justice are given precedence, then there is a
dominant end that organizes our life.” (TJ, /) In a well-ordered
society unity is found in the shared conception of justice that citizens
affirm. But it is not a “community” if by that we mean that there is a
single comprehensive doctrine affirmed by all. Such a community “is
no longer a political possibility for those who accept the constraints
of liberty and toleration of democratic institutions.” Although a
well-ordered society contains many such communities within it, it
cannot be one itself without eliminating the conditions of freedom
that give rise to many different and conflicting doctrines and values.

walzer and the social meaning of goods

A very different approach to community is found in the work of
Michael Walzer. Unlike Sandel, Walzer does not question whether
an increase in justice would be a moral improvement. However,
Walzer holds that the demands of justice are relative to the values
affirmed in particular communities. The problem with justice as
fairness, he suggests, is that it is not sufficiently sensitive to the
variations among the values affirmed by different societies. In effect,
he argues, justice as fairness aims to impose its own external blueprint
of a just society without sufficient sensitivity to the specific values
affirmed in particular societies. In that sense, it is disconnected and
undemocratic.

For Walzer, “Justice is relative to social meanings.” In order to
determine whether some good has been distributed justly, we must
first identify the meaning of that particular good in the particular
society in question. Only then can we judge whether the distribution
of that good is consistent with its meaning. Different goods, with
different meanings, must have different distributive mechanisms:
“When meanings are distinct, distributions must be autonomous.”

Thus, we get the idea of distinct “spheres of justice” corresponding
to the different meanings of different goods. Injustice occurs when

 Ibid., p. ; cf. p. .
 See Walzer’s claims that any effort to formulate principles of justice not based on local

meanings is “an authoritarian business.” (“Philosophy and Democracy,” Political Theory, 
(), p. )

 Michael Walzer, Spheres of Justice (Basic Books, ), p. .  Ibid., p. .
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the distribution of a good is inconsistent with its meaning but is
determined by – is “dominated by” – some other good from outside
its sphere. For example, if an inequality in wealth, unobjectionable
in itself, results in unequal political influence, one sphere unjustly
dominates another. If political influence is determined by wealth, it
is not being distributed according to its democratic meaning (that
at least is its meaning in a democracy): “What democracy requires
is that property should have no political currency, that it shouldn’t
convert into anything like sovereignty, authoritative command, sus-
tained control over men and women.” An inequality in wealth is
only unjust if it dominates the distribution of some other good. (It
is worth noting that Rawls, too, finds the influence of inequalities in
wealth on political equality to be one of the most serious defects that
contemporary liberal democracies face.)

This account of justice, which Walzer calls “complex equality,”
tries to avoid imposing any distributive standard that is not based
on the values endorsed by a particular society. As Richard Arneson
notes, “This ‘distribution according to social meanings’ norm is an
empty vessel, the content of which could be anything.” In order to
fill this empty vessel and to generate a determinate standard, we need
to identify the meaning of the good in question and to determine the
corresponding distributive mechanism. Unfortunately, Walzer gives
us very little help in understanding how to make such judgments,
although his work is filled with numerous (often contentious) exam-
ples. Joshua Cohen points out that “[i]n all these cases the values
of the political community are identified through its practices . . . The
existing practices serve as evidence – in fact as the only evidence – for
the account of the ‘collective consciousness’.” If we base the mean-
ing of a good on the existing distributive mechanism alone, it is hard
to see how we could ever generate critical distance from the prac-
tices and conclude that some other distributive mechanism would

 Ibid., p. .
 Ibid., p. : “once we have blocked every wrongful exchange and controlled the sheer

weight of money itself, we have no reason to worry about the answers the market provides.”
 See TJ, –/–; Political Liberalism, pp. lvi, –.
 Richard Arneson, “Against ‘Complex Equality’” in Pluralism, Justice, and Equality, David

Miller and Michael Walzer, eds. (Oxford University Press, ), p. .
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be superior. We face what Cohen calls the “simple communitarian
dilemma.”

Not all forms of immanent critique are conservative, and in an
effort to avoid this dilemma we might appeal not only to the existing
practices but also to the attitudes and understandings of the indi-
viduals in the society. After all citizens may be critical of their own
institutions, and we might seek to explain such attitudes by claiming
that the institutional mechanisms do not correspond to the mean-
ing the good has for them. The problem is that virtually any good
will have different meanings for different citizens. We cannot simply
appeal to the shared understanding of the majority, even if there is
one, for as Walzer observes, “a majority of the citizens . . . might well
misunderstand the logic of their own institutions or fail to apply
consistently the principles they professed to hold.” We will often –
maybe even typically – be forced to conclude that some good does
not have a single meaning in a society. In such a case, no distribu-
tive mechanism could possibly be just. If there are genuinely dif-
ferent interpretations of some good, Walzer argues, “then it might
be (morally) necessary to work out a political accommodation. Poli-
tics must sometimes substitute for justice, providing a neutral frame
within which a common life slowly develops.” It is unclear exactly
what a “neutral frame” would be, but what is clear is that for Walzer
justice is impossible to attain until “a common life” – by which he
must mean a shared interpretation of the meaning of the good in
question – has developed. The contrast with justice as fairness, which
assumes a diversity of conceptions of the good, is once again clear.

Walzer’s suggestion that justice as fairness is insensitive to dif-
ferences among societies is a common one. There seems to be a
widespread assumption that Rawls aims to identify a scheme of insti-
tutions that all societies must follow. This is a mistaken impression
for at least three reasons. First, the parties in the original position
do not directly select among various institutional schemes. The orig-
inal position is designed to address “one of the most general of all
choices which persons might make together, namely . . . the choice

 Ibid., p. .  Walzer, Spheres of Justice, p. .
 Michael Walzer, “‘Spheres of Justice’: An Exchange,” New York Review of Books, July ,

, p. . Compare Spheres of Justice, p. .
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of the first principles of a conception of justice which is to regulate
all subsequent criticism and reform of institutions.” (TJ, /–)
These abstract principles, when combined with specific information
regarding particular societies, specify a range of permissible institu-
tional arrangements. The four-stage sequence allows us to incorpo-
rate information that is relevant to the application of the principles to
particular societies. “In the original position the only particular facts
known to the parties are those that can be inferred from the circum-
stances of justice.” (TJ, /) In the subsequent stages, however,
“the general facts about their society are made available to them.” (TJ,
/) This means that the decisions made at subsequent stages will
not be universal in the way that the principles themselves are intended
to be. Although a society will be just according to justice as fairness
when it satisfies the two principles, different institutional mecha-
nisms will do this most effectively (or even minimally adequately) in
different circumstances.

Second, a just society will have a democratic political structure
that allows it to make decisions for itself. Obviously, this provides the
opportunity for different societies to make different decisions and to
diverge from one another in significant ways. It also presents them
with the possibility of making unjust decisions. This is because, as
we have seen, “there is no scheme of procedural political rules which
guarantees that unjust legislation will not be enacted.” (TJ, /)
Is it acceptable for a society to make a democratic decision that
departs from the requirements of the two principles? That depends
on what is meant by “acceptable.” On the one hand, Rawls holds that
such a departure would be unjust – or at least it would not be fully
just. On the other hand, as long as the injustice is not too great, a
democratic decision may still be legitimate and therefore binding on
citizens. While his most extensive discussion of legitimacy is found
in Political Liberalism, already in A Theory of Justice Rawls argued
that “our natural duty to uphold just institutions binds us to comply
with unjust laws and policies, or at least not to oppose them by illegal
means as long as they do not exceed certain limits of injustice.”
(TJ, /) Thus, the sense in which Rawls intends to “impose”
limitations on a society’s democratic decisions is very attenuated. A

 See, for example, pp. –.
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Rawlsian citizen will advocate decisions and policies in accordance
with the two principles, but if a democratic polity makes a decision
that she believes to be unjust, within certain limits she will continue
to recognize the legitimacy of that decision.

Finally, turning to the issue of distributive justice more narrowly,
Rawls does not believe that his principles require any specific allo-
cation of goods to particular individuals. The specific allocation of
goods is a matter of pure procedural justice. It is unpredictable, and
we should not expect or demand that all societies that satisfy the
principles of justice will be characterized by any single pattern of
distribution. The next section will consider this issue in more depth.

nozick and distributive equality

Within three years of the publication of A Theory of Justice, Robert
Nozick, Rawls’s colleague at Harvard, published Anarchy, State, and
Utopia, a book that many people take to be the definitive libertar-
ian reply to Rawls. Nozick is critical of Rawls’s egalitarianism and
presents his so-called “entitlement theory of justice” as an alternative
that emphasizes individual rights and liberty. This framing of the
contrast led to a widespread image of a stand-off between those (like
Rawls) who value equality and those (like Nozick) who value liberty.
As Alasdair MacIntyre represents the dispute:

Rawls makes primary what is in effect a principle of equality with respect to
needs . . . Nozick makes primary what is a principle of equality with respect
to entitlements. For Rawls how those who are now in grave need came to be
in grave need is irrelevant; justice is made into a matter of present patterns
of distribution to which the past is irrelevant.

Furthermore, according to MacIntyre, no principled resolution of
this dispute is possible, “[f]or how can a claim that gives priority to
equality of needs be rationally weighed against one which gives prior-
ity to entitlements?” Nozick himself encourages this interpretation,
suggesting that any egalitarian conception of justice will objection-
ably interfere with individual liberty and rights.

 Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia.  MacIntyre, After Virtue, p. .
 Ibid., p. .
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Nozick contrasts historical principles of distributive justice, of
which his entitlement theory is one, with end-result principles. An
end-result principle is “patterned if it specified that a distribution is
to vary along with some natural dimension.” Nozick suggests that
“[a]lmost every suggested principle of distributive justice is patterned:
to each according to his moral merit, or needs, or marginal product, or
how hard he tries, or the weighted sum of the foregoing, and so on.”

And obviously equality is a pattern of distribution as well. Nozick
does not find it surprising that Rawls would endorse a patterned
principle of distributive justice, since “[a] procedure that founds
principles of distributive justice on what rational persons who know
nothing about themselves or their histories would agree to guarantees
that end-state principles of justice will be taken as fundamental.”

In contrast, Nozick’s entitlement theory relies on historical princi-
ples that recognize that “past circumstances or actions of people can
create differential entitlements or differential deserts to things.” The
specification of the entitlement theory requires that we identify two
principles. First, we need a principle for the just acquisition of goods
that were previously not owned – a principle of “original acquisition.”
Second, we need a principle for the just transfer of goods that are
already owned from one person to another. Then the entitlement
theory simply says:

. A person who acquires a holding in accordance with the principle of
justice in acquisition is entitled to that holding.

. A person who acquires a holding in accordance with the principle of
justice in transfer, from someone else entitled to the holding, is entitled
to the holding.

. No one is entitled to a holding except by (repeated) applications of 
and .

Nozick acknowledges that additional principles will be necessary
in order to correct violations of the principles of original acquisi-
tion and transfer. And strikingly, referring to the difference principle
specifically, he suggests the possibility that “some patterned prin-
ciples of distributive justice [may serve] as rough rules of thumb
meant to approximate the general results of applying the principle

 Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia, p. .  Ibid., pp. –.
 Ibid., pp. –.  Ibid., p. .  Ibid., p. .
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of rectification of injustice.” Still, in the ideal, if there were no
violations of the first two principles, the entitlement theory would
not require that the distribution of goods conformed to any pattern.

Nozick supports the view that only an entitlement theory like his is
consistent with liberty with his famous “Wilt Chamberlain” example.
Under the heading “How liberty upsets patterns,” he writes:

suppose a distribution favored by one of these non-entitlement concep-
tions is realized. Let us suppose it is your favorite one and let us call this
distribution D; perhaps everyone has an equal share, perhaps shares vary
in accordance with some dimension you treasure. Now suppose that Wilt
Chamberlain is greatly in demand by basketball teams, being a great gate
attraction . . . The season starts, and people cheerfully attend his team’s
games; they buy their tickets, each time dropping a separate  cents of their
admission price into a special box with Chamberlain’s name on it. They are
excited to see him play; it is worth the total admission price to them . . . Is
he entitled to the income? Is this new distribution D, unjust?

For Nozick, the answer is obvious, since under D nobody has
grounds to complain that they were treated unjustly: certainly not
Chamberlain or the individuals who “were entitled to dispose of
the resources to which they were entitled (under D).” Nor are
their grounds for third parties to complain: “After someone transfers
something to Wilt Chamberlain, third parties still have their legiti-
mate shares; their shares are not changed.” Nozick concludes that
“no end-state principle or distributional patterned principle of justice
can be continuously realized without continuous interference with
people’s lives.” Hence, it appears that a commitment to any egali-
tarian distributive principles really will conflict with a commitment
to individual liberty.

Strictly speaking, however, Nozick is in no position to determine
whether the distribution D is just until we have specified the prin-
ciples for original acquisition and just transfer. As Jonathan Wolff
points out,

The entitlement theory is not completely stated until we are told the precise
content of Nozick’s principles of justice in acquisition, transfer, and recti-
fication, and so we should expect a detailed statement and justification of

 Ibid., p. .  Ibid., pp. –.  Ibid., p. .  Ibid.  Ibid., p. .
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Nozick’s versions of these principles. But again at a crucial point, we are
offered nothing like this.

Nozick assumes that the transfers that occur in the Chamberlain
example are consistent with any reasonable principle of just transfer
because they are voluntary. But what exactly are the fans doing when
they put  cents in the box? They are attempting to follow their
society’s rules for just transfer. Without such rules, there would be
no mechanism for making this exchange. But Nozick cannot gener-
ate the rules of just transfer from some prior account of voluntary
transfers, because without the rules no transfers would be possible at
all – voluntary or otherwise. The mistake is clear when Nozick asks
rhetorically, “[i]f the people were entitled to dispose of the resources
to which they were entitled (under D), didn’t this include their being
entitled to give it to, or exchange it with, Wilt Chamberlain?” This
is a bluff. We don’t know whether they are entitled to give it to
Chamberlain until we know what the rules of just transfer are, and
calling the transfer to Chamberlain “voluntary” does not answer this
question. Nozick simply assumes without argument that property
rights must include a right to transfer the full market value of the
property. But this is not the only possible scheme of property rights
and, in fact, is arguably in tension with Lockean principles that he
claims as inspiration.

Suppose, for example, we thought that individuals had the right
to transfer not the full market value of their holdings but only
 percent, with the remaining  percent transferred to the poorest

 Jonathan Wolff, Robert Nozick: Property, Justice and the Minimal State (Stanford University
Press, ), p. .

 Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia, p. .
 Specifically, Barbara Fried argues that “Lockean theory has been plagued from the start

by the difficulty of justifying a private right to that portion of market price that reflects
scarcity rents.” (“Wilt Chamberlain Revisited: Nozick’s ‘Justice in Transfer’ and the Problem
of Market-Based Distribution,” Philosophy and Public Affairs,  (), p. ) See also
Thomas Nagel, “Libertarianism without Foundations” [] in Reading Nozick: Essays on
“Anarchy, State, and Utopia,” Jeffrey Paul, ed. (Blackwell, ), esp. pp. –; and Lawrence
Becker, “Against the Supposed Difference between Historical and End-State Theories,”
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individuals in the society. If that were the case, each time  cents
was dropped into Chamberlain’s box, Chamberlain would only be
entitled to  cents with the balance rightfully belonging to the poor.
The crucial point is that this scheme would not involve violating
the principle of just transfer. On the contrary, taxing Chamberlain’s
gross income would be required in order to follow the principle.
To be sure, some transactions that were permissible under Nozick’s
libertarian scheme would be prohibited. This would be necessary in
order to enforce the property rights of the poor under this alterna-
tive scheme. Furthermore, under this scheme all exchanges would
be completely voluntary, and nobody’s liberty (as Nozick conceives
it) would be restricted. This is because Nozick holds that whether
a restriction limits liberty depends on whether an individual had a
right to perform the action in the first place. But according to this
principle of just transfer, fans do not have a right to transfer money to
Chamberlain without also giving some to the least advantaged. It may
be tempting to say with Nozick that “[p]atterned principles of dis-
tributive justice necessitate redistributive activities.” The thought is
something like this: first, Chamberlain gets the full  cents, and then
some of it is taken from him and given to someone else. But this is
misleading. Although the  cents may be sitting in his box, under our
revised transfer principle, he has no right to it. It belongs to the poor.
If he were to fail to pay the tax that he owes, he would be stealing
money from its rightful owners and engaging in an objectionable and
unjust form of redistribution of goods from their rightful owners. It
is no restriction on his liberty to prevent him from doing this.

The point of the previous paragraph was not to argue that a
transfer principle that included a  percent tax would be superior
to one without it. The point, rather, was that either principle could
be part of an entitlement theory, and Nozick gives us no reason to
prefer one over the other. He simply assumes that it is obvious which
principles of acquisition and transfer (and perhaps of rectification)
we should rely on. But it is not at all obvious. It is not even clear
on what grounds we should declare one set of principles superior to
another. As we have seen, the declaration cannot be based on the

 See, for example, Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia, p. .
 Ibid., p. , his emphasis.
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claim that only one preserves our liberties while the other involves
restrictions on our rights. We can only make such a determination
after we know what our rights and liberties are – that is, after we
know which principles should govern our acquisition and transfer of
property.

By now it should be clear that Rawls is interested in answering the
question that Nozick hardly even recognizes – what are the grounds
on which we can declare one scheme of property rights more or
less just than another? The principles of justice are to be used to
evaluate rival institutional schemes, including economic institutions
that specify the principles of just acquisition, transfer, and rectifica-
tion of property. The principles of justice, including the difference
principle, are not to be used to evaluate the distribution of goods
directly. Rawls makes the point this way: “If it is asked in the abstract
whether one distribution of a given stock of things to definite individ-
uals with known desires and preferences is better than another, then
there is simply no answer to this question.” (TJ, /) Once a just
institutional scheme is in place, we rely on pure procedural justice
to allocate specific shares to particular individuals: “the distribution
that results will be just (or at least not unjust) whatever it is.” (TJ,
/) Assuming the procedures are not violated, a large inequality
would be unjust only if it undermined the fair value of the political
liberties or interfered with fair equality of opportunity. Beyond this,
a large inequality may be evidence that the basic structure is unjust if
it seems likely that the least advantaged would do better under some
other scheme. Although the difference principle makes reference to a
pattern, justice as fairness is a historical theory according to Nozick’s
definition: “whether a distribution is just depends upon how it came
about.” The disagreement between Rawls and Nozick is not about
whether equality or liberty is more fundamental. Rather, it concerns
which are the just institutions and procedures within which indi-
viduals and associations pursue their goals and acquire their specific
entitlements. As Rawls puts it: “We have a right to our natural abili-
ties and a right to whatever we become entitled to by taking part in
a fair social process. The problem is to characterize this process.”

 Ibid., p. .
 John Rawls, “A Kantian Conception of Equality” [] in Freeman, Collected Papers,
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cohen and luck egalitarianism

In recent years this focus on the basic structure and on pure procedu-
ral justice has led some critics to charge justice as fairness with being
too timid and insufficiently egalitarian. The most prominent of these
critics is G. A. Cohen. For Cohen, “justice cannot be a matter only of
the state-legislated structure in which people act but is also a matter
of the acts they choose within that structure, the personal choices
of their daily lives.” Now from one point of view it may seem as
though there is no real disagreement with Rawls here. Although he
does not explore them much detail, Rawls agrees that principles for
the evaluation of individual conduct “are an essential part of any
theory of justice.” (TJ, /) But Rawls also holds that the princi-
ples appropriate to evaluating individual conduct are not necessarily
the same principles that we use to evaluate the basic structure itself:
“The principles of justice for institutions must not be confused with
the principles which apply to individuals and their actions in partic-
ular circumstances. These two kinds of principles apply to different
subjects and must be discussed separately.” (TJ, –/) Cohen, in
contrast, insists that principles of justice are those that concern the
“just distribution of benefits and burdens in society” and that these
apply “to the choices that people make within the legally coercive
structures to which . . . [the] principles of justice (also) apply.” Fur-
thermore, Cohen holds that when the difference principle is properly
applied to both the basic structure and to individual conduct, it will
sanction far less inequality than it would when applied to the basic
structure alone. The effect of Rawls’s limited application of his prin-
ciples to the basic structure is to make his conception insufficiently
egalitarian.

To see why this might be so, recall which inequalities the difference
principle permits when it is applied only to the basic structure. The
difference principle permits a structural inequality only when the
least advantaged position has a higher expected share of primary
goods than the least advantaged position would have under a scheme

 G. A. Cohen, If You’re an Egalitarian, How Come You’re So Rich? (Harvard University Press,
), p. .

 Ibid.
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without the inequality. This will only be possible when the inequality
generates a net increase in available primary goods and when everyone
shares in this gain (although not equally). In A Theory of Justice Rawls
mentions that this might be possible in some circumstances when the
“better prospects act as incentives so that the economic process is more
efficient, innovation proceeds at a faster pace, and so on.” (TJ, /)
The point is not only, or even primarily, that people will work harder
and produce more when there is an incentive. It is also possible for
inequalities to promote social efficiency by putting “resources in the
hands of those who can make the best social use of them.”

The problem, as Cohen sees it, is that whether an inequality works
to everyone’s advantage depends in part on the attitudes and prefer-
ences of the individuals in the society. For example, a society might
consider providing an incentive to its most talented or efficient pro-
ducers in an effort to induce them to work more (or harder) and
thereby to increase the aggregate level of wealth in the society. If this
increased the aggregate sufficiently, it might also be possible for every-
one to share in the benefit even though the talented would gain more
than others. The difference principle would endorse this inequal-
ity (at least in comparison with the baseline of equality without that
incentive). But Cohen points out that this inequality is necessary only
on the assumption that the talented would not do the additional (or
harder) work without the greater reward. They could do the work
without the incentive. And if they did so, the least advantaged would
do even better, since they could share in the resources that would
have been used as incentives to the talented. So it is only if we take
the preferences of the talented as given that the incentive is necessary.
Cohen holds that “an anti-egalitarian selfishness must be attributed
to the more productive, as part of the explanation for why inequality
is necessary, to the extent that it is indeed necessary.” The differ-
ence principle, when applied only to the basic structure, allows such
objectionable selfishness to generate structural inequalities. In effect,
a society that accepts the difference principle allows the talented to
extort resources from the society by threatening to withhold their
productive assets. If the talented were motivated by the difference

 Rawls, “A Kantian Conception of Equality,” p. . See the discussion by Philippe Van
Parijs, “Difference Principles” in Freeman, The Cambridge Companion to Rawls, especially
pp. –.

 Cohen, If You’re an Egalitarian . . . , p. .
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principle in their individual conduct, they would forgo the addi-
tional incentive, thereby maximally benefiting the least advantaged
and maintaining a fully egalitarian distribution of goods. Only by
applying egalitarian principles to individual choices as well as to the
basic structure can we achieve a stronger and more consistent egali-
tarianism not held hostage to the unjust selfishness of the talented.

There are several things that can be said in reply, and the secondary
literature contains many rich discussions of the issues. My discussion
will be brief and aim to bring out what I take to be the deeper contrast
between Cohen and Rawls. First of all, nothing that Rawls says
precludes us from making moral assessments of individual conduct.
On the contrary, as I emphasized above, he holds that “[i]t is clear”
that in addition to principles of justice that apply to the basic structure
“a complete theory of right includes principles for individuals as well.”
(TJ, /) If individuals are motivated to pursue their narrow self-
interest to the exclusion of others, we can properly call them selfish
and greedy. And if individuals trick or otherwise take advantage of
others, by exploiting their ignorance, for example, we can properly
say that they are unjust even if they do so within the limits of the law
and the rules of a just basic structure. The question is whether the
same principles that apply to the basic structure must also apply to
individual conduct.

Second, the design of the basic structure is likely to have a signifi-
cant effect on the ethos that guides individual conduct in the society.
As Rawls points out, “the social system shapes the wants and aspira-
tions that its citizens come to have. It determines in part the sort of
persons they want to be as well as the sort of persons they are.” (TJ,
/) The design of the basic structure must be sensitive to this
role. Institutions “must be not only just but framed so as to encourage
the virtue of justice in those who take part in them.” (TJ, /) In

 In addition to the works cited below, see Andrew Williams, “Incentives, Inequality, and
Publicity,” Philosophy and Public Affairs,  (); Jonathan Wolff, “Fairness, Respect, and
the Egalitarian Ethos,” Philosophy and Public Affairs,  (); Paul Smith, “Incentives and
Justice: G. A. Cohen’s Egalitarian Critique of Rawls,” Social Theory and Practice,  ();
Thomas Pogge, “On the Site of Distributive Justice: Reflections on Cohen and Murphy,”
Philosophy and Public Affairs,  (); Samuel Scheffler, “What Is Egalitarianism?” Samuel
Scheffler, “Is the Basic Structure Basic?” in The Egalitarian Conscience: Essays in Honour of
G. A. Cohen, Christine Sypnowich, ed. (Oxford University Press, ); Kenneth Baynes,
“Ethos and Institutions: On the Site of Distributive Justice,” Journal of Social Philosophy, 
(); Freeman, “Rawls and Luck Egalitarianism” in Justice and the Social Contract.
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a well-ordered society, the kinds of objectionable extortion-like cases
that Cohen criticizes are likely to be relatively infrequent. This does
not refute the critique, but it does somewhat blunt its force.

A more fundamental reply, however, emphasizes that incentives
are required not only because of selfishness but simply because of the
diversity of reasonable conceptions of the good. Consider a talented
individual who demands an extra incentive to exercise his talent in a
way that makes a greater than average contribution to the aggregate
wealth of society. Now if that individual would be willing to work
for less, but demands the incentive only because he knows that the
society accepts the difference principle and would be willing to pay
him, this looks like a kind of extortion. This is the image of indi-
vidual selfishness that Cohen emphasizes. But suppose the individual
demands the incentive because without it he would genuinely pre-
fer a different career that was less productive. Suppose that he faces
a choice between an emotionally bland but financially productive
career as an investment advisor and an emotionally satisfying but
economically less productive career as an artist. If the levels of pay
were equal, he would genuinely prefer to be an artist. He would only
be willing to pursue the more economically productive career if he
received additional compensation. It would be misleading at best to
say he was being selfish. The difference principle responds not only
to selfishness but also to the wide variety of reasonable conceptions
of the good. And if the considerations in the previous paragraph are
correct, in a well-ordered society cases of selfishness will be relatively
rare compared to reasonable preferences.

Cohen believes that once the objectionable cases of incentive
inequalities are eliminated, “hardly any serious inequality” would
remain. Still, he thinks that some inequalities would remain because
“each person has a right to pursue her own self-interest to some
reasonable extent.” Such personal prerogatives make it morally per-
missible for individuals to pursue their own self-interest at the cost of
the broader goals of social justice. Without a more complete account
of these prerogatives, it is hard to assess Cohen’s optimism that they

 See the discussion in Joshua Cohen, “Taking People as They Are?” Philosophy and Public
Affairs,  ().

 Cohen, If You’re an Egalitarian . . . , p. .  Ibid., p. , n. .
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will not significantly interfere with his egalitarianism, although David
Estlund has argued convincingly that these prerogatives should prop-
erly be wider than Cohen suggests. But whatever the extent of
permissible inequalities, the important point is that for Cohen such
prerogatives are external constraints on the requirements of justice,
imposed in deference to values other than justice itself. As Estlund
explains, these prerogatives are “permissible deviation[s] in individ-
ual deliberation from what social justice would require considered
alone.” Cohen has long held that it is appropriate to compromise
justice when it competes with other important values.

It is here that the fundamental contrast between Rawls and Cohen
becomes clear. For Rawls, although the principles of justice are reg-
ulative, they are not “all controlling.” (TJ, /) There are many
actions that, from the point of view of justice, “we are at liberty both
to do and not to do.” (TJ, /) For Cohen, in contrast, justice
will give individuals no discretion concerning any action that affects
the distribution of goods in society. Such discretion can only come
from external considerations that override and limit the demands of
justice. The reason that justice cannot be indifferent to any individ-
ual action is because distributive justice, as Cohen conceives it, is a
matter of bringing about an equal distribution of some good: “I take
for granted that there is something which justice requires people to
have equal amounts of, not no matter what, but to whatever extent
is allowed by values which compete with distributive justice.” Any
action that produces an inequality in this good is unjust. The injus-
tice might not be terribly significant, and we may have good reasons
based on other values to grant the individual a prerogative to engage
in that injustice. But even small injustices are unjust. No action which

 See ibid., p. ; G. A. Cohen, “Incentives, Inequality, and Community,” The Tanner
Lectures on Human Values, , Grethe Peterson, ed. (University of Utah Press, ),
pp. –; David Estlund, “Liberalism, Equality, and Fraternity in Cohen’s Critique of
Rawls,” Journal of Political Philosophy,  ().

 Estlund, “Liberalism, Equality, and Fraternity in Cohen’s Critique of Rawls,” p. .
 See, for example, G. A. Cohen “Robert Nozick and Wilt Chamberlain: How Patterns
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affects the distribution of goods can be indifferent from the point of
view of justice.

We need not be concerned with the precise formulation of this
good, which Cohen calls “access to advantage.” It is enough to
see that his basic orientation is a form of luck egalitarianism: “My
root belief is that there is injustice in distribution when inequality
of goods reflects not such things as differences in the arduousness of
different people’s labors, or people’s different preferences and choices
with respect to income and leisure, but myriad forms of lucky and
unlucky circumstance.” Justice requires an equal distribution of
goods, except where an individual’s greater or lesser share can be traced
to choices for which that individual is responsible. An individual
“suffers from (bad) brute luck when his bad luck is not the result of a
gamble or risk which he could have avoided.” Justice requires that
we restore equality when an inequality is generated by brute luck. But
it does not require that we correct inequalities that are the product of
deliberate choice: “Brute luck is an enemy of just equality, and, since
effects of genuine choice contrast with brute luck, genuine choice
excuses otherwise unacceptable inequalities.”

I argued in the introduction that Rawls is not a luck egalitarian.
He explicitly rejects the principle of redress, according to which
all undeserved inequalities, such as unequal natural talents, must
be compensated for. We can now see that this is connected to his
reliance on pure procedural justice and his belief that justice is not
a matter of bringing about any particular pattern of distribution
that can be known in advance. This takes us to the heart of Rawls’s
understanding of justice. For Cohen, we first identify the allocation
of goods that would be perfectly just and then determine the extent
to which the state and other agents can effectively achieve it without
jeopardizing other values. For Rawls, in contrast, social justice is
primarily a matter of how citizens should mediate their relations
through the institutions of the basic structure. The application of the
difference principle to the basic structure alone is not a half-hearted

 Cohen, “On the Currency of Egalitarian Justice,” p. .
 Cohen, If You’re an Egalitarian . . . , p. .
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or compromised effort to achieve some goal that could possibly be
achieved more efficiently or more completely by other means. It is
not motivated by the end of eliminating the influence of luck or of
bringing about any particular allocation of goods. The basic structure
must satisfy the principles of justice in order to ensure that individuals
are able to interact on the basis of reciprocity without domination
or subordination. As Christine Korsgaard has pointed out, “[t]he
subject matter of morality is not what we should bring about, but
how we should relate to one another. If only Rawls has succeeded in
escaping utilitarianism, it is because only Rawls has fully grasped this
point.”

The principles of justice apply to the basic structure of society
because that is what citizens collectively create, share, and impose
on themselves to mediate their interactions. The virtue of justice is
not a response to the arbitrariness of the world but rather to the
need for fairness in the interactions among people with different and
conflicting conceptions of the good. A just basic structure establishes
fair terms of cooperation. Here it is useful to be reminded of Rawls’s
model of a property-owning democracy. The idea is that property is
kept widely distributed in the society to allow individuals to pursue
their various goals without being dependent on or subordinated to
anyone else. This emphasis on fair terms of interaction informs not
only the interpretation of the difference principle but all of justice
as fairness. At its core, justice as fairness is about establishing and
maintaining relations of reciprocity among the members of a society.

The virtue of social justice would not have a point if people did not
have goals and ends that they took to be valuable and pursued individ-
ually and in groups. The problem of justice arises when these values
diverge yet individuals want to establish fair terms of interaction with
one another. The principles of justice cannot be all controlling with-
out denying the independent value of the different conceptions of
the good. Yet, a society can only have one basic structure – one set of
basic institutions to mediate the interactions among citizens. There-
fore, its design cannot be predicated on any single comprehensive
doctrine but must be based on principles that all can recognize to be

 Christine Korsgaard, “The Reasons We Can Share” [] in Creating the Kingdom of Ends
(Cambridge University Press, ), p. .
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fair. A well-ordered society does not eliminate the influence of luck
or achieve any particular pattern of the distribution of goods. Rather,
it establishes terms of interaction that do not deny or undermine
the diversity of reasonable doctrines, but achieves fairness that all can
recognize. The lasting legacy of A Theory of Justice is that it helps us to
see that fair terms of interaction are compatible with diverse values.
Once we see that a just society is possible in conditions of pluralism,
we can also see that it is worth struggling to achieve.
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